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1.
A.

BACKGROUND

NTRODUCTION
As the nation trims down both the size and budget of the

military effective use of funds is becoming increasingly more
important.

Finding ways to reduce costs without sacrificing

readiness is paramount.
performance

is

One manner to reduce costs yet retain

through simulation.

across a computer screen is
safer,

than

exercises.

mobilization
Simulation is

Manipulation of forces

much more cost effective,
of

large

forces

not a new concept,

for

and

training

but one whose

usefulness is becoming more prominent.
The Army has had a wargaming simulation known as Janus(A)
for over a decade.

Janus(A) uses a database defined by large

10000 square meter terrain grids to create battle simulations
for

use

in

scenarios.

planning

and

evaluation

of

various

combat

Recently a much higher resolution database known

as Pegasus has been developed using terrain grids of only one
square

meter.

incorporated

If

the

new

into the Janus

Pegasus
structure,

database
then it

could

be

would be

theoretically possible to achieve a simulation which more
closely approaches reality.

1

B.

THE JANUS MODEL

The Janus simulation was originally fielded in 1978.

The

simulation was named after Janus, the two faced Roman god of
portals

who guarded

the gates of Rome by looking in

directions at the same time.
a nuclear effects model,

two

Originally intended for use as

Janus became a useful training tool

as well as a model for combat development research.
updated to version 2.1 in January 1992.

Janus was

[Ref. 1:p. 1]

The Janus model simulates battle between Blue and Red
units.

Forces from each side up to brigade and regimental

sized units are controlled by two or more users operating from
separate computer terminals.

[Ref.

l:p. 1]

Each terminal presents the operator with a high resolution
graphical depiction of friendly forces, detected enemy forces,
terrain contours, and a variety of other useful information.
The Janus model is composed of 13 executable FORTRAN programs.
These programs are divided into three major groups:

those

used to create and maintain the database; those which build
verify

and

run the

scenario;

and

those

used to analyze

scenario results [Ref. 1:p. 5].
The

database

used

by

Janus

is

a

digitized

terrain

developed by the Defense Mapping Agency.

The terrain is

divided into grids 100 meters on a side,

each of which is

numerically

represented

particular grid.

by

values

[Ref. 2:p. 3]

2

characteristic

of

the

C.

TARGET ACQUISITION IN JANUS

In order to develop a program which makes use of a new
higher resolution database it
basic

understanding

determined.
A.D.

of

is

how

first necessary to gain a
acquisition

is

currently

The next four sections are a summarization of

Kellner's 14 July,

1992 memorandum for the record in

which he discusses detection in Janus.

This memorandum as

originally written is found in Appendix A.
1. Background
Acquisition

in

the

Janus

model

is

based

on

the

mathematical detection model developed by the Night Vision and
Electro-Optics Laboratory (NVEOL).
concept
target

This model is based on a

involving the computation,
pair,

of

the

number of

for a specific sensor-

resolved

cycles

across

a

target's critical dimension.
Imagine a pattern of stripes or bars equal in length
and alternating in color at the target's location.

Let the

contrast between the colors of the pattern be the same as the
contrast between the image of the target and its background.
The length of the pattern is the same as the target's minimum
presented dimension.

Slowly decrease the width of the stripes

until the minimum width at which the observer can still
distinguish the individual stripes is-reached.

The number of

pairs now contained in the minimum presented area is

3

called

the

number

of

resolvable

cycles

for

that

target-sensor

combination.
The concept of resolvable cycles is very useful in the
computation

of

detection probabilities.

The

NVEOL

model

defines two probabilities associated with the detection of a
given target by a given sensor.
the target
time,

PD.

First is the probability that

will be detected by the sensor given infinite
This quantity is also known as p-infinity.

Second

is the probability that the target will be detected during the
time it

is

within the sensor's field of view,

can eventually
quantities

of

be detected.
PD and P(t)

This is
are

given that it

called P(t).

functions

Both

of the number of

resolvable cycles, N, which can be resolved by a given sensortarget pair.

The probability that a sensor can discriminate

the target once detected is
The portion
consist

of

the

of

three

also a function of N.

the NVEOL
following

model

relevant

steps:

to Janus

1) calculate

the

attenuation of the target's signature along the line of sight
2)

given the target's signature at the sensor, calculate the

number of cycles the sensor can resolve across the target's
critical dimension 3) Given N, determine if

the target can be

detected, acquired, and recognized.
2.

Signature Attenuation
Signature

sensor is

attenuation

between

the

target

and

the

caused by atmospheric effects as well as objects

4

obscuring path of the line of sight which will be called large
area smoke.

Let:

St - signature at target
Ss - signature at sensor

TI

-

transmission of normal atmosphere

T2 - transmission of large area smoke

and
Ss = St * T1

2

(*7

For optical sensors, St is the optical contrast of the target
which is a part of the master database, and thus remains the
same for a target during a Janus run.
3.

Resolvable Cycles

The performance of a sensor is represented by a curve
of resolvable cycles per milliradian (CMR)

as a Aunction of

the target signature measured at the sensor.

This can be

expressed mathematically as follows:
(2)

CMR = f(Ss)

However there is
this

function,

so

no analytical equation to describe

this function

is

input

database for each sensor as a tables of values.

in

the master
Entering the

table of the specific sensor-target pair with the signature at
the sensor, Ss, produces an output of CMR.

5

Once the number of resolvable cycles is obtained the
number of cycles actually resolved by the sensor is

obtained

by:
N = CMR * TDIM
Range

(3)

where
TDIM - target's minimum presented dimension in meters
Range - sensor to target range in kilometers.
TDIM is obtained from the master database for the particL
target and range is provided by the simulation.
4.

Acquisition
After the number of cycles resolved on the target is

known the probability of detection and time till
P(t),

may be determined.

detection,

The probability of detection is

given by
PD-

CRw

1 + CRw(
where
W - 2.7 + 0.7CR
CR - N/N50
N - number of resolvable cycles
N50 - median number of resolvable cycles required for

eventual detection
Note that when N - N50 the equation 4 goes to 0.5, meaning
that for a random sample of observers, half will require less

6

than N50 resolvable cycles to detect the target and half will
require

more.

Janus

uses

following

the

for

criteria

N50

detection and subsequent target discrimination:
1.0 cycles

sensing

Detection:

a

foreign

object

is

present
ability to aim at a target

2.0 cycles

Aimpoint:

3.5 cycles

Recognition:

ability to distinguish target

class, such as tank, truck, jeep
6.4 cycles

to

ability

Identification:

classify

the

target as specific member of a class
Janus run each sensor-target

At the beginning of a

pair is assigned a random value which represents the ability
of the sensor to detect the corresponding target.
number is

the number of resolved cycles required to detect and
When N is greater than or

is called the detection threshold.
equal

to

infinity

This random

the
test

threshold

detection
has

been

passed

it
and

is

said

that

the

that

the

target

eventually be detected by that particular sensor.

pmay

Once the p-

infinity test is passed a value for P(t) is determined using
the values of CR and PD.
randomly drawn number,

This value is compared to another

and if

it

exceeds

this random number

then detection or another level of discrimination is

7

achieved.

D.

LInM

1.

OF SIGHT IN JANUS

DOLOS Subroutine

If

sufficient obstructions exist between the sensor

and target so as to prevent the target from being seen then
acquisition cannot occur.

Therefore before acquisition is

considered the existence of an acceptable line of sight (LOS)
between the sensor and target must be verified.

The DOLOS

subroutine called by Janus determines the probability of line
of sight (PLOS) existing between a sensor and target based on
their respective locations and elevations.
description

of

the DOLOS

subroutine

A

found in

b r i e f
Appendix

B

follows.
When called DOLOS first retrieves sensor and target
grid locations and elevations.

Based on the target location

a temporary probability of line of sight

(TPLOS)

is

also

initialized.
Each grid within the Janus database
density value.

is

assigned a

In order to select the density value the area

is surveyed for the number and height of vegetation.
these findings

the grid

is

Based on

assigned its

density.

Eight

different density values exist and each is

assigned

a tree

height and a grid PLOS as shown in Table 1 [Ref.

4:p.

4].

Once this density value is assigned the entire grid will have
the same height and PLOS.

8

The function HITREE,

found in Appendix C, is called to

obtain the grid height and density value.

The target

assumed to make the best use of terrain obstacles in its
for concealment,

thus the PLOS value for the grid is

and made the initial

is

grid

squared

value of TPLOS.

Next, given the coordinates of the sensor and target,
the slope of the line between the two points is

determined.

Based on the slope DOLOS incrementally steps one grid at a

Table I RELATIONSHIP OF DENSITY LEVEL TO TREE HEIGHT AND
PLOS IN JANUS(A)

TREE HEIGHT (meters)

0

0

1

1

3

2

2

7

4

3

9

6

4

10

7

5

11

8

6

13

9

7

14

10

time from the sensor to the target in
The slope in

the vertical plane is

incremental height change is
step.

J

DENSITY LEVEL

In

PLOS

the horizontal plane.

also calculated,

added to the sensor height each

each grid along the determined path of

HITREE retrieves
tree height is

and the

the LOS

grid tree height and density factor.

The

added to the grid's ground elevation and then
9

compared to the elevation of the LOS in that grid.

If the LOS

height is less then that of the grid's base elevation then the
LOS calculation is

terminated because the ground is

way, and no LOS exists.

in the

If the LOS height is greater than the

total elevation of the grid cell then the LOS is unimpeded and
the program moves on to the next grid cell.

If the LOS height

falls between the base grid elevation and the total elevation
including obstacles then value of TPLOS is multiplied by the
value of PL retrieved from HITREE.
grid until the target grid is
below a value of 0.01.

This is continued for each

reached or until TPLOS falls

If TPLOS falls below 0.01 then the LOS

has been completely attenuated by the terrain features along
its path and does not exist.
When DOLOS completes its run it passes the final value
of TPLOS back to the calling routine as PLOS.
2.

Celski's Claim

In September of 1992 Major Robert Celski conducted a
study of the LOS calcula..ions and data base for the Janus
model in which he reported several problems.

This report is

contained in Appendix D.
a.

Database Representation
Celski's first point is

urban terrain

heights

that the vegetation and

and densities

may not be properly

represented in the Janus model or database.

Celski correctly

pointed out that the assignment of tree heights to a given

10

grid are

poorly distributed.

weighted towards taller trees.

Tree height

assignment

is

This leaves trees with heights

between zero and six meters to be classified as either zero or
three meters tall.

Meanwhile trees seven meters or higher

have six different height classifications.
Table 1.

This

Refer again to

leads to an unrealistic portrayal

vegetation in a grid.

of

the

He also pointed out that the assignment

values for a probability of LOS (PLOS) at a given density are
backwards,

i.e., a low

density grid has a small PLOS while a

high density grid is given a high PLOS.
was a problem, however this is
It

is

Celski believed this

only a matter of aesthetics.

the manner in which the PLOS value is

important,

not the numerical value.

used that is

This leads to Celski's

second point.
b.

PLOS Calculation

The use of PLOS in the DOLOS subroutine and the
HITREE function is faulted in such a way that a LOS can exist
only

if

the

vegetation.
is

target

is

located

in

a

grid which

has

no

In the function HITREE the PLOS value retrieved

multiplied by 0.01 before being returned to DOLOS.

In

establishing an initial TPLOS for the target grid when the
value PL is
and is

returned from HITREE it

called TPLOS.

is multiplied by itself

As shown in Table 2

the initial value

of TPLOS is already at or below the minimum allowed value of
0.01.

[Ref. 4:p. 8]
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Table II

TPLOS FOR A TARGET IN A GRID OF GIVEN DENSITY

DENSITY LEVEL

TPLOS

1

0.0004

2

0.0016

3

0.0036

4

0.0049

5

0.0064

6

0.0081

7

0.010

There are two problems here.
which will allow a LOS is

First, the one case

for a target concealed in the most

dense grid, which clearly makes no sense.

Looking again at

Table 1, with increasing grid density the reduction of TPLOS
becomes less and less,
sense.

which is

clearly contrary to common

As the grid density increases

should become smaller,

not larger.

the PLOS of a grid

Second,

it

makes sense

there must be cases for non-zero density level grids that a
LOS exists.

These errors point out

the

incorrect

use of

density factors in the Janus model.
While Celski was on the correct
point

out

a

problem

calculations.
was

he

went

one

step

path and did

too

far

in

his

He claimed that the value returned from HITREE

multiplied

original value.

by
In

itself

twice,

actuality

12

essentially

the value

is

cubing

only

the

squared.

Celski made an error when considering modification of TPLOS
later in DOLOS.
initial

target

He stated that TPLOS was multiplied by the
grid HITREE value when

in

fact

it

is

an

interfering grids value of PLOS that makes the modification,
and not the PLOS value from the target grid.
2.

THE PEGASUS DATABASE
The database known as Pegasus is actually the Perspective

View Database (PVDB) which was originally created in support
testing focal plane seeker guided weapons.

The PVDB is

a

geographic database created from over 200 aerial photographs
which

contains

generation.

information

required

for perspective

view

The database covers a rectangular area of Fort

Hunter Liggett covering more than 400 square kilometers.

The

database comes in resolutions of 1,4,16, and 64 meters.

The

one meter post will be considered.

[Ref. 5:p. 1]

Each post is described by a 32 bit number which contains
a wide array of information about the post.
this number is

described by Figure 1.

The structure of

As a binary number,

each place represented in Figure 1 contains either a one or a
zero.
Visualization of the components making up each post is
made easier by examining Figure 2 [Ref.

5:p. 3].

Figures 1

and 2 show that the Pegasus database is essentially composed
of a number of 32 bit binary numbers, each of which is made up
of nine different elements.

The grid elevation may be defined
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Element
Code
ELE
EL2
UCI
NOR
VGH
VID
NAT
SSB
GSV

Figure 1:

Number
of bits
11
12
2
4
4
2
1
1
6

6 5

-

413

---4-

---

2 1 019 1 111
711

NOR
OVIDRAS VGH

Maximum
V
2047
4095
3
15
15
3
1
1
63

-

---

-

3210

1

GSV

Descrintion
Elevation in meters
Elevation in half meters
Under Cover Index
Surface Normal Indicator
Vegetation Height Index
Vegetation ID
Nature Bit
Sun Shade Bit
Gray Shade Value

Definition of Pegasus Database Structure

to the nearest half meter using the

ELE and EL2 elements.

The NAT bit defines whether or not the feature is man made or
natural,

and the UCI,

NOR,

VGH,

and VID bits are combined to

describe a variety of different sizes and shapes of objects.
A wide variety of colors may be represented using the GSV bit,
and the database can even be related to the passage of the sun
using the SSB bit.

In

all,

the Pegasus database has the

potential to describe a selected terrain in great detail and
complexity.

[Ref.

7]

This 32 bit binary number is stored as a decimal and must
be

manipulated

FORTRAN

to

language

extract
contains

the
a
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desired
function

information.
which

makes

The
this

0
InC

CD

............

---------.. .......

,Am ......

IV

n

M

o

mU

o..2

1.0

seemingly difficult task simple, IBITS.

The IBITS function is

defined and operates as follows:
X-IBITS (A,J,K)
extracts K bits from the variable A beginning with the Jth
bit.

Thus if

number B,

it

is

desired to find the value for UCI of a

then referring to Figure 1 and the bit locations,

the proper command is

IBITS(B,18,2).

IBITS will then convert

the number B into a binary number, extract the first
beginning with bit 18,

and present the result as the decimal

representation of the two bit number.
F.

two bits

[Ref.

6:p. D.42]

OBJECTIVE

The task at hand is

to develop a new code for Janus which

improves the method by which target detection and acquisition
are determined.

The new code should be designed with several

goals in mind.
1) It
database

must

be

able

to

read the

and be able to extract

new

Pegasus

1 meter

the information contained

within.
2)

It

should be able to take advantage of the high level

of detailed information provided by Pegasus,
inforlmation
exists,

to determine

and if

so,

whether

determine

or not

the quality

a

and use this
line of

of that

sight

line of

sight.
3) The new algorithm should be able to interact with the
current Janus coding and be able to make use of existing Janus
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subroutines when appropriate.

It

must be able to return

useful information to the Janus program in a form that can be
used.
If
obtain

these goals can be met then it
a more

accurate

and realistic

will be possible to
line

of

sight and

acquisition algorithm for use in the Janus program.
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II.
A.

MODELING

TERRAIN MODELING
In order to develop an acquisition algorithm which uses a

new and more defined database it
in which it

can be tested.

is necessary to have an arena

At first it

would seem that the

best test ground would be an actual extract from the terrain
of Fort Hunter Liggett itself.
for two reasons.

First, it

However, this is not practical
would be difficult to use Fort

Hunter Liggett terrain as a standard test case because it
comes unknown.

The exact make-up of the terrain would be

initially unknown, and decoding it
great deal of time.

Secondly,

into a known would take a

not all of the Fort Hunter

Liggett exercise areas have been EArveyed for trees.

In fact

the original tile provided contained no features at all except
ground elevation.
Development of a known terrain is

therefore desirable.

Testing a new algorithm against a known and well defined
terrain

allows

algorithm,

as

for
well

a
as

more

critical

making

examination

trouble-shooting

of

the

easier.

Obstacles which may impeded the line of sight must be such
that they can be defined by the Pegasus database.

The Pegasus

database has the capability to define objects with a greater
deal of complexity.

The object may not only have
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a specific

height and width, but it
structural make up.
building,

it

also may have its own particular

An object can be defined as a tree or a

may

be partially

transparent

or

completely

opaque, it may affect the line of sight from the ground up or
may only take effect above a certain height.

A sample terrain

used for testing and evaluation must incorporate each these
special capabilities of the database.
A variety of different obstacles have been selected for
placement

within the

database

described

within

Pegasus

the

objects are three dimensional
Figure 3.

in

a manner which

database
in

structure.

may be
These

nature and are shown in

As shown, there are four sizes of trees and two

possible building types available for placement in the test
area.

Each block in the figure represents a one meter cube.

D. DATA CONVERSION
As mentioned above, in order to create a useful test field
it

is first necessary to build a data base which has the same

format as the Pegasus database.

As discussed in

section

II.1.D, the Pegasus database is made up of integer numbers
corresponding to a 32 bit number.

This 32 bit number also

contains nine separate field descriptions.
is

The objective then

to create a routine which takes each inputted data set,

combines them properly, and then converts the resultant binary
number into an equivalent integer.

The program called CONVERT

in Appendix E meets these objectives.
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Figure 3: Available Terrain Obstacle
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CONVERT
converts

first

the

operator is

loops

through all

integer entered

the

data

fields

into a binary number.

and
The

prompted to enter the number required for the

particular field and is

given a range of acceptable values.

At the same time the position of the lowest bit within the 32
bit

number

is

recorded.

Once

this

number

is

read

the

conversion to binary begins, and is perhaps best illustrated
by walking through the conversion of an actual number.
Consider the number nine entered for the vegetation height
index (VGH).

From Figure 1

it

is seen that the lowest bit of

the field is the tenth bit in the overall 32 bit number.
First the number is
case it

is

checked to see if

it

is

already in binary form, nine is

program continues.

zero,

in which

not zero so the

In order to find the power of two,

n,

required for a non-zero number the log of the entered number
is taken and then divided by the log of two.
n = log(9) = 3.169925

(5)

log(2)
Next the number n is

converted into an integer, m.

bit value for the data field plus m becomes one.

The low
Two is

raised to the mth power and the result is subtracted from the
original number.
9 - 23 = 1

(6)

If the remainder is zero the conversion to binary is complete,
if

not then the process is repeated using the remainder.
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n-

- 0.0

°log()
log (2)

(7)

(0)

1 - 20 -0
Now the remainder is

zero and the binary number '1

0 0 1'

occupies the thirteenth through tenth places respectively.
After

converting

all

inputted

values

to

binary

the 32 bit binary number, the

establishing their positions in

number must be converted to a decimal integer.
nu~mber is composed of ones and zeros.
integer is simple.
to

the

left,

and

A binary

Thus conversion to an

Starting with the number zero and counting

each

place

represents

corresponding place number.

two

That number is

raised

to

its

multiplied by

either one or zero, whichever is present in the binary number,
and the value obtained from each calculation is summed.

The

the integer value of the binary number.

The

final sum is

resulting binary number can now be used to describe the one
meter volume of terrain, and combination of several of these
pieces will describe an object.
C.

TEST BATTLZIIZLD CONSTRUCTION
Assembly of the pieces of data created using CONVERT and

organization of the data into a useful format is the purpose
of the program BATFIELD, found in Appendix F.

BATFIELD is an

interactive routine that places the objects shown in Figure 3
on a 250 meter by 250 meter playing field.
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Using the program CONVERT each piece of the Figure 3
obstacles is
number is

converted into its proper Pegasus format.

assigned a variable value in BATFIELD.

This

Initially

all terrain grids are initialized to have zero elevation and
be covered by grass.

Then BATFIELD begins a loop requesting

the location of a particular obstacle.

When the user enters

the desired coordinates of the center of the object BATFIELD
recalls the appropriate data variables and assigns them to the
proper locations with in the test area.

When all objects have

been entered BATFIELD transfers the values to a file created
in a format which may be read by the line of sight calculation
program.
The battlefield created contains a number of each of the
allowed objects scattered across the area in a manner to allow
complete testing of the new line of sight routine.

When

viewed from above a small section of the field appears as
shown in Figure 4.

Each grid represents one square meter in

area and the obstacles represented are labeled.
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Figure 4: Battlefield Sample
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I11.
A.

LINK OF SIGNT/ACQUISITIOU

DEVELOPMENT
In order to achieve acquisition,

a line of sight (LOS)

must first be determined to exist, and the quality of the LOS
must be examined.
G, the LOS is
Janus

In the program ONEMETER, found in Appendix

obtained in a manner similar to the existing

subroutine

previously

described,

DOLOS.

However,

instead of moving through grids 100 meters on a side the LOS
will now move through grids one meter on a side.

Given the

sensor and target location the algorithm proceeds roughly as
shown in the block diagram of Figure 5.
described

in

some detail.

Each step will be

Comments are

provided within

ONEMETER to assist in following the program logic.
B.

DETERMINING THE NMBER OF LINE'S OF SIGHT
In

the older database the target size was essentially

insignificant in comparison to the size of the grid, and thus
the path between the sensor and target could be represented as
a single LOS.

However,

in the one meter data base a target

may extend over several grids thus allowing several possible
LOS.

Consider situations present in Figure 6.

The sensor is

considered to originate from a very small point in space, and
is assumed to only occupy one grid.
it

In the case of Sensor 2,

is possible to see the vertical faces of blocks 1 and 3 of
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Figure 6: Number of LOS Dependence on Aspect
the target.

Sensor 1 on the other hand has the possibility of

seeing the vertical faces of blocks 1 and 3 as well as the
horizontal faces of blocks 3 and 4 of the target.

It

is

obvious from this example that not only can multiple LOS
exist, but the number of LOS which may exist will be dependent
on the spatial orientation of the sensor with respect to the
target.
In order to examine this aspect a theoretical target is
generated with a shape compatible with the Pegasus database.
For illustration purposes this target will be a square three
meters by three meters one meter high, with another one meter
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by one meter by one meter block sitting on the center of the
The target depicted is shown in Figure 7.

three by three.

Figure 7: Target Model
This will give a theoretical target which presents itself in
three dimensions.
The subroutine ASPECT, included in the program ONEMETER,
takes the inputted target location and places the generated
target around the central coordinate on the playing field.
Then based on the relationship between the target anC sensor
the

number of

target

faces

which present

detection by the sensor are determined.

themselves

for

A maximum of eight

faces and a minimum of four faces of the target may be visible
at any given time.

In calling these faces "visible" it

is

only meant to say that given a completely unobstructed view of
the target this many faces could be seen by the sensor.

Once

the number of LOS ij determined each is evaluated as follows.
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C.

STEPPING THE LINE OF SIGHT
of the target and sensor the

the grid positions

Given

difference between the X and Y coordinates is determined, RDX
and RDY respectively.

This is done in the same manner as with

the 100 meter grids,

except

Whichever difference is

one meter grids are now used.

larger is

chosen to be the direction

in which one meter steps are taken.

The other direction steps

in one meter blocks when the LOS passes over that block, based
on the slope calculated between the coordinates.
block is

passed through in

each step.

A single

Figure 8 provides an

illustrative example.

iiý

X
Figure 8s

LOS Path

As seen, the difference in X coordinates is larger, so the LOS
will step toward the target in the X direction one meter at a
time.

At each X coordinate the Y value is

slope and the origination point.
29

found using the Y

The dark line represents the

true path of the LOS between target and sensor,

the shaded

boxes show how the LOS steps through the grids.
This method of stepping the LOS can result
results depending

on the distance between

target,

location

and

the

of

any

in unique

the sensor and

intervening

obstacle.

Consider how the LOS would be stepped from a sensor to a
target with three visible faces.

Figure 9 shows a top view of

the LOS possibilities that may exist.

Case 1 shows the LOS

path between a sensor and target with no obstacles.

The next

two cases show how the location of an obstacle can affect the
resulting LOS.

Note that in Case 2 one branch of the LOS has

been blocked, but two of the other LOS branches are unaffected
and allow the upper and lower surfaces of the target to be
seen.
sensor,

However in Case 3,

the obstacle falls closer to the

and blocks the LOS before it

branches off,

thus no

part of the target is seen.
Ideally the line of sight between a sensor and target
would

encompass

a continuous

dimension, as shown in Case 4.

arc across

the

full

target

This anomaly occurs because of

the discretization of the problem into finite areas.

This

problem can only be eliminated by making the areas considered
infinitely small so as to create the appearance of an arc such
as in Case 4.

The computational effort required to achieve

this and the difficulty that would be imposed on obtaining a
database of such small size make this solution impractical.
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Figure 9: LOS Dependence on Obstacle Location
31.

D.

GRID EVALUATION

1.

Line of Sight Reight

When a grid along the LOS is selected the first check
done is

to determine whether or not the LOS passes above

ground level.

The height of the LOS is obtained by adding the

change in LOS height per grid along the LOS to the previous
LOS height.
is

This value is compared to the ground height which

found by subtracting the grid vegetation height from the

absolute grid height.
height of the ground,

If

the LOS height is

less than the

as in Figure 10, then that particular

LOS does not exist and the program moves on to the next LOS.
Otherwise further analysis of the LOS is conducted.

Figure 10: LOS Ground Intersection

2.

Terrain Intersection
Next the code determines whether or not the LOS passes

through the feature of the grid.

The grid feature is

any

object existing in the grid which has elevation above ground
level.

The terrain may include both natural
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as well as

manmade features.

The previously calculated LOS height is

compared against the absolute grid height.

If the LOS height

is greater than the absolute grid height, as in Figure 11, the
LOS is

assumed to pass above the grid terrain unimpeded and

the code moves to the next grid in the LOS.

If the LOS falls

below the grid height then further evaluation of the nature of
the terrain is required.

St
.:..

V

Figure 11: Unimpeded LOS

3.

Undercover Index
One of the most unique pieces of information contained

within the Pegasus database is

the undercover index (UCI).

The undercover index represents the height of the terrain
feature above the ground.

This would represent the height of

the lowest branch of a tree above the ground or the height of
a building overhang above the ground.
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Knowledge of

this

quantity allows

for the possibility that the LOS may pass

above the ground but below the terrain feature.

If

the LOS

has been determined to pass below the terrain feature height
the code compares
height.

If

Figure

12,

the

the LOS is
then

it

is

LOS height

to the undercover

below the undercover,
assumed

to pass

as shown in

through

unimpeded and the code moves to the next grid.

index

the

grid

Otherwise the

LOS intersects the body of the feature.

..............................

......
°''"..... .................

Figure 12: Passage of LOS Below Undercover
4.

Terrain Type
The Pegasus database

which

indicates

manmade.

This

whether the
is

called

contains

a single bit number

terrain feature
the

nature

bit.

intersects the feature,

and the

assumed that the LOS is

completely blocked,

moves to the next possible LOS.
then the LOS is

feature is

If

is

natural
If

the

manmade,

it

or
LOS
is

and the 1:ogram

the feature is

natural

attenuated by some factor as discussed in the

following section.
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Z.

ATTENUATION OF THE LINE OF SIGHT

The ability to see an object through a tree or shrub is
difficult to quantify.

This is the first factor which becomes

dependent on the perception of the sensor.

Clearly this

varies from sensor to sensor, where the sensors are actually
the

human

eyes.

A

trained

observer

detection than the casual observer.

will

be

better

at

The level of fatigue and

other background distractions will also affect an individuals
ability to detect a target, obscured or unobscured.
The branches and leaves of a tree will detract from a LOS
passing through the tree.

It

is also generally true that one

is more likely to see through an edge of the tree with few
branches

than

through

the

center

of

significant amount of foliage may exist.

the

tree

where

a

A final observation

that can be made is that the further away the tree is the more
solid it appears.

These three basic principles are applied as

follows to determine the final effect on the LOS.
1.

Tree Density

How "dense" is

a tree? This clearly depends on the

type of tree and time of year.

Some trees are inherently

thicker than others, some lose their leaves while others are
evergreens.

The Pegasus data base describes vegetation using

four different quantities:
(VID),

vegetation identification number

vegetation height index (VGH),

the surface normal

(NOR).

nature bit (NAT),

and

This allows for many different
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types of vegetation to be designated, each of which may have
its own density.
this information is

Unfortunately the actual manner in which
used is

not currently available, and an

assumption must be made in regard to vegetation density.
Observation

of

the

terrain

in

the

database

area

indicates that the propensity of vegetation is the live oak.
This tree is
round.

assumed to have consistent leaf density year

It will be assumed that passage of the LOS through one

meter of vegetation will be attenuated by 30%.

This 30%

attenuation is based on vegetation one meter from the sensor.
2.

Distance of Foliage from Target

Imagine two individuals separated by a wall with a
small hole in

it.

Consider Figure 13.

One individual is

right next to the wall looking out the hole while the other is
some distance away from the wall.

The person looking through

the hole can see the entire field of view beyond the wall
including the other person, while the individual away from the
wall sees only a wall with a small hole in it.

Using the same

principle the effect of foliage distance can be defined.
As the interfering foliage occurs further and further
away from the sensor the attenuation must increase until the
object appears as a solid object with an attenuation of 100%.
Based on purely qualitative observation of several live oaks,
this "terminal" distance at which the tree appears solid has
been chosen to be 200 meters.

The first step taken when the
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Figure 13: Views when One Observer is Concealed in an Obstacle
LOS has been found

to intersect a tree is to check the

distance of the tree from the sensor.

If this distance is

greater than 200 meters the LOS is assumed to be blocked and
the program moves to the next LOS.

For any trees intersected

along the LOS from one to 200 meters away from the target the
attenuation factor of the foliage is increased linearly until
it has an attenuation factor of 100V at 200 meters.
It is conceivable that the sensor may be concealed
within the vegetation.

This condition will be represented

when the interfering foliage is located one meter or less away
from the sensor.

In this situation it will be assumed that
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the sensor would adjust its vantage point to peer through the
foliage, and no degradation of the LOS will be assessed.
graph

of

Figure

14

shows

the

relationship

between

The
LOS

attenuation and foliage distance.
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Figure 14: Attenuation as a Function of Distance from Sensor

3.

Multiple Intersections
Obviously the more vegetation the LOS passes through

the more it

will be attenuated.

LOS the cumulative attenuation is
incidence oa

foliage attenuation.

completely lost.

During analysis of a single
calculated by adding each
Eventually the LOS will be

This threshold for loss of attenuation is
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set at 95%.

Once the cumulative attenuation reaches this

threshold the LOS is

assumed to be blocked and the program

moves on to the next LOS.
F.

LINE OF SIGHT REACES TARGET
If

is

each grid of the LOS passes the above tests

not lost

and the LOS

due to cumulative attenuation then the LOS being

examined between the sensor and target exists.

G.

MODIFYING THE LINE OF SIGHT
After a LOS has be determined to exist it must be modified

to account

for attenuation

atmosphere,

and for the angle of inclination of the visible

due

to both

foliage

and

the

surface with the LOS.
1.

Incident Angle
As described in section B of this chapter, the target

has sever&l different faces each one square meter in area.
the LOS from the sensor to target is

perpendicular to the

selected target face then the area presented is
meter.

If

one square

Any incident angle other than 90 degrees will result

in a visible face area of less than one square meter.

In

order to determine the projected surface area the incident
angle of the LOS upon the target face must be determined.
Determination
subroutine where
not

only contains

of

this angle. begins

the target is defined.

in

The array 'target'

the X and Y grid locations,
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the ASPECT

but also

information on the surface orientation.

In this program the

target is symmetrically shaped and has no specific front, back
or sides.

The target is

also allowed to be positioned such

that its axis correspond with the main grid axis.

Using these

restrictions the target can be assumed to move through the
grid with only translational motion and no rotational motion,
thus maintaining each side facing the same way at all times.
Given these assumptions the target information contains data
to indicate whether as side is oriented parallel to the main
X or Y axis of the battlefield grid.

During execution of the

ASPECT subroutine this information is passed along to the main
program

if

the

side has been

determined

to

possibly be

visible.
Once the LOS is found to exist the face orientation is
examined.

A value of 1 indicates a surface parallel to the Y-

axis, a value of 0 indicates it

is aligned with the X-axis.

The determination of the incident angle on the target
is a simple trigonometric problem as shown in Figure 15.
A~,6-Am*O

1

Ta
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Figure 15: Projected Area of a Surface Parallel to the Y-Axis
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The angle 01 is always determined between a line parallel to
the X-axis and the LOS.

From trigonometry it can be seen that

as 01 approaches zero cos6I approaches 1.

As the angle of

incidence upon the target face approaches 90,
face area is

projected.

Conversely,

and the full

as 81 nears 90,

the

cosine of the angle nears zero, and the projected area of the
face approaches zero.

Thus the projected area of a vertical

face is the face area times the cosine of 01, the angle of the
LOS with the X-axis.

From trigonometry,

the cosine of 61 is

the opposite side over the hypotenuse of the triangle.

Each

of these lengths is easily calculated since the grid locations
of both the target and sensor are known.
of trigonometry it

is found that the

Using the same rules

projected area of a face

aligned with the X-axis is the face area times the sin of 01,
as seen in Figure 16.
A,- Ash aTa

Figure 16: Projected Area of a Surface Parallel to X-Axis
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2.

Atosopheric Attenuation

The atmospheric attenuation, or extinction as it

is

referred to, is defined by the equation (Ref. 3:p. 4]
1
e
1 *SOG * ( e" °R -1)

T1=
7"1 =

1

SG

9)

where
TI - atmospheric transmission
R - range from sensor to target
SOG

=

sky-to-ground brightness ratio

the extinction coefficient of the atmosphereSThis term may be obtained from the base Janus program using
the new 1-meter database range.

This term is

not currently

incorporated into ONEMETER so that ONEMETER can be tested and
evaluated without the need to access the Janus program.
3.

Applying Modification Factors
Once all of the modifying factors are known they can

be used with the LOS calculation.

Recall again Equation 3

from Chapter I,
N = CMR * TDIM

(10)

Range

where
TDIM - target's minimum presented dimension in meters
Range - sensor to target range in kilometers
CMR - Cycles per milliradian
N - number of cycles resolved.
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Here is where the ONEMETER program begins to contribute to the
overall Janus model.
The target's minimum presented dimension, TDIM, is a
one dimensional variable used to describe an amount of a
potential target presenting itself for detection.
defined for the program is
square meter in area.

It

The target

composed of surfaces

each one

could just as easily be said that

each surface has a TDIM of one meter.

Therefore for this

target one square meter will be equated with a unit length for
computational purposes.

That is, if

square meter of area for detection,

the target presents one
then the TDIM will be

considered to be one meter.
Now, each surface begins with an area of one square
meter.

As described in section G.1 above this area is

reduced to its projected area.

first

The area is then multiplied by

one minus the attenuation factor due to vegetation for further
reduction.

At this point the atmospheric attenuation would be

applied, but as mentioned in section G.2,

it

is not.

For a given target all calculated areas are then added
to produce the net TDIM for the target.
may now be passed to the calling routine.
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This value of TDIM

IV.
A.

SIMULATION

DETECTION SIMULATION IN TEE ONE METER DATABASE

As discussed,

the use of the

new one meter database

provides for a more detailed and dynamic assessment of target
detectability.

In

order

to

demonstrate

this

a

small

simulation has been run using a small portion of the database
and a target moving through ten different
targets locations are shown in Figure 17,
T10.

locations.

The

labeled T1 through

There are a number of obstacle also present in

the

figure, which correspond to those presented in Figure 3.

The

object with a 'S'

in the center is the small building, the two

cross shaped figures with the '8'

in them are eight meter tall

trees, and the remaining single blocks represent three meter
tall trees.

The eight meter trees have an under cover index

of one meter for each block except the center.
The sensor is placed and remains at grid coordinates (0,0)
in the lower left corner.

A loop is placed in ONEMETER which

steps through each target location,

evaluates the LOS,

prints pertinent data to a separate file.

and

This information is

contained in Table III.
The first column of the table shows the number of the
target being evaluated and the second column shows the range
of the target from the sensor.
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Column three indicates the
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Figure 17: Simulation of Target Detection
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Table III

SIMULATION DATA

Target
Position

Target
Range

Number
of faces
presented

Number
of faces
seen

Target
Area

1

45.01

5

5

3.9984

2

45.40

8

8

4.3377

3

46.32

8

8

4.6816

4

47.76

8

7

4.2380

5

49.66

8

8

5.1713

6

49.74

8

3

2.5761

7

49.41

8

5

3.0118

8

49.58

8

0

0

9

45.97

8

6

4.1171

10

42.64

8

number

of

faces

of

the

8

target

that

5.4574

are

presented.

As

discussed in section 3.B, and shown in Figure 6, this value is
aspect dependent.
that are seen.

The fourth column shows the number of faces
This is

the number of faces to which the

sensor actually has some degree of LOS,
for the LOS quality.
area visible.

and is

The final column is

not corrected

the total target

This is the sum of each of the faces present in

column three modified for area projected and attenuation by
foliage.

This final value of target area is

what will be

returned as target minimum presented dimension (TDIM).
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B.

EXAMINATION OF A SPECIFIC TARGET

In

order to ensure the operation of ONEMETER

simulation is

completely

clear the analysis

target position will examined.

in

this

for a single

The target to be studied will

be the target located in position T7.

As Table III shows, a

LOS exists for only five of eight possible faces, and these
five LOS's only produce a visible target area of 3.012 square
meters.

As the analysis of the target is

conducted target

faces will be referred to as shown in Figure 18.

A
G

B

H

C

E

D
Figure 18

F

Target Faces

First consider face A,
corner of the target.

located in the upper left hand

Figure 19 shows the pertinent portion

of Figure 17 where the target and obstruction come into play.
As Figure 19 shows,

the LOS passes closely between several

trees but reaches the target unobstructed.

From trigonometry

the LOS impacts face A at an angle of 56.63 degrees from the
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normal of the face, and thus only 55 percent of the face area
is projected normal to the LOS.

The effective area of face A

is then
1 meter 2

* 0.55 - 0.55 meter 2

(1-0)
1

(ii)

where the term (1-0) represents the attenuation of the LOS.
A value of one is

a perfect LOS,

and zero

is

subtracted

because there was no attenuation calculated.
Faces B and C intersect a three meter tree as shown in
Figures 20 and 21.

The three meter tree is

assumed to be

solid, and thus no LOS exist to these faces.
The LOS for face D, Figure 22 shows passage through two
grids of the foliage
Figure 3 in Chapter II

of an eight meter tree.
shows,

However,

as

the outer grids of the eight

meter tree has no branches below one meter in height.

Since

the sensor is at one meter and face D is assumed to be no more
than one meter,
attenuated.

the LOS passes below the foliage and is not

Thus there exists an unobstructed LOS for face D.

From trigonometry,
above, it

and using an equation

similar to that

can be found that face D has a visible area of 0.805

square meters.
Figure 23 shows the LOS path for face E, which is similar
to face F.

The LOS passes below the lowest branches of the

tree and the LOS is not attenuated.

The angle at which the

LOS hits face E is slightly different, and as a result 0.795
square meters of face E are visible.
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Figure
obstacles,

24

shows that

the

LOS

for

face

F avoids all

and the resulting visible area is

0.785 square

meters.
Faces G and H represent the top part of the target shown
in Figure 7 of Chapter III.

Figure 25 shows that the LOS to

face G intersects a three meter tree and is

thus blocked

entirely.
The LOS to face H is shown in Figure 26 and demonstrates
the calculation of attenuation of a LOS.

The LOS passes

through two grids of and eight meter tree,

similar to that

shown in Figure 22.

However, this time the LOS does not pass

below the branches and is

attenuated.

This is

because the

upper surface are considered to be at two meters elevation, so
the height of the LOS between sensor and target will vary
linearly from one to two meters above the ground.

Thus the

LOS will intersect the foliage in the grid which exists above
one meter.
Consider

the attenuation

intersection.

resulting

from

foliage

grid

As discussed in section IV.E, this attenuation

is

a function of distance.

E,

this function can be written for targets less than 200

Using the assumptions of section

meters away as:
attenuation = 0.3

*

( 1 + 2.33

*

distance)

(12)

200
The first grid intersected is approximately 42.2 meters away
from the sensor,

and results
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in

an attenuation

of 44.96
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UL

percent.

The second grid results in an attenuation of 45.45

percent, and when summed a total attenuation of 90.41 percent
results.
The area projected normal to the LOS to surface E is 80.3
percent of the full area.

Applying the values for face H as

was done in Equation 11 yields
) * 0.803 = 0.077 meter 2

1 meter 2 * ( 1 - .9041

(13)

so that only 7.7 percent of face H is visible.
Summing the visible area of all faces

for the target

results in the total area of 3.012 square meters as indicated
in Table III.

The target range can be carried out to several

decimal places, but this amount of accuracy is probably not
necessary for any calculation,

a value to the nearest meter

should suffice.
C.

DISCUSSION
Note that at several positions some faces of the target

are not seen due to obstructing trees.
target in defilade,
very important
status

changes

position.

This represents a

reducing the visible target area.

It

is

to note here that the target's concealment
and

is

recalculated

with

each

different

This provides more realism than in Janus where the

target has only two possible defilade.conditions.

In Janus a

target in defilade is either in partial defilade which reduces
the target to one third its size,
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or full defilade which

reduces the target to one fortieth its size (Ref.

1:p. 135].

Also note that at position 8 the target is behind the building
and no LOS exist.
It

is

the total target area, representing TDIM, which is

most significant.

In Janus the TDIM is

retrieved from the

master database and thus remains constant for the target at
all times [Ref. 3:p. 6].

However ONEMETER incorporates target

aspect and its defilade calculation to create a TDIM which is
dynamic as well as precise.
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V.
A.

IFFICTS O
1.

DISCUSSION

ONUIETER ON ACQUISITION

Replacement of DOLOS

As mentioned

in

Chapter

I,

DOLOS

is

the current

subroutine in Janus that determines the existence and quality
of the line of sight.

The newly developed

replace

to use

DOLOS

in

order

the

routine will

one meter resolution

provided by the Pegasus database.
DOLOS provides the value of PLOS to the subroutines
that determine detection and acquisition.

Determination of

detection at a given time is accomplished by DETECT, found in
Appendix H.

The subroutine HANDOFF determines if

a target

already detected can be acquired, and is located in Appendix
I.

Acquisition is

required in

order to prosecute a given

target.
The value of PLOS from DOLOS is

used in DETECT and

HANDOFF in a similar manner in each program.
it

In both routines

is necessary to calculate the number of cycles resolved by

the sensor on the target.
size by the

PLOS

dimension, TDIM.

to get

This involves multiplying a target
the target's

minimum presented

Recall Equation 3 from section I.C.3 to see

how TDIM is used to find the number of cycles resolved, N.
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(14)

N = CM *, ,,:•M

(4

Range

DOLOS calculates TDIM for a target as shown below:
(15)

TDIM = SIZE * PLOS

The target size

is

a fixed value retrieved from the master

database, and PLOS is determined as discussed in section D of
Chapter I.
It

is

proposed

that

ONEMETER

will

eliminate

calculation providing the total effective area it
as the value of TDIM.

This will incorporate

calculates

the new high

resolution database and provide more detailed, accurate,
dynamic values of TDIM.

This will in

this

and

turn provide a more

realistic value for the number of cycles reE 7ved and the
detection and acquisition of targets in Janus.
B.

EFFECT OF ONEMETER ON OTHER SUBROUTINES
1.

Direct Effects
The program ONEMETER was designed with the intention

of

improving

database.

acquisition

in

Janus

As discussed above,

it

by

using

the

Pegasus

is envisioned that ONEMETER

will replace the subroutine DOLOS wherever DOLOS is called by
DETECT and HANDOFF.

However ONEMETER can also be used to

benefit any other routines which call DOLOS,
the usefu:lness of the one meter database.
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thus expanding

The Software Programmer's Manual prepared for Janus
contains descriptions of every subroutine that exists in Janus
as well as the routines it
call it.

From this it

is

calls,

and those routines which

found that DOLOS is

called by 19

different subroutines including DETECT.

Table IV lists

routines,

of

gives

a

brief

description

their

these

function,

indicates how DOLOS is used in each, and where ONEMETER might
be used.
The second column of Table IV indicates subroutines
which execute an effec~ive size calculation.

In HNRANGE and

NRANGE a component of the calculation involves retrieving the
fixed target size from a file and multiplying it
and applying a defilade factor.

by the PLOS

The value of target area

provided by ONEMETER replaces this calculation and is

a more

realistic value as described for DETECT in section A.1.
The routines SFDLOS and SFNRANGE also conduct similar
size calculations,

but they also consider the size by just

using target size and defilade status.

ONEMETER output could

replace

considered,

the

portions

where

PLOS

is

portions without PLOS must be addressed.
PLOS is

not considered,

it

is

but

the

For whatever reason

not possible to use ONEMETER

output because defilade and PLOS are directly related and can
not be separated.

In

order to use the one meter database

these subroutines may have to be completely overhauled.
The third column of Table IV indicates the subroutines
which use PLOS to calculate another value, such as effective
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Table IV

,,

SUBROUTINES THAT CALL DOLOS

m-

Subroucine

S
i

Use PLOS in

Verify

Calculation

z

LOS

wi:h

•

Compare

PLOS to

Task Performed by Subroutine

1.0

PLOS

ADLOS

X

Verifies LOS between a specified radar and
a flying :arget

ADMRDET

X

Determlnes scan :ime and detection
probabili:y of air defense radar against a

flyer

BLUADET
_-,-

___•_____

X
x

X

Similar t. AOPRDET

re:ermines

x

DFMPA,'

x_

•X ;M$•r•Y

effectj of j

X•

xCFF
x:4zrmines

KEEPT A

X

and LCS -of a he.i.:opcer

Determ!ne3 if previously ieoected tar;et
:an s:t!,

NCKFPLR

X

Vx.ANCE

x

be seen af:.r

_______

R-EDADM.K

*:onst:uc: 1Is

of targ'cs wi:hin

and an;.e .iii:s

X

Snar
imi

X

Set pr~cessin

:-

:n abtli:v

die!ay :imets for radar based
o :rack :arget

x

-:.o>ns:ruc:s :arget is:

X

X

Similar :0 3MFLOS

X
X

wi:- LCS

ADPRDET

x

SPECRNR

a run has passed

Construc: list of enemy flyers in radar
:rackig
range wi:h an LCS
__v~sI......

x

pr,4A,:=l'
r±ded

'

Construc: list of targets wichin
visib!:i:*

:=' :3

de~et:e!

if a~crsi:i-n occur3

IxRA•GE
X

SUSTN

is

Processes Jirec: fir+ i.mpac: event
Verifies validivy ,f a g'1.-i
,

,x3U=TU!:es

$MRANGE

:ar-ec

*Yi32 l''r•

______________

L

1!

for special f:y.r

Constructs special radar :arget 1is4
Determines status of conventional indirec:
!Ire missions

TRAJPRF

X

Verifies no obstacle alonG a

aiided

projec:ile flIght pat;,

Copy
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area.

All but one of these programs and its

The subroutine ADLOS

been discussed in the preceding section.
retrieves
PLOS is

PLOS for a radar routine,

and its

exact usage of

not known.
Column

four

determined

previously

to

conducted to make sure it

that

routines

indicates

verification that a LOS exists.

that it

use of PLOS have

In

have

PLOS

for

most cases the LOS was

existed,
does.

still

use

and

PLOS is

a

check

is

checked to see

greater than a minimum value of 0.1 or 0.0, and as

is

long as it

then the LOS

is,

purpose of the routine.

is

assumed to exist

for the

The two exceptions are for SFDLOS and

SFRANGE which check that PLOS is greater than 0.9.
indicate that the special observer examined in

This would
the routines

requires a high quality LOS.
The fifth column indicates that PLOS is
value

of

1.0.

If

PLOS

is

not

1.0

perfectly free of obstructions and is
particular application.

then

the

LOS

unacceptable

is

not

for the

The need for a perfect LOS can be

the purpose of the subroutine is

understood if

compared to a

understood.

These subroutines are used either for a flyer or a guided
projectile.

Because of a flyer's altitude and potentially

high speed it would make sense that only a target in the clear
could be seen.
tree, so if
its

A guided projectile, can not fly through a

there is any interference it

flight path.
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will fail to complete

The use of ONEMETER has the potential to benefit all
of these subroutines directly by providing more accurate and
dynamic values of target size and PLOS.
2.

Indirect Ittects
Several other subroutines within the Janus structure

may also be affected by the implementation of ONEMETER.
program called in DOLOS and discussed previously in
I.D.1, is HITREE.
value for DOLOS,
away with.
FASTUP,

section

HITREE provided the grid height and density
and is

However,

UNITXYZ,

One

and

clearly not needed if

HITREE is
PEAK.

DOLOS is

done

also called by the routines
These

subroutines

should

further examined to ascertain the use of HITREE in

be

each and

whether or not they can be modified to use ONEMETER or another
new program using the one meter database.
Another

routine

which

replacement or modification is

should
ASPECT.

be

evaluated

This is

for

the current

routine contained in Janus and should not be confused with the
subroutine ASPECT contained within the ONEMETER program.

The

Janus ASPECT determines the aspect angle for viewing a target.
However

it

Replacement
excessive

only

allows

tInree

possible

aspect

angles.

of ASPECT by ONEMETER would probably result in
computing

time

since

only

an

aspect

angle

is

required, but a routine similar to that contained in ONEMETER
could be written to provide better evaluation of the aspect
angle.

Prior to replacement of ASPECT a better understanding
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of how aspect is
required.

used within the routines that call it

is

The routines that call ASPECT can be found in the

description

of

ASPECT

in

the

Janus

Software

Progranuners

Manual.
Determination

of

other

subroutines

effected can only be made by gaining
of the operation of Janus.
careful

examination

may

be

a thorough understanding

Existing subroutines will require

to determine

values from one meter.

that

how best

to

incorporate

Some programs may require no change at

all, while others may need significant revision.
C.

IMPLDIENTATION INTO JANUS
1.

Database Manipulation
One very important area that has not been addressed is

how the Pegasus database will be manipulated and managed for
use in Janus.

Introduction of Pegasus instantly increases the

number of data values by 10000 based solely on the smaller
grid size.

The increased amount of information available in

Pegasus for each grid will also magnify the volume of data.
This large amount of information can result
slowing of the system if

into

its

significant

not dealt with efficiently.

For the purposes of ONEMETER,
expanded

in

individual

created to hold each data group.

the test battlefield was

components

and

an array was

These arrays are structured

such that the proper piece of information can be recalled by
knowing the X and Y coordinates of the grid.
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This speeds up

the data recall

during the simulation,

but would require

additional time during the initialization before the scenario
is run.

The construction of the 32 bit number for the Pegasus

database was designed with speed in mind.

It

is possible to

do rapid checks of data values using masks which examine only
a single bit of the number and thus speeds up the analytical
process [Ref.
2.

5:p. ill.

Target Representation in Janus
Another area

Pegasus database

is

requiring work
target

in

order

representation.

to use

the

Currently the

targets within Janus are represented by several fixed values
contained in files of the master database.
ONEMETER

and

the

Pegasus database

the

In order to use

targets

should be

represented in the same style as the Pegasus ter:rin database.
This

is

necessary

because

ONEMETER

calculates

the

total

visible target area using individual portions of the target.
Modifications
routine, so

must also be made,

probably in

the movement

-!at the target representation is properly added

onto the description of the terrain occupied by the target.
3.

Three Dimensional Target Surfaces
One of the key components of the ONEMETER program is

the determination of the number of possibly visible faces of
the target, and the amount of area projected by each surface
normal to the LOS.

As currently written, ONEMETER considers

only the vertical surfaces of the target.
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For the target

shown in
square

Figure 7 it

meter

there are 13 different vertical one

surfaces,

horizontal surfaces.

but

there

are

also

another

nine

A sensor at an elevation above that of

the target has the potential to see the horizontal surfaces on
the top of the target.

Additionally, if the target happens to

be on an inclined surface then all of the surface will have
both horizontal and vertical components.
There

is

clearly a need

to analyze all

possible

surfaces of a target for visibility in calculation of visible
area.

The solution of this problem is geometrical in nature

and could be solved in a number of ways.
complex model is

However,

such a

not necessary in order to demonstrate the

usefulness of ONEMETER.

In addition, since the final method

of target representation and implementation onto the terrain
is

yet

unknown,

there

is

no

reason

to

introduce

such

complexity at this point.
D.

VERIFICATION
1. Program Compatibil tv with Janus
ONEMETER is writt

a stand-alone program.

It does

not interact with any other programs and its only interface
with anything external is the reading and writing of data from
and to files.
neither

called

It

has had no interaction with Janus.

upon as

a subroutine

information to another program.
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nor

does

it

It

is

return

ONEMETER must be verified to work within the Janus
structure.
is

Simply adding it to Janus with a few modifications

not a prudent

course

of action.

The best method of

verification would be to construct a program which can call a
limited number of Janus routines for use with ONEMETER.
will

allow a

ONEMETER.

controlled

examination

of

the

This

response

of

The initial host program might simply input a

target and sensor location and then call DETECT or HANDOFF to
see the response.
thorough

This clearly points to the need for a

understanding

of

just

how

the

Janus

program

functions.
2.

Reality Check

Once ONEMETER has been properly assimilated into the
Janus structure evaluation of its accuracy in approximating
actual

detection and acquisition

evaluation may even be possible
full Janus program.
number

of

can be conducted.

before integration into the

During the development of ONEMETER a

assumptions

concerning

vegetation

perception of distant objects were made.
will

remain

as

This

only

guesses

until

density

and

These assumptions
comparisons

to

experimentally determined results are made.
Numerous scenarios have already been conducted on the
current version of Janus,

many of which are supported from

data obtained during live field tests.
the proper inputs must be

entered
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Given the actual data,
into ONEMETER and the

program results must be compared to real results.

If a human

is unable to detect a specific target obscured by some degree
of foliage then the program incorporating ONEMETER should not
either.

The real data must be used to fine tune ONEMETER.
There are several possible values in ONEMETER which

can be adjusted in order to obtain agreement with battlefield
experience.
"*adjust the value

of attenuation for passage through a
meter of vegetation, the current attenuation is 30 percent

"*change the distance at which an object appears solid, this

is

currently assumed to be 200 meters

"*change the function of attenuation versus distance from

linear to some other method such as exponential
"*change the manner in which successive attenuation values

are combined, currently they are added
"*change the value at which the LOS becomes completely lost

due to attenuation, current value is 95 percent
Adjustment of any or one of these values will

change the

visible target area and PLOS for any given sensor-target pair.
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VI.
A.

CONCLUSIONS AND RZCCUNDATIONS

CONCLUSIONS

"* ONEMBER

effectively

utilizes

the

one

meter

database, Pegasus, to make LOS calculations.

terrain

"*ONEMETER examines multiple

LOS for a single target as
opposed to one LOS in the current Janus format.

"*Using the detailed

information provided by the Pegasus
database, ONEMETER can determine whether a potential LOS
passes above, below, or through an object.

"*ONEMETER through use of the Pegasus database realistically

calculates a LOS with the ability to ascertain the effect
of small, discrete objects.

"*The use

of ONEMETER allows for and calculates target
properties as they vary with the movement of the sensor
unit as well as the target.

"*ONEMETER more accurately determines the effective target

area through use of multiple LOS, attenuation factors, and
projection of target surfaces based on the target aspect
angle.

"*The improvements in calculating effective target area may

be applied to a number of other subroutines within Janus,
increasing the overall quality of the program.

"*Once its compatibility with Janus is

verified, ONEMETER

can replace the subroutine DOLOS.
a.

RBCOOIUDATIONS
Use

of

ONEMETER

and

the

Pegasus

database

have

a

demonstrated capability to significantly enhance the Janus
program and improve
scenarios.

realism within evaluation

of various

However further evaluation is required in order to
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implement ONEMETBR.

The areas requiring evaluation and other

suggestions are listed below.
"*A detailed understanding of how all of the subroutines
work and interact with each other must be gained. Then an
analysis of how the remainder of the program can benefit
from the Pegasus database.
"*ONEMETER should be tested to ensure it will operate
properly within the Janus programming structure.
"*ONEMETER should be evaluated against known detection and
acquisition data to verify its accuracy in predicting
these events. ONEMETER can then be adjusted to correctly
model reality.
"*Targets in Janus must be described in the Pegasus database
format.
"*Subroutines which previously called DOLOS must be modified
to call and use ONEMETER.
"*A full understanding of exactly how all values in within
the Pegasus database structure must be developed and then
used to further improve the Janus program through more
realistic modeling and speed of calculation.
"*Further examine and attempt to incorporate the various
factors that affect human perception of objects.
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ATRC-WEB

APPENDIX

A

14 July. 1992

MLMORANDUM FOR RECORD
SUBJECT:
1.0

NVEOD Detection in Janus (A)

PURPOSE

The purpose of this memorandum is to describe portions of the
NVEOD detection "model" which are applicable to the
simulation of target acquisition and discrimination in
:anus(A).
I will attempt to do this in a manner which is
understandable by readers who are not necessarily familiar
with the details of detection theory, nor with the computer
simulation techniques used by Janus(A).
However, for the
-rogra.-mer.'analyst

who might wish to examine (or perhaps

modify) the Janus(A) computer code, some re'evant Janus(A)
subroutines are identified whenever appropriate.
?Pease note that it is
memorandum :o describe
cc describe all of the
target acquisition and

expressly NOT the intent of this
the V.-.-_rD model in its entirety, nor
Janus;A) algorithms associated with
discrLmination in their entirety.

3ACKRGROUND

2.0

-V'E
de:ec:ion
4
model is based on a concept involving the
com=a:i,on, for a specific sensor device an%! :arget, of the
number of *resolvable cycles* across a target's 'critical"
(usually minimum) presented dimension. This concept of
reso.'vable cycles can be visualized. as follows:
"'-e

a.

imagine a patcern of stripes or bars which are equal
in width and alternating in color, positioned at the
target's location. Lec the contrast between the two
colors be the same as the contrast between the actual
target,'s image and its surrounding background.
Let
the length of the pattern be the same as the target's
minimum presented dimension.

b.

_-nicially, let the width of the stripes be such that
an observer with a particular sensor can easily
distinquish each individual stripe. Then slowly
decrease the width of the stripes until the minimum
width at which the observer can still distinguish each
pair of stripes is ob-ained.
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Uslng this minimumw

c.

width,

the number of pairs

contained within a distance equal to the target's
minimum presented dimension is called the number of
,resolvable cycles', or the number of *cycles
resolved', for that target and the particular sensor
being used.
The concept of resolvable cycles lends itself well to the
computation of detection probabilities, as well as to
computation of the probability of discriminating a target at
a given level. The NVEOD model defines two probabilities
associated with detection of a given target by a given
sensor:
- the probability that the target will eventually

PD

be detected, given sufficient (infinite) time.
This quantity is usually referred to as upinfinity'.
F(:)

the probability that the target will be detected
given that the target is
t '.
during time '.terral

within the sensor's field of view, and civen that
the target can, in fact, eventually be detected.
So:h of :Inese Tantities, PD and P(t), are functions of the
n,-•.er of cycles "N' which the sensor can resolve across the
targe:'s rlnimus presenzed dimension. Additionally, t*he
prc ability that the sensor can discriminate the target at a
;ivee level (once the target has been detected) is also a
function of N.
Baszcally, the portion of the N'EOD model relevant to
Zanus•A) consists of the following three steps:
a.

Calculate attenuation of the target's signature along
the line-of-sicht between the target and the sensor.

b.

Given the target's signature at the sensor, calculate
the number of cycles (N) which the sensor can resolve
across the target's critical dimension.

c.

Given N, determine if the target can be detected, and
if so. when and at what level of resolution
(discrimination).

The following paragraphs describe each of the above three
steps in more detail.
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/

3.0

ATTENUATION

in Janus(A), we wish to consider the attenuation of a
targets signature by the atmosphere, and by an obscurant
A target's
which we will call 'large-area' smoke.
"signature" is simply some measurable quantity related to
that physical attribute of the target which is "detectable"
(Reflected light and thermal radiation
by a given sensor.
are examples of physical attributes which are detectable by
optical and thermal sensors, respectively.)
Let:

Then,

St

= Signature a", target

Ss

=

Signature at sensor

in general we may wri-e:
Ss

=

S: .

.

--

.()

where
71 is the 'transmi_4ssionr"
a:mosphere,

of the ncr.--al

T2 is the 'transmissions of any iar ze-area smoke
along the line-of-sigb: (LOS) be-ween the target and
:-e sensor.
Note -ha'- 71 and T2 are fac:ors whic-.h normally take on values
ze-ween :ero and one. Thus, if T1 and 72 are both ecqal to
one, :here is no a::enuation, and the signa:-re at the sensor
af either T1 or
i.s :ne same as the signature at the target.
T2 is equal to zero, the signature at the sensor is equal to
When
zero, anc the targe!_ cannot be detec:ed by ".he sensor.
T2 is equal to zero (or less than some minim-= threshold
value), we say that LCS is *blocked' by large-area smoke.
F.or optical sensors, St is the %opticalcontrast" of the
target.
In Janus(A), the optical contrast is part of the
"Weather" data in the master data base, and is therefore the
same for all

targets during a Janus ru.

o .be the 'absolutevalue
For thermal sensors, St is defined
of the average target-:o-backgroun• temperature difference',
Delca-T is input in the Janus(.A)
or "delca-T" of the target.
master data base as *Thermal Contrast Class* for each system
(exzosed and defilade).
janus internally converts the
(Actually.
Thermal Contrast Class to a .ralue of delza-T.
na-ural log of delta-T, for reasons which will ecome clear
.ater.)
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-F

t.... -ma- sensors. the a:mospheric transmission can be

Wrtter. as:
T

EXP( -ALPHA "

R )

(2)

wln e r e
R is the sensor-to-target range.
ALPHA is the "extinction coefficients of the
atmosphere.
For op:ical sensors, the atmcspheric transmission can be
r-Itten as:

TI

----------------------------------

=

1

•

SOG

(3)

C EXP( ALPHA * R ) -1)

where
F is

the senscr-to-tarce,

rance.

".?'-LA s the "extinction coefficient" of the
atmosphere,
SOG is :he

sky-to-ground brightness razio.

Both AL".:;.% and SOG are part of the
'anu(Ai, master data base.

R,

weather,

of course,

is

data in

the

obtained from

the tar-et and sensor locations within the simulation.
.or computational efficiency, Janus(A) works with t'he natural
log of equation (1) above.
Taking the natural log of both
sides, eq-uaaion (1) above becomes:
1n(Ss)

=

For the T2 term above,
OLEN

=

ln(St)

+

&n( T!

)

+ in( T2 )

(4)

if we define
ln(T2)

then equation (4) becomes
ln(Ss)

=

ln(St)

1
in(Ti)
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+ OLEN

(5)

Since the natural log of a transmission is called the
*extinction'. OLEN is called the extinction-due to large-area
smoke. Equations for calcuation of OLEN will not be
presented in this memo.
Note that for thermal sensors, use of equation (2) above
allows equation (5) to take on the simple form
1r'.(Ss)

ln (St) - (

z

ALPHA

*

R

)

+ OLEN

which is computed directly whenever needed by subroutine
However, the calculation of atmospheric
PAIRS in Janus(A).
extinction for optical sensors is much more computeintensive, as can be seen from equation (3) above. For this
reason, Janus(A) calculate (during inicialization) a table of
atmos-heric extinction versus range for two optical bands,
and stores the results in "slope/intercept" form which allows
ve.-i fast i:-errpolation of the table values.
Janus '",.) rou-ines invclved with co0,.outa:ion of target
signature attenuation are as follows:

4.0

IN:T-?XT

-. alcula:es the atmospheric ex:inction versus
range :ables for optical sensors (two tables,
cne for *3and 1" and one for "3and 2").

?.!:RS:

"Direc:-y cal.culaces atmospheric exzinc:ion for
therma_ sensors C - .
"w-n:er:.zates the :ables build by TNTITSX. to
get atm-spheric exzinction for opt:ical sensors.

RESOLVAB3L

CYCES (N)

The "Performance" of a sensor is represented by a curve of
resolvable cycles per miliraeiian (CMR) as a function of
Expressed
target signature measured AT rHE SENSOR.
mathematically:
C.(

(6)

f(Ss)

where Ss (as defined earlier) is the target's signature after
being attenuated along the 1OS ray from the target to the
sensor.
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Nc. anal.:tcal form exists for equation (6).
of Ss.

Therefore, this

curve

is

input in

CMR as a function
the Janus(A)

master

data base (for each sensor) as a table of values.
For
optical sensors, the quantity Ss above is called *mean
resolvable contrast" (RC).
For thermal sensors, it is
called *mean resolvable temperature' (MRT).
Sensor
performance is therefore represented in Janus(A) by what is
called an I'C or an mT curve (or table).
As stated earlier, the Janus(A) simulation works with
extinction rather than transmissions. for computational
efficiency.
Using equation (5) above, subroutine PAIRS
computes the natural log of the quantity Ss.
For this
reason, the JanustA) simulation calculates (once for each
sensor) a table of C0. versus the natural 1og of Ss, and
stores the results in a *slope/in:ercept form, which allows
veryv fast interpolation of the table values.
O~nce--:-s obcainedC
cycles resolved boy te
:rom the ez%.ation
N

=

ýva

:able In:erpcla::on),

sensor

C0 S

the nurzer of
(N; can be easlvy calcu;a:ed

(TD:Mi•?-NGE)

(7)

where
T=:M
is the tarce:'s minimum. presented dimension
(me:ers),
?J:GE

is :he sensor-:o-zarget range (kiZcmezers).

Ac:uallv, the term (7DIM/ ?•_NGE) above is simply a ver: close
a~proxi.a:;on for the angle (in miliradians) sub:ende: by the
target.
TDIM is obtained from the target's "Minimum
Detection Zimension" in the master data base, then modified
to take into account the target's defilade status, and
partial obscuration of the target by terrain features (if any
are present along the sensor-to-target LOS).
R.ANGE is
obtained from the sensor and target locations within the
simulation.
Major Janus(A) routines involved with computation of
resolvable cycles for a sensor-unit/target-unit combination
are as follows:
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MAKCUR
* Calculates the cycles-per-miliradian
versus natural-log-of-target-signature tables (one for
each sensor).
GETCM
Interpolates MRC/MRT tables from the
master data base, for use by MAKCUR.
'

V Interpolates the tables built by MAKCjR to
PAI.RS
obtain cycles-per-miliradian (CMR).
"Calculates the number of miliradians
subtended by the target (MST).

*Calculates the number of resolvable cycles:
N

5.0

=

C.1

MST

ACQ)U:STION

of resolvable cycles has been derermined for
Once :h_ ner
a .ar-:cul ar sensor-unit/ targe:-unir- combina-ion., the
.robabili-y of de-ec:ion and the distribution of cime-todetec: can be easily calculated. Addi:ional!y. the level of
discrimina:ion (how -well" the observer can see che targec)
can be i-zrmined.

Th, prozab.-_14v of detection C?-infinity')

is

given by NV"¢OD

as

W)

( CR

PDO

/

(

+

CR

W)

(3)

where
W =

2.7

CR =

N / N50

N
N50

is

+

0.7

CR

the number of resolvable cycles.

is the median number of resolvable cycles
required for eventual detection.

N50 is
The zer-m, "CR" above is called the "cycle ratio.
Ncce -.haz when N
called the "cycle criterion* for detection.
"isequaa to NS50 C.R is e;'•al to one, and ecation (8)
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eval.-a-es :t

PD =C.5.

In other words,

of observers, half of zhe obse:vers

for a random sample

fon average) will require

fewer than N50 resolvable cycles for eventual detection.
while half of the observers (on average)
than N50 cycles for eventual detection.

will require more

In janus(A). we use the following cycle criteria
detec:ion and subsequent target discrimination:

1.0 cycles

2.0 cycles

c.5
yc'es

for

Detection:
Sensing that an object which is
foreign to the background is in the
sensor's field-of-view.

Ability to select an aimpoint on
an object which has been deter-mined to be
of military interest.

-Aimpoint:

Ab:!i.y to categorize most
:arge:s by class, such as tank, APC truck,

Recocni:ion:
etc.

6.4 cycles

identificat io: Being able to tell what
specific member of a class the target is,
for example a T-72 rather than a T-62.

Note that fcr a particular sensor-uni:/tar;et-unit
corablnaLion, equation (8) abcve is ull:mately a function of
rance "e:.-'en=_M the sensor un:: and the :arzel. unit.
(P: is a
func:ion c: resclvable cycles, whnch ' :.urn is a function C:
ranCe.)
Fcr a comra: simulazion such as Zanus(A). the rance
between a sensor unit and a zarge: unit generally changes
over :ime.
For example. the initial range between a
particular sensor unit and a particular target unit might be
very large, with a corresponding very low probability of
even:ual de:ection (PD).
At some later tLme, the sensor-totarget range may have decreased to such an extent that the PD
is now very large. In order to account for this, the
capability of a particular sensor unit to eventually detect a
particular target unit must be evaluated periodically.
However, we cannot simply recompute PD and compare it to a
random draw, each time we wish to re-evaluate the particular
sensor/target pair. Doing so is equivalent to considering
the particular sensor/target pair to be a different (randomly
selected) sensor-unit/target-unit pair. Additionally, the
probability that a particular sensor/target pair will pass
the PD test becomes a function of how frequently we conduct
the test.
(In order to see this, ask yourself what would
happen if we evaluated each sensor-unit/target-unit pair a
million ti-mes during each second of simulated game time.)
Janus(A) uses an "initialization" method to account for
sensor-to-targec range changes in a manner which is not
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equivalent

to random selection each time an evaluation of a

At
specific sensor-unit/target-unit pair is to be performed.
the beginning of a Janus(A) run, each sensor-unit/target-unit
combination receives a random draw from the distribution
represented by equation (8) above. These draws represent the
number of resolvable cycles required for specific sensor
units to be able to (eventually) detect specific target
unit.s. These draws (called detection thresholds) are saved,
and do not change during a particular scenario run. Janus(A)
periodically computes the number of resolvable cycles (N) for
a particular sensor-unit/target-unit combination, and
compares this number to the previously-stored detection
threshold. Whenever N is greater than (or equal to) the
de:ec:4ion threshold, we say that the P-infinity test has been
passed.
The main janus(A) routines _nvoive- with ?-infini:y are as
fol IOWS:

I:;:-..-CQ

Assigns random draws from e, aion (8) above
to every conbina-:ion o: sensor-uni-,/targeunit contained wit.in the scenario to be
executec.

IN.-RG

-i2ls subrout-ine ?A:RS to calculate tne
number of resolvable c.zcles (N) for a

par:icular senscr.;arge" ccrnbina:ion.

Comnares N :o t.=- :hreshold assi.ned by
if. the :ar-Ze can
..
Q t de:er:...ne
NI

eZect.

5.Z T7:e to

once the ?-infinity test has been passed (the targe- will
even'-.ally be detected), janus(A) must det-aermine WHFV "-he

-arge: is ac:ualvy detected.

If we let *to be the amount of time that a target has been
within a sensor's field-of-view, then the probability tcat
the target will be detected during the time interval "t" is
given by NVEOD as:
?(I)
:f CR is

=

1

- EX?( -X * T / 3.4)

less than or equal to 2.0, then
x

=

PD

X

=

CR!/

e.se

(9)

wnere -R is the cycle ratic, as defined in paragraph 5.1
above, and ? is the prO~bb-4-i:y of detection (P-infinity) as
given b. equation (8) in paragraph 5.1 above.
Canus(A) uses equation (9)above to periodically calculate
the probability P(t) that a specific target unit was detected
by a specific observer unit during the preceeding time
A random draw is then compared to P(t) to
;nterval t.
determine if the target unit has been detected or not. This
process is repeated until the target is detected, or is no
longer a candidate for detection by the specific observer
unit (i.e. LOS is broken, the target is killed, the observer
4s killed, etc.)
The main janus(A) routines involved with P(t) are as follows:
.Calcuaes
P(t), given t and CR. For
computa:ional efficiency. PDE.EZ contains a
table of PD vs CR, stored In slope/Inercept
fo.r. for fast interpolation.
Calls subroutine PA:RS to calculate the
number of resolvable cycles (N) for a
Particular sensor-unit/tar-et-unit
Then calls sub-routine PDETEC.
combina:4on.
to calculate the P(t) for a specified time
ince_-va!.

,

.- r=_: Di scriminauion.

-pararaph 5.1 above we described how Janus(A) uses an
"iniizalization" method to generate a collection of random
draws from the probability distribution represen:ed by
This d4s:rtbutIon is frequently referred to as
eqaz ion (E).
the ?-infinizy disc rbution. Note that the P-infinity
distribution has a parameter, N50, whose value is the median
value of the distribution.
It is important to realize that we can vary the level of
resolution at which a "detection" takes place. by varying the
value of N50 used in generating the P-infinity distribution.
For example, if we wish to require that an observer unit be
able to categorize a target unit by class (tank, APCo truck,
etc.) in order for a *detection* to occur, then we would use
We would then
a value of 3.5 cycles for N50 in equation (8).
say that we are simulating target acquistion (detection) at
the level of "recognition'. if we use a value of 2.0 cycles
for N50 in equation (8), we are simulating target acquisition
it is also important to realize
at the level of "aimpoint.
that a collection of random draws, generated by a given value
of N50 for the P-infinity distribution, can be "scaled" to a
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{

collection of random draws generazed by the P-infinity
distribution for some other value of NS0.
In other words,

if

P0(1.0)
1.0. and

represents the ?-infinity dist. with NSO

a

PD(3.5)

represents the P-infinity

=

._sz.

with N50

3.5,

then multiplying each draw from P0(1.0) by the factor 3.5
will give us the equivalent of a coilection of draws from
PD(3.5).

janus(A) version 3.0 simula-es targe- acruisition at the
level of "airnp6in:" (NSCI2.0' re•olvable cycles).
Daring
ini-ializacion. a random draw (called the Cezeczion
Threshold*) from ?:(1.0) is stored for each sensorunit/iarge--unit com:,inaion.
This draw is scaled up (by a
factor of 2.0) "whenever the par:;cu!ar sensor-unit/targetunic combhnation is bein. evalua:ed for (e'en:ual)
ac.-•isizion.
-f the scaled-up draw is equal to or greater
han. 2.0. then the tarce- unit can eventualy be acquired by
the observer unit.

Once 'he carge- has been acquired, •he same Detection
.hreshold draw is (periodically) scaled up by the appropriate
factcr (3.5 for recocni:ion, S.4 for iden:ificazion) to
deer-mine
observer unit can rdiscri-inae :he zar;euni: a- a if zhe .evel
higher -:an aim-:cira.
:he
:ar-ediscrimination level is then used as an input to zhe direc4ire engagerr.en: algcritb-!-s, and is also used to determine :*e
symbology for graphical d-splay of an enemy unit on a
player's works:a-ion screen.
The main Janus(A) routi.ne involved with target-, discriminazion
is subroutine DETECT.

A.D. Kellner

Operat4ions Research Analyst
janus (A) Development
Division
T0AC - WSIP.
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APPENDIX 3

C ------ SUBROUTINE--DOLOS .........................
SUBROUTINE DOLOS
( XS,YS,HS, XT,YT,HT,
C .......---------

C
C
C
C
C

...-----

PURPOSE:

--- -

-

-

-

-

--

-

-

-

-

-----A.D.KELLNER,

TRAC-WSMR

PLOS )
-------------------...
"..
.--...

"..

.

. -. . "

C

C
C
C
C
C

To determine if line-of-sight (LOS) exists
between a "sensor" and a "target", not
considering clouds.

C -----------------------------------------------------------------------C

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

INPUT:
XS,YS
HS

X & Y Map coordinates of "sensor" (Km)
Height of sensor above ground (meters)

XT,YT
HT

-

X & Y Map coordinates of target (Km)
Height of "target" above ground (meters)

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

C------------------------------------------------------------------------ C

C
C
C
C

C
C
C
C

OUTPUT:
PLOS

-

Probability that LOS exists

C------------------------------------------------------------------------ C

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

DICTIONARY:
XSG,YSG
XTG,YTG
MAPXY
TPLOS

-

X & Y grid-coordinates of sensor
X & Y grid-coordinates of target
array of grid cell data
Scratch used for calc of final PLOS

C-----------------------------------------------------------------------C

INCLUDE
INCLUDE
INCLUDE
C-TCDC

KNT

C-TCDC

IF(

=

'JGLOBE : GLBPARAM. FOR'
'JGLOBE : GLOBTRRN. FOR'
'JGLOBE : GLOBSCR. FOR'
KNT + 1

KNT.EQ.

10000 )

C-TCDC

KOUNT

C-TCDC

PRINT 10010,

=

C-TCDC10010

C-TCDC
C-TCDC

KOUNT

FORMAT(

KNT
ENDIF

=

THEN

KOUNT + 10

I,

'

---

LOS Count

(thousands):',

0

C------ Init to no LOS
PLOS

=

0

C ------ Compute "Grid-Cell Coordinates" of sensor and target
XSG
YSG
XTG
YTG

a
-

=

( XS-XORG ) / GSIZEX
( YS-YORG ) I GSIZEY
( XT-XORG ) / GSIZEX
( YT-YORG ) I GSIZEY
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IS

D

IPRNT

D

IF(

HS .LT.

D

HS

a

D

ENDIF
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-

0.0 )

ABS(

THEN

HS)

C ------------ GET ELEVATION AT SENSOR LOCATION
US
US

XSG
YSG

M
a

ICELL

-

ZS

-

+
(IYS-1) * IDINX
( MASKELEV .AND. NAPXY(ICELL)

IXS

)

÷ uS

C------------ Get Elevation & Concealment at TARGET location
IXT
IYT
ICELL

ZT

a

a
-

XTG
YTG
IXT

(IYT-1)

+

HITREEC MAPXY(ICELL),

-

TPLOS = 1.0
IF( HT .LT. ZT )

D

* IDINX

ZZ = ZT
ZT
-

PL

TPLOS = PL * PL

( MASKELEV .AND.

MAPXY(ICELL)

)

+ HT

C------------ Get Delta-X, Delta-Y in Grid Cells
IDX
IDY

ABS(
ABS(

=

-

IXT-IXS )
IYT-IYS )

D
D

IF( IPRNT .GT.
TYPE*

0 )

D

TYPE

-------------------

D
D

TYPE
TYPE*

D
D

TYPE
TYPE

D

TYPE*

D
D

TYPE
TYPE

D

TYPE*

D
D

TYPE
TYPE

D

TYPE*

D
D
D

TYPE
TYPE*
TYPE

D
D

TYPE*
ENDIF

'

THEN
DOLOS called:'

*'
*,'

SENSOR
TARGET

*,'
*,

SENSOR Grid X,Y,Z
TARGET Grid X,Y,Z

*,'
*,'

SENSOR Indx IX,IY a',
TARGET Indx IX,IY -',

Map X,Y,Z
Map X,Y,Z

XS,YS,HS
XT,YT,HT

=',
a',

XSG,YSG,ZS
XTG,YTG,ZT

=',

=',

IXS,IYS
IXT,IYT

IDX,IDY ='
IDX,IDY
T/C hei, PLOS at targt
Init
TPLOS .',
TPLOS

*,'

.........
*

loc =',

C------------ We will either step in X & compute Y,
C
step in Y & compute X:
IF(

IDY .GT.

C---------------

IDX )

GOTO 500

STEP IN X
S2

or

ZZ,PL

IF(
D
D
D

IDX .LT.

2 )

IF( IPRNT .GT. 0 )
'-------------TYPE
ENDIF

REALIDX

=

! LOS exists

GOTO 800
THEN

STEP IN X ------------------------

FLOAT (IDX)

IF( XTG .GT.

XSG )

ISTART
ISTOP
Y

-

DY

*

z

-

DZ

-

ISTART
ISTOP

=

THEN
IXS + 1
IXT - 1
YSG - 1.0

-

=

(YTG-YSG)

/ REALIDX

zS

(ZT-ZS)

/ REALIDX

ELSE
Y
DY
Z
DZ

IXT + 1
IXS - 1
YTG - 1.0

=
=

/ REALIDX

(YSG-YTG)
ZT

a

(ZS-ZT) / REALIDX

=

ENDIF
CD

IF(

CD

TYPE *,'

IPRNT .GT.

CD

ENDIF
DO 100
Y
Z
Iy

DY,

0 )

IX = ISTART,
=
m
-

ICELL
ZZ =

IX + (IY * IDI1X)
( MASKELEV .AND. MAPXY(ICELL)

=

IF( IPRNT .GT.
TYPE *

CD
CD

TYPE *,
TYPE *,

CD

ENDIF

'

IF(

Z .LT.

ZZ

m

Y,
Z,

0 )

ZZ )

Z .LT.

ZZ )

TPLOS

=

Y,IX,IY+I
Z,ZZ

GOTO 999

ZZ + HITREE(

! No LOS

MAPXY(ICELL),

PL

THEN

TPLOS * PL

IF(

D
D

TYPE *,'--TYPE *,'--------

IPRNT .GT.

ENDIF
IF( TPLOS .LT.
END IF
100

THEN

IX,IY a',
ZZ
=',

D
D

ISTOP

Y+DY
Z+DZ
Y

CD
CD

IF(

THEN

DZ =',DY,DZ

0 )
ZZ
PT,

THEN
(TREES/CITY) a',ZZ
TPLOS =', PLTPLOS

0.01 )

GOTO 999

! No LOS

CONTINUE
GOTO 800

! LOS EXISTS
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C ----500

----------Step in Y
IF(

IDY .LT.

2 )

D

IP( IPRNT .GT.

D

TYPE*

D

ENDIP

0 )

-

YT7

! LOS exists

THEN
-----------------------.
STEP IN Y

'--------------

REALIDY
IF(

GOTO 800

FLOAT (IDY)

.GT.

YSG )

ISTART
ISTOP
X

THEN

u
=
=

IYS
IYT - 2
XSG

z

a

zS

DZ

n

(ZT-ZS)

ISTART
ISTOP
X

=

IYT
IYS - 2
XTG

DX

=

(X.G-XTG)

Z

=

ZT

-

(ZS-ZT) / REALIDY

DX

(XTG-XSG)

/ REALIDY

/ REALIDY

ELSE
=

a

DZ
ENDIF
CD

IF(

CD

TYPE *,'

CD

ENDIF

IPRNT .GT.
DX,

DO 600

0 )

/ REALIDY

THEN

DZ =',DX,DZ

IY w ISTART, ISTOP
X + DX
Z + DZ
X

X =
Z =
IX =
ICELL
ZZ =

CD

IF(

CD
CD
CD
CD

TYPE *
TYPE *,
TYPE *,
ENDIF

IX +
( IY * IDIMX
( MASKELEV .AND. MAPXY(ICELL)

=

IPRNT .GT.
'

X,

'

Z,

IF(

Z .LT.

ZZ

=

IF(

Z .LT.

0 )

THEN

IX,IY =',
ZZ
=',

ZZ )

X,IX,IY+I
Z,ZZ

GOTO 999

! No LOS

ZZ + HITREE( MAPXY(ICELL),

ZZ )

PL

THEN

TPLOS
= TýLOS * PL
IF( IPRNT .GT. 0 ) THEN
TYPE *-'--ZZ (TREES/CITY) =',ZZ
TYPE
------ PL, TPLOS .', PL,TPLOS
ENDIF

D
D
D
D

IF(

TPLOS .LT.

0.01 )

GOTO 999

END IF

600

CONTINUE

C >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
800

LOS EXISTS <

CONTINUE
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! No LOS

PLOS

a

TPLOS

C------ RETURN to calling routine...
999

CONTINUE

D
D

IF( IPRNT .GT.
TYPE *

0 )

D
D

TYPE *,----------------------TYPE
,....
PLOS a',

D
v
D

TYPE*
TYPE*
ENDIF

THEN
Exit LOS.,
PLOS

RE',RN
END
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APPENDIX C

C ------ FUNCTION--HITREE --------------------------( MAPDAT, PLOS)
FUNCTION HITREE
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

----- A.D.KELLNER,

To return the height of trees or cities
from grid data word MAPDAT.

PURPOSE:

INPUT:
-

Terrain grid cell data word

HITREE

-

Local height of trees or buildings (meters)

PLOS

-

Prob of LOS

MAPDAT
OUTPUT:

(obtained from Density code
of trees/buildings)

TRAC-WSMR
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

C-----------------------------------------------------------------------C

C------

INCLUDE

'JGLOBE :GLBPARAM. FOR'

INCLUDE

'JGLOBE : GLOBTRRN. FOR'

Pull out the density bits
IDENS
IF(

MAPDAT .AND.

=

IDENS .EQ.

0 )

HITREE
PLOS

0.0
1.0

a
M

MASKTREE

THEN

GOTO 999
ENDIF
C------ Shift IDENS to get correct numerical value
IDENS

a

JISHFT(

IDENS,

-12

)

C------ Pull out the City/Tree type bit
IF( (IMAPDAT.AND.MASKCITY)

.EQ.

0 )

THEN

ITYPE

=

1

I TREES

ITYPE

a

2

! CITY

ELSE
ENDIF
C ------ Return appropriate value
IHGT
HITREE

C-----C

If

-

KHGTS (IDENS, ITYPE)
FLOAT( IHGT )

the area is

blown down,

reduce height
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C
C
C
C

IBLOW

-

XAPDAT .AND.

MASKBLOWDOWN

IF ( IBLOW .NE. 0 ) THEN
HITREE
m HITREN / 3
ENDIF

C ------ Now set density factor
PLOS
PLOS

-

=

KPLOS (IDENS, ITYPE)
PLOS *
0.01

C------ RETURN to calling routine
999

CONTINUE

D
D

IF( PLOS .NE.
TYPE *

D
D
D

TYPE
TYPE
TYPE

D
D

TYPE*
ENDIF

,
,

1.0 )

THEN

-,-'-------In
IDENS, ITYPE
HITREE, P1S
LI',

HITREE:'
IDENS,ITYPE
HITREEPLOS

='

RETURN
END
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I. BACKGROUND
Important in the execution of the Janus (A) model are the line of sight (LOS)
calculations. These calculations determine whether there exists LOS between opposing
forces; without LOS, direct fire weapons do not engage a target.
Two different factors determine whether LOS exists on the ground:
* Elevtion: the elevation level between forces must allow for LOS (i.e., there must
not be any masking terrain features between a "sensor" and a "target"). If the intervening
terrain between the sensor and the target masks LOS, no direct fire occurs.
* Vegetation and urban features: trees or other types of vegetation and man-made
structures naturally interfere with LOS.

The Janus (A) model uses both factors to

determine LOS for opposing forces. If vegetation and urban terrain features exist on the
ground, both must also be accurately represented in the model.
LOS on the ground can be considered as a set of continuous events. When observing
over or into a set of trees in the distance, for example, a target may be observed if it is not
completely masked by trees or other vegetation.

However, other factors such as time

available for detection, smoke, weather or good camouflage that may hinder observation.
Considering only vegetation and urban factors, modelling LOS to a target is both
deterministic and probabilistic, depending on several factors.
The Janus (A) model addresses the detenrinistic nature of observing a target over
vegetation and urban terrain by simply calculating whether intermediate terrain masks LOS.
The model also addresses the probabilisticnature of target detection through vegetation and
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urban terrain by considering the density (number and type of trees or buildings per area)
of such objects. This is accomplished by assigning discrete density values associated with
the probability of "seeing through" each of the different types of vegetation and urban
terrain. These density values are further addressed in Section IV.
In order for Janus (A) to accurately model LOS between opposing forces, the
vegetation and urban terrain features must be properly represented in terms of heights and
densities. Tis includes proper representation of the height and density of trees, shrubs,
buildings and other man-made structures. Furthermore, mgdelIing LOS from a sensor to a
target lying in a set of trees or buildings can not be continuous (as it actually occurs on the
ground); rather, it can be modelled as a set of discrete probabilities. These probabilitiesmusst
provide a realisticrepresentationof the LOS into and through the vegetation and urban terrain.

11.

PROBLEM STATEMENT

The vegetation and urban terrain heights and/or densities may not be properly
represented in the Janus (A) model or data base for key areas of interest to TRACMonterey analysts.

Moreover, the probabilities associated with seeing through the

vegetation and urban terrain may be inaccurate, causing misconceptions about what is
actually occurring in the model.

Ill.

OBJECTIVE

The objective of this study is to determine if probabilities of LOS for each of the
different vegetation density levels are meaningful. The study only considers vegetation
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density levels, since density levels for urban terrain use the same data arrays and
calculations as the vegetation densities. Finally, the study attempts to determine if the tree
heights corresponding to each density level are adequate in describing the vegetation.

IV.

DATA

The data used to perform the study is extracted from the Janus (A) terrain data base
for a portion of the TEXCOM Experimental Station (TEC), Fort Hunter Liggett, California.
Each data point represents 50 square meters of terrain at TEC.
The Janus (A) terrain data base currently uses eight different levels - or densities in determining whether LOS exists. The densities for each 50 square meters of terrain
(terrain square) range from level 0, where there is no vegetation - thus no LOS hinderance to level 7, corresponding to dense vegetation and high tree heights. These vegetation
densities for each terrain square are stored in the data base as arrays. Once the density for
the terrain square is determined, the tree height and a value for the probability of line of
sight (PLOS) into and/or through the vegetation for the entire terrain square is assigned
from another array.
A sample array showing terrain squares with the assigned density for each square is
shown in Appendix A. This data is stored in a Janus (A) file called terrain.data. The values
for tree heights and PLOS corresponding to the eight densities are shown in Table 1. The
data used for this table is stored in a data file called terrain8l0.dat for the vegetation at
TEC. A copy of this file is shown in Appendix B.
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TABLE 1 TERRAIN DATA BASE DENSITY LEVELS
DENSITY LEVEL

TREE HEIGHT (meters)

.1PLOS

0

0

1

1

3

2

2

7

4

3

9

6

4

10

7

5

11

8

6

13

9

7

14

10

-

NOTE 1: Except for density level 0, the PLOS in the table represents a relative value, and is converted into
an actual probability of line of sight in the program. For density level 0, the PLOS is actually 1 (e.g., there will
be LOS when no vegetation exists between sensor and target.

V. DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS
The basis for the discussion in this section is the sensor Janus (A) code, written in
the FORTRAN language, which is provided in Appendix C. The discussion for tree heights
and for the probability of line of sight (PLOS) are each done separately.
A. TREE HEIGHTS
Tree heights in Table 1 range from zero meters (no vegetation) in density level zero,
to 14 meters in density level seven. However, of the eight density levels, six densities fall
at tree levels of seven meters high or above (7, 9, 10, 11, 13, & 14 meters), and only 2 levels
are reserved for tree heights below 7 meters (0 & 3 meters). Thus, only 2/7 of all
the possible tree heights below seven meters for which a terrain square could be comprised
are represented, while 3/4 of those seven meters high and above are represented. For
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example, terrain squares having only shrubs of one to two meters in height are misrepresented as having either density level zero or three. Even worse, terrain squares having
trees that are five meters in height are are misrepresented as having either density three or
seven.
Using nine meters as the cutoff, five of the eight densities fall at nine meters or
above (9, 10, 11, 13, & 14 meters) - a ratio of 5/6, while only three fall below 9 meters (0,3,
& 7 meters) - a ratio of 1/3. The window of tree heights given the smallest representation
lie from one to six meters, where only one of six tree heights are represented.
The tree heights are shown in their actual proportion in Figure 1. The values directly
below the x-axis represent tree heights. If there is a line above the x-axis (height) value, the
corresponding tree height for the density is represented in the terrain data base in Table 1.
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7

(MAPS TO)
01

2
DENSITY

FIGURE 1 Tree Heights Stored in the Data Base
Note: Not shown is tree height zero; a value of zero is assigned in the data base.
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If no line exists (and therefore no density value is assigned to trees of that height) trees of
that height are not represented in the data base. The length of the line above the number
represents the height of the tree relative to the others for display purposes. The mapping
between densities and tree heights is also shown.
The interpretation of this result is that the only tree heights represented in the data
base below seven meters are trees that measure three meters in height. The likelihood of
this situation is low. There must certainly be terrain squares containing trees whose
maximum height is between three and seven meters, yet they are not represented in the data
base. Clearly this has an effect on LOS in the model.
B.

PROBABILITIES OF LINE OF SIGHT (PLOS)
This sub-section examines two different aspects of PLOS: the data base values

assigned for the eight different density levels, and some of the code for PLOS calculations.
1. PLOS Data Base
The third column of Table 1 shows the PLOS assigned to each of the eight
different densities. For density level zero, PLOS is always 1.0, and no further calculations
are done in the code. The discussion in this paragraph will only cover density levels one
through seven.
Table I shows that the relative value for PLOS (before further manipulation to
transform it into an actual probability) for density level one is two, while the value for
density level seven is 10. This is counter-intuitive. If density level zero has the highest
PLOS, then the relative PLOS values for increased density levels should be decreasing in
order from density level one to seven. This is not what Table I shows. Density level seven
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represents terrain squares containing much denser terrain, yet the relative PLOS assigned
to it is higher than terrain squares assigned a density level of one. Thus, the values for
density levels one through seven in the third column of Table I appear to be inverted.

2. PLOS Calculations
Refer to FUNCTION HITREE (Mapdat, PLOS) in Appendix C for initial code
discussions in this paragraph. Below the comment line "C-Now set density factor", PLOS
is assigned a value from the KPLOS array (one of the values in column C, Table 1). The
next line transforms this value by multiplying the value by 0.01, apparently transforming it
into a probability. Thus, neglecting density level zero, the values assigned to the seven
remaining densities after this calculation are shown in Table 2.

TABLE 2 PLOS VALUES IN FUNCTION HITREE ()
DENSITY LEVEL .

PLOS

1

0.02

2

0.04

3

0.06

4

0.07

5

0.08

6

0.09

7

0.10

Refer to SUBROUTINE DOLOS () in Appendix D. Below the comment line "C--Get Elevation & Concealment at TARGET location" is the code line invoking FUNCTION
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HITREE (). The values shown in Table 2 are passed from FUNCTION HITREE ( ) to
SUBROUTINE DOLOS ().

Once passed to SUBROUTINE DOLOS, the PLOS values

in Table 2 are temporarily renamed as PL Two lines below, the value for PL is squared,
and renamed as TPLOS (for temporary PLOS), as it will be further used in later
calculations. Once the values in Table 2 are squared, the new values for each density
(except density zero) are shown in Table 3.

TABLE 3 INITIAL TPLOS VALUES IN SUBROUTINE DOLOS
DENSITY LEVEL jTPLOS
1

0.0004

2

0.0016

3

0.0036

4

0.0049

5

0.0064

6

0.0081

7

0.010

The final LOS calculation, based on the densities and discussion in this paragraph,
is performed in DO LOOP 100 or 600 in SUBROUTINE DOLOS ().

Since both loops

perform the same calculations on similar data, only DO LOOP 100 is discussed.
There are several calculations performed in DO LOOP 100 which determine if LOS
exists between a sensor and a target, first using simple terrain elevation. If there is no
masking terrain between sensor and target, the next procedure determines if LOS is blocked
by vegetation or urban terrain. Considering only vegetation, another adjustment to TPLOS
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is made in the code line written as:

(1)

TPLOS - TPLOS • PL

Recall that PL in SUBROUTINE DOLOS () is the temporary name of the PLOS value
returned from FUNCTION HITREE ().

As a result of this calculation, the values from

Table 2 are multiplied by the values from Table 3, yielding new TPLOS values as shown in
Table 4.

TABLE 4 FINAL TPLOS VALUES IN SUBROUTINE DOLOS
DENSITY LEVEL:

TPLOS,

1

0.000008

2

0.000064

3

0.000216

4

0.000343

5

0.000512

6

0.000729

7

0.001

Five lines of code below the calculation in Equation 1, the values in Table 4 are
compared to a critical value, to determine if LOS exists. The problem here is that all values
in Table 4 lie below the critical value, so the critical value can not possible be exceeded!!
Thus LOS can not possibly exist in this model between a sensor and a target IF a target lies
in vegetation of any density level other than zero. Clearly, for some non-zero density levels
and tree heights, there are cases when LOS exists between a sensor and a target. The code
and data contained in the model eliminate this possibility.
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VI. RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
The section recommends improvements to the shortfalls addressed above, and
concludes with areas for suggested for further study.
A.

RECOMMENDATIONS

The first recommendation addresses tree heights discussed in sub-section V.A. above.
Instead of using the distribution of tree heights shown in Figure 1, the tree heights should
be represented uniformly from zero to 14. Since there are only eight density levels, a
uniform distribution would assign values to every other height, i.e., to zero, two, four,..., 14.
Figure 2 represents such a distribution.
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FIGURE 2 Recommended Tree Heights For The Data Base
Note: Not shown is tree height zero; a value of zero Is assigned in the data base.
This representation satisfies the need for densities, and is far more accurate in representing
the true range of tree heights.
The second recommendation addresses relative values stored in the PLOS data base.
For PLOS values entered for density levels one through seven, the entries should be
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inverted, where the low density levels have the higher probabilities of LOS assigned to them.
Thus lower, less dense vegetation is given a higher value for PLOS than more dense
vegetation, and so on.
The third and final recommendation deals with the PLOS calculations. As previously
discussed, there is no possible way for LOS to be established if the density level value is
other than zero. To more accurately represent reality, areas with shorter, less dense
vegetation should allow for LOS. Even dense forests consisting of tall coniferous trees with
little underbrush can offer some LOS, and should not be discounted. Thus the data base
values in Appendix B listed for each density must be adjusted to allow for some LOS to
exist.
B.

CONCLUSIONS
To implement the above recommendations admittedly requires much work in the

area of data base updating and further testing. However, there are two specific studies that
could be performed to correct the problems.
First, a team could be assigned to survey selected areas in the training ranges to
estimate tree heights. The number of terrain squares surveyed per square kilometer would
naturally depend on the time available for the team. These results could easily be entered
in the terrain data base file, and would probably be more accurate than what is available.
Furthermore, the recommended tree height distribution discussed above should be used.
Secondly, a more detailed study - probably a thesis - could investigate the true
probabilities that should be assigned to density levels one through seven. There are
numerous ways to achieve this, such as cluster analysis, and/or determining these
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probabilities by simulation. This introduces more reality into the model for line of sight
probability of a given vegetation density.
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APPENDIX 3
* Program: CONVERT.F
* this
program asks for data used in pegasus database, converts
* that number to binary, builds the total
33 bit binary number

* and converts that number into an integer. To be used for building my
* own battlefield database

I

program transfer
real n
integer m,t(0:32),ele,e12,uci,nor,vgh,vid,nat,ssb,guv,sum
do S i-0,32

5

continue

t (i)

0

do 20 j-l,9

if

(j.eq.1) then
mOnO
pr'.nt*,'enter gav
elseif (j.eq.2) then
m0=6
print*,'enter ssb
elseif (j.eq.3) then
m0=7
print*,'enter nat
elseif (j.eq.4) then
mono
print*,'enter vid
elseif (j.eq.5) then
mo=l0
print*,'enter vgh
print*,'height
print*,'water
print*,'grass
print*,'0-lm
print*,'1-2m
print*,'2-3m
print*,'3-4m
print*,'4-Sm
print*,'5-Sm
print*,'8-10m
print*,'10-15m

(0-64)'
(0 or 1)'
(0 or 1)'
(0-3)'
index (0-15)'
index'
- 0'
- 1'
-

2'
3'
4'
5'
6'
7'
8'
9'

-10'
-11'
-12'
-13'
-14'
-15'

print*,'15-20m
print*,'20-25m
print*,'25-30m
print*,'30-35m
print*,'35-40m
print*,'40-47m
elseif (j.eq.6) then
m014

print*,'enter nor (0-15)'
elseif (j.eq.7) then
mO0l8

print*,'enter uci (0-3)'
elseif (j.eq.8) then
m0-20

print*,'enter hal meter height,

elseif (j.eq.9) then
mwint (n)
t (m+mO) -I
ramurem- 2*-m
goto 10
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1w.5, 0=0'

endif

20

30

continue
lumso
do 30 k-O,32
sum-sum+2**k*t (k)

continue
print*, sum, 'lnura'
print*
uciaibits (sum, 18,2)
print*, uci, • uci •
print*
print*, 'do you want to try another number? (I.Y, 2-N)'
read*, a
if

(a.eq.1) then
go to 1

endif
end
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APPUUDIX V
*

Program: RATFIELD.F
program battle

* This program is designed to place desired obstacles on a playing field
* A variety of objects are offered
integer db(0:249,0:249)
open (unit.10,file.'fieldl.dat°,status-'new')

ng.1714
do 5 nuO,249
do 3 m=0,249

db (n,m) .ng
3
5

continue
continue
n3-5012
n7a-8084

*20

n7b-269204
nl0a.9108
n10b=532372
nl0c=531348
n15au10132
n15ba796564
n15c=795540
na=7208
nla=7208
nlbz8232
print*,'Welcome to the battlefield builder'
print*
print*,'This program will place a variety of objects on a flat,'
print*,'grass covered, 250x250 meter battlefield. Follow the'
print*,'instructions of the prompts'
print*
print*,'Do you want 3m trees? (i=Y, 2=N)'
read*, a
*40
10

if(a.eq.1) then
print*,'enter the location of tree center (x,y)'
read*, x,y
db(y,x).n3
print*,'Do you want another 3m tree?
read*,a

(1-Y

goto 10

endif
print*,'Do you want 7m trees?
read*,a
20

*60

(I.Y

2.N)'

if(a.eq.1) then
print,'Enter location of tree center
read*, x, y
db(yx) -n7a
db(yx-l) -n7b
dbty,x+l) ,n7b
db(y-1,x) mn7b
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(x,y)'

2.N)'

db (y+1, x) -n7b
print*, 'Do you want another 7m tree?
read*, a
goto 20
endif
print*,'Do you want 10 meter trees?
read*,a
30

(i=Y

(1=Y 2wN)'

2-N)'

if(a.eq.1) then
print*,'Enter location of tree center
read*,x,Y
db (y, x) -nlOa
db (y, x- 1) wnlOb
db(y,x+l) -nlOb
db(y-1,x) wnlOb
db (y+l, x) unlOb
db (y-l, x-l) wnl0c
db(y+l,x+l) unlOc

(x,y)'

*80
print*,'Do you want another 10 m tree?
read*,a
goto 30
endif
print*,'Do you want 15 meter trees?
read*,a
40

(l-Y

2=N)'

(ImY

2uN)'

if(a.eq.1) then
print*, 'Enter location of tree center
read*, x y
db (y, x) =niSa

(x,y)'

db(y,x-l) =nlSb
db(y,x+l) =nlSb
db(y-l,x) unlSb
db(y+l,x) =nlSb
db(y-1,x-l) =nlSc
db(y+l,x-1) =nlSc
db(y-l,x+l) =nlSc
db(y+l,x+l) =n15c

"*100

print*,'Do you want another 15m tree?

(I=Y

2=N)'

read*, a
goto 40

end~if
print*,'Do you want any small buildings?
read*, a

50

(I=Y

2=N)'

if(a.eq.1) then
print*,'Enter location of building center

(x,y)'

read*,x, y
do 70 xx-x-l,x+l

do 60 yyny-l,y+l

db(yy,xx) nns

continue

60
70

continue
print*, 'Do you want another small building?
read*, a
goto s0

"120

endif

print*,'Do you want any large buildings?
read' ,a
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(l=Y

2=N)'

(I=Y

2=N)'

60

if(a.eq.1) then
print*,'Knter the location of building center
read*,x,y

(xy)'

do 100 xx-x-2,x+2
do 90 yy-y-2,y+2

90
100

continue

do 120 xx-x,x+2
do 110 yymy,y+2
db(yy,xx)mnla

continue
continue
print*,'Do you want another large building?
read*,a
goto 80

110
120

"*140

db(yy, xx)=nlb
continue

endif
do 150 n=0,249
do 140 m=249,0,-1
write(10,*) db(m,n)

140
150

continue
continue
end
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(laY 2=N)'

* Program: OUNDSR
* this program calculates LOS data on a target moving through the database
"* program uses a 250x250 grid
* designed to incorporate attenuation by vegetation

* subroutine aspect, filed as aspectl.f
* is used and determines how many faces of the target are visible, and
* assigns each face a normal direction to be usd in the calculation of

* the angle between LOS and face. The main program uses this value

* and determines the total
area of the target presented for view, and
* then the total
area viewable modified for attenuation and loss of LOS

program find

* initialize arrays to hold converted database information
integer
integer
integer
integer

ioxs,ys,xt,yt,tile(0:249999),elev(0:249999)
uci(0:249999), vgh(0:249999), vghindex(0:249999),realvgh(:015)
vid(0:249999) ,nat(0:249999)
vistgt (16,4), r, locate (20,2)

* read database information into array
open (unit.10,file.'fieldl.dat',status='old')
read (10,*) (tile(I),iwO,62498)
* open file to output moving target information
open (un.t.ll,file.'tgtmovel.dat',status.'new')
* assign 1 meter of foliage an attenuation of 30% of the LOS
denfol a 0.3

* The vegetation height from pegasus has values of 0-15, each of these
* values represents a particular height or range of heights. The following
* is used to correlate the vgh value to a meaningful height
realvgh (0) .0
realvgh (1) =0
realvgh (2) -I
realvgh (3) -2
realvgh (4) .3
realvgh (S) .4
realvgh (6) =5
realvgh (7) -8
realvgh (8) .10
realvgh (9) -15
realvgh(10) .20
realvgh (11) -25
realvgh (12) -30
realvgh(13) -35
realvgh (14) .40
realvgh (15) -47
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Once the database for the grid desired has been read into an array the
* components of information are extracted from the 32 bit number using the
• ibits command. The groups of information of use in the program are placed
* in
their own arrays for rapid recall during calculations as follows:
*

• elevation of highest point in grid - elev
• under cover index
- uci

do 50 i=0,62499

elev(i)-ibits(tile(i) ,21,11)
uci(i).ibits(tile(i), 18,2)
vghindexti) .ibits (tile (i), 10,4)
vgh(i) .realvgh(vghindex(i))
vid(i).ibits(tile(i), 8,2)
nat(i)nibits(tile(i),7,l)
50

continue

• This program is currently written to run in a stand alone mode.
* Sensor information is entered from the keyboard, and target data
• may be entered from the keyboard or from a data file if several successive
• target locations are desired in order to simulate a moving target.
• The current set up is for a moving target, and the prompts for manual
* target input have been commented out
• input grid location and observer height
write(l,*),'
write(1l,*),'

xt

yt

target
range

# faces
presented

write (11, *)

• array containing target location, this is used to simulate a moving target
locate (1,1) =6
locate (1,2) .195
locate (2 1).14
locate (2,2) =195
locate (3,1) =22
locate (3.2) =195
locate (4,1) u30
locate (4,2) -195
locate (5,1) 337
locate (5,2) =192
locate (6,1)=44
locate (6,2) =186
locate (7,1)-50
locate (7,2) -184
locate (8,1) =56
locate (8,2) =180

locate (9,1) -62
locate (9,2) =176
locate (10,1)=70
locate (10,2) =176
locate (11,1) =78
locate (11, 2) =176
locate (12,1) =86
locate (12,2) =176
locate (13,1) =94
locate(13,2) =174
locate (14,1) .99
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locate (14, 2) .172

locate (15.1) =101
locate (15,2) -16S
locate (16,1) -101
locate
locate
locate
locate
locate
locate
locate
locate
locate

(16,2)
(17,1)
(17,2)
(18.1)
(18,2)
(19,1)
(19,2)
(20,1)
(20,2)

=157
=101
=149
.101
.141
=101
=133
.101
=125

* begin loop inputting targets moving locations
do 900 v.1,20
xt-locate (v,1)
yt=locate (v,2)
range-sqrt (float

(xt-xs) **2+float (yt-ys) **2)

* statements to allow manual inputting of target data
*
print*, 'Enter target coordinates
(X,Y)'
*
read*, xt,yt
*
print*
*
*
*
*
*

call the aspect subroutine to determine how much of the target
is presented for possible LOS
vistgt()
is the array returned holding the grid location and information
on the faces of the target which may be seen.
n . the number of possible detections and is used for loping the algortihm

call

aspect(xt,yt,xs,ysvistgt,n)

*loop to check possible LOS for all surfaces presented by target
r=O
do 800 qnl,n

* zero atten for each run
attennO
attenf=O

* get the target grid and height data for stepping the LOS
xt-vistgt

(q, 1)

yt.vistgt (q,2)
htuvistgt (q, 3)
*

print*,xt,'

= xt',yt,'

= yt'
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* calculate target and observer grid heights, first the height of the ground
* must be found by subtracting the vegetation height from the absolute
* height.
Then the sensor and target heights above ground are added to

* obtain absolute elevations of sensor and target
zsuelev (xs*250ys) -vgh (xs*250+ys)
zt=elev(xt*250+yt) -vgh(xt*250+yt)
usnxs ho
zt=zteht
*
*

determine the difference between X and Y coordinates, and convert from an
integer to a real number
idx-abs (xt-xs)
idymabs (yt-ys)
rdx= float (idx)
rdy= float(idy)

*
*
*

select step in x or y to ensure best grid/slope determination.
it is desired to step towards the target in 1 meter grids along the
longer of the X or Y differences

* if

idy>idx we skip to stepping in y , otherwise we proceed here
if

(idy.ge.idx) go to 200

* determine start and stop grids, slopes for movement direction and elev
* the LOS begins in the grid next to the sensor and ends in the LOS
* next to the target

y-ys

dy= (yt-ys)/rdx
z-sz

dz= (zt-zs)/rdx

* this if-else statement ensures that we move from the sensor to the target
* we only move from the sensor becasue the distance from the sensor will
* affect the level of attenuation of any obstructions
if

(xt.gt.xs) then
istartuxs.l
istopnxt-1
nnal
else
istartuxa-1
istopuxt~l
nnl-1
endif

* apply slopes to each step to determine grid we are passing thru and the
* height of the LOS in that grid, compare this height to the height of the
* ground, no LOS will exist if ground height > LOS height
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*
*
*

z - height of LOS
ztree - height of vegetation
xdirt a height of the ground
ystart.y
do 100 ixuistart,istop.nn
y-y+dy
iy=nint (y)
ztree-elev(ix*250+iy)
zdirtuztree-vgh(ix*250+iy)

* calculate distance from the sensor to the grid in which the LOS is
* currently in as it heads toward target.
dist=sqrt(float(istart-ix)**2+float(ystart-iy)**2)
* diagnostic statement
* next print statemnet shows blocks thru which los passes
*
print*,ix,iy,vid(ix*250+iy),uci(ix*2S0+iy),nat(ix*250+iy),z
* compare LOS height to ground height
if(z.lt.zdirt) then
print*,'No LOS due to ground intersection'
go to 800
else if(z.lt.ztree) then
* the following statements determine attenuation due to vegetation
* if the feature is 200 m away then it appears as a solid object
* this distance has been arbitrarily selected so far
* check the under cover index, if the object has a height, but no* check nature
bit, structures block LOS
* manmade objects have a nature bit of 0
if(nat(ix*250+iy) .eq.0) then
print*, 'No LOS due to structure'
go to 800
endif
*
*
*
*
*
*

if the program passes the test above then the obstruction is vegetation &
any other parts of the tree will be assumed as foliage. Current assumption
is foliage of 1 meter thickness has an attenuation of 30W. This value is
modified as a funtion of distance until the modified value reaches an
attenuation of 100% at the terminal distance, 200meter
At 200 meters all objects appear solid

*

it

is assumed the modification factor is linear
if

(dist.gt.200) then

print*,'No LOS due to distant obstruction'
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go to 800
else
attenfudenfol*[l+2.33*dist/200)
endif
endif
* allow a sensor hiding right behind or in the foliage to see thru w/o attenuat'
if(dist.le.l) then
attenf.0
endif
* sum attenuations
atten a atten + attenf
print*,atten, tattenuation'

* if

the total attenuation exceeds 95* the LOS is blocked
if(atten.gt.0.95) then
print*,'Loss of LOS due to foliage attenuation'
go to 800
endif

100

endif
continue

* This section is used if we are stepping in the Y direction, and is similar
* to stepping in the X direction
200

print*
x-Xs

dx- (xt-xs)/rdy
Z•Z5

dz= (zt-zs)/rdy
if(yt.gt.ys) then
istartwys+l
istop=yt-1
nnal
else
istartays-1
endif

istopmyt+l
nnx-1

xstartax

do 300 iyuistartistop,nn
x=x+dx
zns~dz

ixonint(x)
ztreeaelev(ix*250+iy)
zdirt~utree-vgh(ix*250+iy)
*

calculate distance

dist-sqrt(float(xstart-ix)**2+float(istart-iy)**2)
ill

*

diagnostic
print*, ix,iy,vid(ix*250+iy),

*

if(z.lt.zdirt)

uci (ix*250+iy),

nat (ix*250+iy) .z

then

print*,'No LOS due to ground intersection'

go to 800
else if

(z.lt.ztree) then
if(uci(ix*250+iy).eq.0)

then

print*,'No LOS due to tree trunk/structure'
go to 800
elseif(z.gt.uci(ix*250+iy))

then

if(nat(ix*250+iy).eq.0)

then

print*,'No LOS due to structure'
go to 800
endif
if(dist.gt.200) then
print*,'No LOS due to distant obstruction'
go to 800

else

endif

attenf=denfol*(1+2.33*dist/200)
endif

if

(dist.le.1) then
attenf=0
endif
atten

=

atten + attenf

print*,atten,'. attenuation'
if (atten.gt.0.95) then
print*,'Loss of LOS due to foliage attenuation'
go to 800
endif
endif
300

continue

* at this point we have a LOS with atten. 0 or a #
* apply this attenuation factor to the projected area of the target
* to reduce the area of visibility
* projected area is determined based on the surface direction of
* the face in question. This value is I for a vertical surface and 2 for
* a horizontal surface. This value is stored in the vistgt array which
* describes the target

if(vistgt(q,4).eq.0) then
aproj .rdy/sqrt (rdy**2+rdx**2)
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else
aproj -rdx/sqrt (rdy**2+rdx**2)
endif
* see if

there is

any attenuation to be applied, if

so apply it

if(atten.eq.O) then
viuaproj .aproj
else
endif

visaproj- (1-atten) *aproj

* sum total visible area presented by the target
totarea=totarea+visaproj
* zero aproj and visaproj for next LOS
aproj .0
visaproj -0

800

r=r+1
continue
print*
print*
print*,n,'
print*,r,'

faces of the target present themselves for detection'
faces of the target are visible to some degree'

print*,totarea,'
print*

square meters of the target are visible'

for moving target
* write information to file
* zero totarea for next run
write(11,*),xt,yt,range,n,r,totarea

totarea=0
900

continue

* prompts for single target location entry
* 900 print*,'Do you want to try another set of coordinates?'
*
print*,'Enter 1 for YES, 0 for NO'
Read*,a
*
if(a.eq.1) then
*
go to 10

*

*

endif
end

subroutine aspect (xt,yt,xs,ys,viutgt,n)
* this subroutine assigns the target grid locations based on the central input
* location. It then uses the sensor and target locations to determine which
* faces of the target are ideally visible to the sensor. Faces which are
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* visible have there information stroed ion the array vistgt() for return to

* the main program. The number of faces ideally visible are also returned.
real a
integer tgt(16,4) ,vistgt(16,4) ,xt,yt,xs,ys
* assign target data to array tgt() based on center grid of target 3x3
* each exterior vertical face of the target is represented

tgt (1, I) xt- 1
tgt (1,2) myt -1
tgt (1.4)=O

tgt (2, 1) -xt - I
tgt (2,2) -yt-1
tgt (2,4) -1

tgt (3, 1) =xt- 1

tgt (3,2) -yt
tgt(3,4) .l
tgt (4,1) -xt-1
tgt(4,2) .yt+1
tgt (4,4)-0
tgt (5,1) -xt-1
tgt (5,2) .yt+1
tgt (5,4) =0
tgt (6,1) nxt
tgt (6,2) -yt+l

tgt (6,4) -0

tgt (7,4) =1
tgt (8,1) -xt+l
tgt (8,2) -yt+l
tgt(8,4) =1
tgt (9,1) -xt+1
tgt (9,2) .yt
tgt (9,4) -0
tgt (10, 1) -xt+1
tgt (10,2) -yt-1
tgt (10,4)n.
tgt (11,1) -xt+1
tgt (11,2) -yt-I
tgt (11,4)-a
tgt (12,1) -xt
tgt(12,2)3yt-1
tgt (12,4)-i
tgt (13,1) axt
tgt (13,2) -yt
tgt (13,4)-o
tgt (14,1) -xt
tgt (14,2) -yt
tgt (14,4) -1
tgt (15,1)2Xt
tgt

(15,2) -yt

tgtt(15,4)g0

tgt (16, 1) -xt
tgt (16, 2) myt
tgt (16,4) -i
5assign target heights, in

5

tgt

do 5 p-1,12
tgt (p, 3) -1
continue
do 6 pn13,16
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tgt (p, 3) =2
6
*

continue

establish bounds of the target
xawaxuxt+l
,ouinuxt -1

ymaxayt+l
ymin.yt - 1
*

determine visible sectors of target
if(xs.le.xmax.and.xs.ge.xmin) then
if(ys.gt.ymax) then
sensor is directly above tgt grids, upper faces

*

do 20 j-1,4
vistgt (l,j)=tgt (5,j)

vistgt (2,j) -tgt (6,j)
vistgt(3,j) =tgt(7,j)
vistgt(4,j) =tgt(15,j)
n=4
next lines allowed for skewed view of a top block side
if(xs.lt.xt) then
vistgt(5,j)}tgt(14,j)
n=S
elseif (xs.gt.xt) then
vistgt(5,j) =tgt (16,j)
20

continue
else

if the sensor is vertically in line with tgt grids and it
is not above the tgt it must be below it, sees lower faces
do 40 j-l,4
vistgt (l,j)

.tgt (l,j)

vistgt(2,j)=tgt(12,j)
vistgt (3,j)=tgt (lj)

vistgt(4,j)=tgt(13,j)
n=4
next lines allow for skewed view of a top block side
if(xs.lt.xt)

then

vistgt(s,j).tgt(14,j)
n-5
elseif (xs.gt.xt) then

the sensor is horizontally aligned with the tgt grids and
to the left of the tgt, sees left side faces
do 60 j=1,4
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vistgt(lj)utgt(2,j)
vistgt(2j) -tgt(3,j)
vistgt(3,j).tgt(4,j)
Vistgt (4, j) -tgt (14,j )
n=4
next lines allow for skewed view o a top block side

if(ys.lt.yt) then
vistgt(5,j)utgt(13,j)

nm5

elseif(ys.gt.yt) then
vistgt(5,j) -tgt (15,j)
n=5
endif
60

continue
elseif(ys.lt.ymin) then
sensor is to the left and below the target, all of
the left side and lower faces seen
do 80 j=l,4

(l,j)

vistgt

-tgt

(l,j)

vistgt (2,j) mtgt(2,j)
(4,j) mtgt(4,j)

vistgt

vistgt (5,j)ntgt (12,j)
vistgt(6,j) mtgt(llj)
vistgt

(7,j) -tgt(13,j)

vistgt (Bj) .tgt (14,j)
so

continue
na'S

elseif (ys.gt.ymax) then
sensor is to the left side and above the target, all of
the left side and upper faces seen
do 100 jml,4

vistgt(lj) -tgt(2,j)
vistgt(2,j)

mtgt(3,j)

vistgt(3,j)utgt(4,j)
vistgt(4,j)-tgt(5,j)
vistgt(5,j)-tgt(6,j)
vistgt
(6,j)
tgt(7,J)

vistgt (7,j)atgt(14,j)
vistgt(S,j) .tgt(15,j)
100

continue
nyse
endif
else
sensor is

right of tgt

if(ys.ge.ymin.and.ys.le.ymax) then
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*

sensor is horizontally aligned with tgt grids and
to the right of the tgt, right faces seen

*

do 120 j-1,4
vistgt(1,j).tgt(Sj)
vistgt(2,j) tgt(9,J)
vistgt(3,j)=tgt(10,j)
vistgt(4,j)mtgt(16,j)
n=4
the next lines allow a skewed view of a top side

*

if(ys.lt.yt)

then

vistgt(S,j)utgt(13,j)
n=5
elseif (ys.gt.yt) then
vistgt(5,j)=tgt(15,j)
continue

120

elseif (ys.lt.ymin) then
sensor is

right of and below tgt, all right & lower faces

do 140 jnl,4
vistgt(lj)=tgt(8,j)
vistgt (2,j) mtgt(9,j)
vistgt (3,j) =tgt (10,j)
vistgt(4,j)=tgt(1,j)
vistgt (5,j) .tgt (12,j)
vistgt (6,j) =tgt(ll,j)
vistgt (7,j) .tgt (13,j)
vistgt (Sj) tgt (16,j)
continue
n=8

140

elseif (ys.gt.yamx) then
sensor is

right and above tgt, all right & upper faces seen

do 160 j=1,4
vistgt(lj)
=tgt(S,j)
vistgt (2,j) mtgt(9,j)
vistgt(3,j) mtgt(10,j)
vistgt(4,j)ntgt(5,j)
vistgt (5,j)u=tgt(6,j)
vistgt(6,j)=tgt(7,j)
vistgt(7,j)=tgt(16,j)
vistgt(S,J) =tgt(15,j)

160

continue
n=S
endif

endif
*
*
*
*
*
*

print*

print*,n,'
print*
print*,'
print*
do 180 wal,n

sectors may be visible'
xloc

yloc
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z

direc'

print*,vistgt(v,1),vistgt(w,2),viutgt(w,3),vistgt(v,4)
180

continue
print-,n,'
return
end

sectors may be visible'
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APP3UDhZ K

C-

DETECT ........................
DETECT ( IUNIT, ISIDE,

----- A.D.

----- SUBROUTINE- -

SUBROUTINE

KELLNER. TRAC- WSMR

CTICK)

C
C
PURPOSE:
To determine if a target in a given unit's target
DSTLOS builds the
should be detected now.
list
C
target list.
C
C
C
DICTIONARY:
C
C
C
BARS
- Resolvable cycles, sensor's Narrow FOV.
C
WEARS
- Resolvable cycles, sensor's Wide FOV.
PROBFOV - Probability that a particular target is
C
C
within the sensor's FOV, at any given time.
C
C-------------------------------------------------------------------------INCLUDE
'JGLOBE:GLOBAL.FOR'
I NPEOP
! HEIMAST
' JGLOBE:GLBFLYER.FOR'
INCLUDE
INCLUDE
'JGLOBE: GLBSENSR. FOR'
! KSENSCLAS
INCLUDE
'JGLOBE:GLBMOPPS.FOR'
! FOVM)PP
CHEN
INCLUDE
INCLUDE
INCLUDE
INCLUDE
INCLUDE
INCLUDE
INCLUDE
INCLUDE

'JGLOBE:GLOBUNITS.FOR'
'JGLOBE:GLOBACQ.FOR'
' JGLOBE :GLOBDIR. FOR'
'JGLOBE:GLOBLOAD. FOR'
'JGLOBE : GLOBCHEM. FOR'
'JGLOBE:GLOBMOVE.FOR'
'JGLOBE:GLOBFIR.FOR'
'JGLOBE : GLBWEAPN. FOR'

! MOUNTED, T MVED, KDEFL
! Target List, IHAVTARS,KUSESENS
! DLEFT, DRIGT
! IAMFIRNG
! CHEN
! IFLYNODE
! FIRNXT
! TIMELAY

REAL
PARAMETER

CONVRT2NIN
(CONVRT2MIN

a

1.0 / 60.0)

REAL
PARAMETER

FCTR1S0
(FCTR1S0

-

1.0 / 3.14159)

INTEGER*4
PARAMETER

NUMNORFLY
(NUMNORFLY

=

26)

DIMENSION
DATA

OLENMAX (4)
OLENMAX

/

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

3.0, 3.0,

7.0 ,7.0

/

C-------------------------------------------------------------------------------C
TEMPORARY DATA for FLYERs
C
C
FLYAOI a Half-ange (radians) for each flyer type's AOI when moving
REAL
PARAMETER

SIXDEG
(SIXDEG

REAL

PIOVER4

PARAMETER
DIMENSION
DATA

(PIOVER4
a 3.14159 / 4.0)
FLYAOI (NUMFLYRS)
FLYAOI
/
2PIOVER4,
SIXDEG,

=

6.0 * 3.14159 / 180.0)

29*PIOVER4
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/

1 FLYER TYPE 3

I Flyer type 3

C

D
D

IF( IFIRST.AE.99
TYPE *

D

ACCEPT -,

D
D

)

THEN

TYPE *,'Enter DETECT observer unit number for debug print:,
N9UIT

TYPE *, 'Enter DETECT observer SIDE for debug print:,

D
D
D
D

ACCEPT *, NSIDE
TYPE *
IFIRST
99
ND IF

D
D
D

IPRXNRT
0
IF( (IUNIT.EQ.NUNIT)
.AND.
(ISIDE.EQ.NSIDE) )
IPRINT * 99
IF(
(NUNIT.EQ.0) .AND.
(ISIDE.EQ.NSIDE)
IPRINT * 99

D
D
D
D
D
D
D

IF( IPRINT.NE.0 )
THIN
TYPE *
TYPE *
TYPEl . - -----------------------------------------------------TYPE *,'
**********
DETECT ******CT***
TYPE
TYPE *
IUNIT, ISIDE
'., IUNIT,ISIDE

CD
CD
CD
D

ICLOCK a CLOCK / 60.0
ISECS
a NIlrT( CLOCK*60. - ICLOCK*60.0
TYPE * --- CLOCK (Min/Sec) =', ICLOCKISECS
TYPE ..--- CLOCK (Sec)
', CLOCK*60.

CD

TYPE * '---

D
D
D
D
D

TYPE *.--IAHFIRNG
-',
IAXFIRNG(IUNIT,ISIDE)
TYPE ' --- FIRNXT
in', FIRNXT(IUNIT,ISIDE)*60.
ITYPE - KSYSTYP(IUNIT,ISIDE)
TYPE *'--- NPEOP
' , NPEOP(ITYPE,ISIDE)
END IF

IHAVTARS

-',

IHAVTARS(ZUNIT, ISIDE)

C ---------------- CAN THIS OBSERVER (IUNIT)
IF(
IF(

NSCORE(IUNIT.ISIDE)
.LT. 1 )
KINOPSTAT(IUNITISIDE) .NE. 0 )

IF(

MIUNTED(IUNIT,ISIDE)

.GT.

0 )

SEE? ------------------GOTO 999
GOTO 999
THEN

C---------- Unit is a passenger, can he detect targets?
IHOST - MOUNTED (I•IT, ISIDE)
IHTYP - KSYSTYP (IHOST, ISIDE)
IF( KANHOST(IHTYP,ISIDE) .LT. 2 )
C---------- Yes,

update unit's

D

IF(

D
D

TYPE *,'
ENDIF

current status

IPRINT.fE.0 )
.--------

GOTO 999

THEN
Observer mounted,

XZUIT(IUNIT,ZSIDE)
YUNIT(IUNIT,ISIDE)
SPDU(IUNIT,ISIDE)
DVIEW(IUNIT, ISIDE)
DLEFT(IUNIT, ISIDE)

a
a

=
a

can search/fire!'

XUNIZT(IHOST,ISIDE)
YUNIT(IHOST,ISIDE)
SPDU(IHOST,ISIDE)
DVINW(IHOST, ISIDE)
DLEFT(IHOST, ISID )
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! CHEN

TMkVED(IUNIT,ISIDE)

-

TOVED (IHOST,ISIDE)

ENDIF
ITYPE
JSIDE

C -----*

Do not process special-special flyers if
IF(

*

C ------

KSYSTYP (IUNIT, ISIDE)
3 - ISIDE

a
=

If

ISID1 -EQ. 1
FLYERS(ITYPEISIDE) .EQ. IqMFLYRS
IFLYMODE(IUNIT,ISIDE) .LT. 0 )

they are popped up.

.AND.
.AND.
GOTO 999

one-man system, don't detect new targets while firing/reloading

IF(

NPEOP(ITYPE,ISIDE) .EQ. 1 ) THEN
IF( IAMFIRNG(IUNIT,ISIDE) .NE. 0 )
ENDIF

GOTO 999

D

IF( IPRINT.NE.0 )

D
CD

TYPE *'--TYPE *-,

D
D

TYPE*
TYPE*

D

TYPE *,-'....---------------- OLD TARGET LIST:'

D
D
D
D
D

TYPE
TYPE *
TYPE*
TYPE*
END IF

---

THEN

ITYPE
IAHFIRNG

=',
=',

ITYPE
IANFIRNG(IUNIT, ISIDE)

--- Unit Number:', (NMYUNIT(J,IUNIT,ISIDE),J.1,NMVISB)
Detc Status:
',(KDETECTD(J,IUNIT,ISIDE),J=1,NMVISB)

C--------------- Get position of observer ( XO, YO,
CALL UNITXYZ

C ---------------

( IUNITISIDE,ITYPE,

Check if

Skip if
IF(

C ----------

ZO ) --------------

XO,YO,ZO )

observer is ADA radar -------------------------------

IF( RADARS(ITYPE,ISIDE)
C----------

"first"

.GT.

0 )

THEN

NORMAL radar

RADARS(ITYPE,ISIDE)

.LE.

NUMNORRDR )

GOTO 999

Check for a SPECIAL BLUE or RED Radar handoff
CALL HANDOFF

C IUNIT, ISIDE, IDIDIT

D
D

IF( IPRINT.NE.0 )
TYPE *

D

TYPE *,'-------------------------

THEN
NEW TARGET LIST after
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HANDOFF:'

D
D
D
D

TYPE ,'--TYPE
,--TYPE
END IF

C----------

If

Unit Number:',
(1NMYUNIT(JIUNIT,ISIDE),JI.lNMVISB)
Detc Status:
,(KDETECTD(J,IUNITISIDE) ,J=I,NMVISB)

we have a handoff, point sensor at target

IF(

IDIDIT .GT.
PROBFOV
a
GOTO 100
ENDIF

0 )
1.0

THEN

ENDIF

C ------

Clear the "handoff accomplished" flag
IDIDIT

C------

-

0

Get sensor type & class for LOS calculations
ISENS
ISENS
ISNSRCLAS

m
a
=

KUSESENS(IUNIT,ISIDE)
KSENSTYP(ISENSITYPE,ISIDE)
KSENSCLAS (ISENS)

D
D

IF( IPRINT.NE.0 )
TYPE *,'--- ISENS

D
D

TYPE *,'--TYPE a,'---

a', ISENS
W-FOV (deg) a', SENSFOV(1,ISENS)*180./3.14159
N-FOV (deg) a'. SENSFOV(2,ISENS)*180./3.14159

D

TYPE

ISNSRCLAS

D

ENDIF

,'---

THEN

a',

ISNSRCLAS

C--------------- Modify height of observer ( ZO ) if necessary ----------------IFLYTYP
a FLYERS (ITYPE,ISIDE)
IF( IFLYTYP .GT. 0 )
THEN
ZO = ZO + HEIMAST(IFLYTYP,ISIDE)

IF(

IFLYTYP .GT.
IF(

NUMNORFLY )

IHAVTARS(IUNIT,ISIDE)
PROBFOV
ISENS
ISNSRCLAS

a
-

THEN
.EQ.

! SPECIAL flyer
-99 ) THEN

1.0
KSENSTYP(1,ITYPE,ISIDE)
KSENSCLAS (ISENS)

D
D
D
D
D

IF( IPRINT.NE.0 )
THEN
TYPE *,-'....--------------- SPECIAL flyer search:'
TYPE *'
--- XOYOZO
=',XO,YOZO
TYPE *,.--ISENS, ISNSRCLAS -', ISENS,ISNSRCLAS
TYPE
,
PROBFOV a', PROBFOV

D

END IF
GOTO 100
ELSE IF(

IHAVTARS(IUNIT,ISIDE)
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.LT.

0 ) THEN

! SPECIAL search

GOTO 999
EDIF

D
D
D

THEN
IF( IPRINT.NE.O )
TYPE *.--XO,YO,ZO
-',XOYO,ZO
END IF

C -----------------------

-- CALCULATE PROBFOV ---------------------------------

C------ PROBFOV is the probability, at any given time, that a particular
C------ target iu within the sensor's Field of View (SFOV).
C------ Fetch current sensor field-of-view
SFOV

M

SENSFOV(1,ISENS)

IF(

HOPP(IUNIT,ISIDE)

IF(

SFOV .LT.
ELEFACTR
SFOV

(SFOV)

=

.GT.

I Wide FOV
0 )

SFOV a SFOV * FOVMOPP

SIXDEG ) THEN
SFOV / SIXDEG
SFOV * ELEFACTR

! CHEM

! Account for very narrow FOV

ENDIF
D
D
D
D

D

IF( IPRINT.NE.0 ) THEN
TYPE *,'--- Actual SFOV (Deg) =', SENSFOV(l,ISENS)*180./3.14159
IF( MOPP(IUNIT,ISIDE) .GT. 0 )
TYPE *'--FOVMOPP =', FOVMOPP
TYPE *,, --- Effctv SFOV (Deg)

=',

SFOV*180./3.14159

END IF

CC ------ Check if Observer is at a PREPO...
C
C
IF( KDEFL(IUNIT,ISIDE) .LT. 0 ) THEN
C
SEARCH u 2.0 * DLEFT(IUNIT,ISIDE)
C
IF( KDEFL(IUNIT,ISIDE) .EQ. -1 ) THEN
I Popped-up:
C
PROBFOV - 0.5
! Hueristic to account for Prior Knowledge
C
ELSE
C
ISENS
M 2
! Full defilade:
C
ISNSRCLAS a KSENSCLAS (ISENS)
! Use sensor 2
C
SFOV
= SENSFOV(1,ISENS)
I Wide FOV

IF( MOPP(IUNIT,ISIDE) .GT. 0 )
PROBFOV
SFOV / SEARCH

C
C
C
C
C

SFOV - SFOV * FOVMOPP

I

CHEM

ENDIF
GOTO 100
ENDIF

C------ Check if
IF(

Observer moving or stationary .............

SPDU(IUNIT,ISIDE)

C---------- Observer is

moving,

.GT.

0.0 )

THEN

do not check Area of Interest,

C---------- sensor searches 180 degrees, except flyer searches an AOI assigned
C---------- to the particular FLYER type.
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D
D)

XIFf IPRINT.NZ.0 )
TYPE *

D

EqNDIF

THEN

TYPE *,.

IF(

0 )

IFLYTYP .GT.
=

PROBFOV

--------------------Observer

is

Moving!'

THEN

SFOV / FLYAOI (IFLYTYP)

IPRIqTNE.O )

THEN

D

IF(

D
D
D

Type a', IFLYTYP
Flyer:
---------------,'-TYPE
--- AOI (deg) =', FLYAOI(IFLYTYP)*360./3.1416
TYPE
TYPE *,'--PROBFOV a', PROBFOV

D

END IF
ELSE
PROBFOV

D

IF(

D
D

TYPE *,

D

ENDIF

=

SFOV * FCTR180

IPRINT.NE.0 )

TYPE *, '

-- -

THEN

Non-Flyer:'
.---------------PROBFOV a', PROBFOV

ENDIF
ELSE
C---------- Observer is not moving,
C
check Area of Interest only if:
C
1)
observer stationary for more than two minutes, or
C
2)
observer is a flyer, or
C
3)
observer is in "Pop-up" mode, or
C
4)
observer is in full defilade.
C
D
D

IF( IPRINT.NE.0 )
TYPE *

D

TYPE *,'

D

ENDIF
IF(

THEN

IFLYTYP .GT.

0 )

SEARCH

=

2.0 * DLEFT(IUNIT,ISIDE)

PROBFOV

-

SFOV / SEARCH

IF( IPRINT.NE.0 )
TYPE *

D
D

TYPE *,---------------TYPE *,-----

THEN

Flyer:'
Search angle (Deg)

=',

SEARCH*180./3.14159

*

D

TYPE

D

END IF

*,'....

PROBFOV a',

PROBFOV

ELSE
D
D

Stationary!'

THEN

D
D
D

Observer is

----------------------

IF( IPRINT.NI.0 )
TYPE*

THEN
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D

TYPE

D

ENDIF
DELT
IF(

C------------------

Non-Flyer:'

*------------

-

CLOCK - T7MVED(IUNIT,ISIDE)

DELT .GE. 2.0
.OR.
KDEFL(IUNIT,ISIDE) .LT.
KDEFL(IUNIT,ISIDE) .EQ.

0 .OR.
2 ) THEN

Sensor searches AOI only
2.0 * DLEFT(IUNIT,ISIDE)
u
SFOV / SEARCH

SEARCH PROBFOV

IF( IPRINT.NE.0 ) THEN
Stationary more than 2 minutes.'
TYPE *,'--Search angle (Deg) a', SEARCH*lS0./3.14159
TYPE *,'---- PROBFOV =', PROBFOV
TYPE
END IF

D
D
D
D
D

ELSE
C ------------------ Sensor searches 180 degrees
PROBFOV

a

SFOV

*

FCTR180

IF( IPRINT .NE. 0 ) THEN
--- Stationary less than 2 minutes.'
TYPE
PROBFOV =', PROBFOV
TYPE *--ENDIF

D
D
D
D

ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDIF
100

CONTINUE

D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D

IF( IPRINT.NE.0 ) THEN
TYPE *
TYPE *
TYPE *
TYPE *,
LOOP OVER UNITS IN "NMYUNIT" LIST --------.BEGIN
* ------------TYPE *
KDEFL (observer) i', KDEFL(IUNIT,ISIDE)
TYPE *,'--a',
ISENS
TYPE *,'- - ISENS
=', CTICK*60.
CTICK (Sec)
TYPE *,.---',
PROBFOV
PROBFOV
TYPE *,'--TYPE*
TYPE *,

D

*

D
D

I-----

--------------------------------

TYPE *
END IF

C-------------------------------------------------------------------------------LOOP OVER TARGET LIST
C ---------C---------- DO DETECTION CALCULATIONS FOR ALL ENTRIES IN TARGET LIST
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C------ If

we have a radar handoff,

ignore other targets

IF( IDIDIT .GT. 0 ) THEN
ISTRT - IDIDIT
IEND
=
IDIDIT
ELSE
ISTRT w 1
IEND
=
NMVISB
ENDIF
DO 400
C---------- Is
IF(
D
D
D
D
D

IEND

slot empty?
NMYUNIT(NN,IUNIT,ISIDE)

.EQ.

0 )

IF( IPRINT.NE.0 ) THEN
TYPE *
TYPE *
TYPE *,'------------ Target unit =',
END IF

C---------- Is

D
D
D

NN w ISTRT,

the enemy unit still

alive?

GOTO 400

NMYUNIT(NN,IUNIT,ISIDE)

("JUNIT"

is

unit number of enemy)

JUNIT = NMYUNIT(NN,IUNIT,ISIDE)
IF( NSCORE(JUNIT,JSIDE) .LT. 1 ) THEN
NMYUNIT(NN,IUNIT,ISIDE)
= 0
KDETECTD(NN,IUNIT,ISIDE)
=
0
IF( IPRINIT.NE.0 ) THEN
TYPE *, ....
Target is dead, kick out of list!'
END IF
GOTO 400
ENDIF

C---------- Has the enemy unit mounted?
IF(

MOUNTED(JUNIT,JSIDE) .GT.
NMYUNIT(NN,IUNIT,ISIDE)
KDETECTD(NN,IUNIT,ISIDE)
GOTO 400
ENDIF

0 ) THEN
= 0
=
0

C---------- Get target unit location
JTYPE - KSYSTYP(JUNIT,JSIDE)
CALL UNITXYZ ( JUNIT,JSIDE,JTYPE,
CD
CD
CCD
CCD
CD

XT,YT,ZT

IF( IPRINT.NE.0 ) THEN
TYPE *, '--KDETECTD a', KDETECTD(NN, IUNIT, ISIDE)
TYPE *,,'....XO, YO. ZO =',XO,YOZO
TYPE * ....
XT, Y' ZT n',XT,YT,ZT
END IF

C---------- Do we still

have LOS to the enemy unit?
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CD

IF(

CD

TYPE *,'

CD

END IF

IPRINT.NE.0 )

CALL DOLOS

THEN

CHECK FOR LINE-OF-SIGHT

-------

( XO,YO,ZO, XT,YT,ZT,

:'

PLOS

C---------- PLOS IS THE PROBABILITY THAT LINE-OF-SIGHT EXISTS
C ---------- ( PLOS < 0.0 MEANS SMOKE BLOCKS LINE OF SIGHT
CD

IF(

CD

TYPE *,'---

CD

END IF

IPRINT.NE.0

)

THEN

PLOS from "DOLOS"

PLOS

i',

IF(

PLOS .LE. 0.0 ) THEN
KDETECTD(NN,IUNIT,ISIDE)
GOTO 400
ENDIF

-

0

C------------------------------------------------------------------------------

C-------------- We still

have LOS, update detection calculation ---------------

DX = XO - XT
DY = YO - YT

C-------------------------------------------------------------------------------C --------------------COMPUTE TARGET'S EFFECTIVE SIZE -----------------------SIZE

SIZT(JTYPE,JSIDE)

=

IPRINT.NE.0 )

* PLOS

CD

IF(

CD
CD
CD

TYPE *,I--TYPE *,--TYPE *,'---

CD

END IF

C ----------

Fetch enemy unit's defilade status
JDEFL
JDEFL

C----------

i',

',
=',

SIZT(JTYPE,JSIDE)
PLOS
SIZE

KDEFL(JUNIT,JSIDE)
ABS( JDEFL )

=
=

Check if
IF(

THEN

Actual SIZE
PLOS
SIZE*PLOS

target in defilade

JDEFL .GT. 0 ) THEN
IF( JDEFL .EQ. 1 ) THEN
SIZE

-

SIZE * 0.3333333

SIZE

=

SIZE * 0.025

ELSE
ENDIF
JCONT

-

KONCLAS(2,JTYPE,JSIDE)

=

KONCLAS(1,JTYPE,JSIDE)

ELSE

JCONT
ENDIF
CD

IF(

CD

TYPE *,'

IPRINT.NE.0 )

CD

ENDIF

----

THEN

After defl,

SIZE i,,

C---------- Account for target motion
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SIZE

IF(
D
D

D

SPDU(JUNIT,JSIDE) .GT. 0.0 )
SIZE
a SIZE * 1.5
THEN
0 )
IF( IPRINT .NE.
TYPE *,*--- Target is moving,

THEN
SIZE

SIZE -',

ENDIF
ENDIF

C ---------- Check if
IF(

last 20 Sec

target fired in

PFOV

a

IF(

D
D

TYPE *- .......
TYPE *0'---

D

END IF

THEN

1.0

IPRINT.NE.0 )

D

)

(CLOCK-0.3333)

.GE.

FLAST(JUNIT,JSIDE)

THEN

TARGET FIRED IN LAST 20 Sec!'
PFOV a', PFOV

ELSE
PFOV

PROBFOV

a

ENDIF
C---------- Check if

Large Area Smoke (LAS)

CALL DOLASLOS

IPRINT.NE.0 )

CD

IF(

CD
CD

TYPE *,'--------TYPE *,-....

CD

ENDIF
IF(

( XO,YO,ZO,

blocks LOS

XT,YT,ZT,

ISNSRCLAS,

OLEN

THEN

From DOLASLOS:'
ISNSRCLAS,OLEN -1, ISNSRCLAS,OLEN

OLEN .GT. OLENMAX(ISNSRCLAS)
U
NMYUNIT(NN,IUNIT,ISIDE)
=
KDETECTD(NN,ItUNIT,ISIDE)

)
0
0

THEN

GOTO 400

ENDIF
C---------- Must consider altitude for flyers as targets or observers
MODOBS - IFLYMODE(IUNIT,ISIDE)

! Observer

I Moving/Hover
MODOBS .GT. 0 ) THEN
IFTYP a FLYERS (ITYPE,ISIDE)
ZOBS a FLYALTUD(MODOBS,IFTYP,ISIDE)
I Popped Up or on Ground
ELSE
ZOBS
= - MODOBS
ENDIF
IF(

MODTGT a IFLYMODE(JUNIT,JSIDE)

! Target

I Moving/Hover
NODTGT .GT. 0 ) THEN
JFTYP - FLYERS (JTYPE,JSIDE)
ZTGT - FLYALTUD (MODTGT, JFTYP, JSIDE)
I Popped Up or Ground
ELSE
IF(

ZTGT

w

- MODTGT

ENDIF
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C---------- Convert altitude from meters to KM for range calculation
ZOBS a ZOBS * 0,001
ZTGT = ZTGT * 0,001
DZ
= ZOBS - ZTGT
C---------- Calculate BARS (resolvable cycles)
RANGE

SQRT(

a

DX*DX + DY*DY + DZ*DZ

D

IF( IPRINT.NE.0 )

D
D
D
D
CD
CD

TYPE *,' -------------------------------------------------TYPE *
--------------CALL PAIRS/PDETEC NEXT, INPUTS:'
TYPE
,'....ISENS,
JCONT
i', ISENS,JCONT
TYPE
,'--RANGE, SIZE
u',
RANGE,SIZE
TYPE
--OLEN
=', OLEN
TYPE a,.--CTICK =', CTICK*60.0

D

END IF
CALL PAIRS

C ISENS,

D
D

IF( IPRINT.NE.0
TYPE *

D

TYPE *,'---

D

ENDIF

)

JCONT, RANGE,

SIZE, OLEN,

BARS =',

BARS

target already detected

KDETECTD(NNIUNIT,ISIDE)

.GT.

0 )

THEN

D

IF(

D

TYPE

D
D
CD
D

TYPE ,
CHECK IF CLOUDS BLOCK LOS:'
TYPE*
CALL PRESSRBT
END IF
IF(

IPRINT.NE.0 )

RANGE .GT.

IF(

THEN
Target previously detected:'

*,-'--------

0.025 )

CALL SMOKELOS

THEN

( XO,YO,ZO, XT,YT,ZT,

ISNSRCLAS,

ISEE .EQ. 0 ) THEN
IF( IPRINT.NE.0 ) THEN
TYPE *
TYPE ,
CLOUDS NOW BLOCK LOS!!!!!!!!!'
CALL PRESSRET
ENDIF
KDETECTD (N, IUNIT, ISIDE)
0

D
D
D
D
D

GOTO 400

ENDIF
ENDIF
GOTO 300
ENDIF
C----------

NO,

See if

WBARS

BARS

THEN

From PAIRS,

C---------- Check if
IF(

THEN

=

we can detect this target .....................
BARS * CNVRTCPM(ISmNS)
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ISEE

CTICK,

CALL PDET=C ( WBARS,
PD

PD

PD * PFOV

-

CALL UNIRAN ( DRAW
IF( IPRINT.fE.0 ) THIN
CALL PDITEC ( WRARS, CTICK, PPD
a' , WBARSPFOV
WBARS, PFOV
TYPE *,'...
TYPE *,'--- Pure PD, 3ff-PD a', PPD,PD

D
D
D
D
D

TYPE

DRAW

*,'---

DRAW

.'

ENDIF

D

IF(

! Not detected

GOTO 400

PD )

DRAW .GT.

D
D
D 763
*
D

IF( IPRINT.NE.0 ) THEN
TYPE 763, JUNIT
1! ! !1!!!!!!!!!! TARGET',
FORMAT ( //,'
14,' MAY BE DETECTED 1!!!!!!!!!',I)

D

TYPE * ......

D

TYPE *

D

TYPE *,--

CHECK IF

CLOUDS BLOCK LOS:'

TYPE *
-*ISNSRCLAS
ISNSRCLAS
CALL PRESSRET
ENDIF

D
CD
D
D

IF(

IUNIT,ISIDE

BY UNIT,SIDE n',

RANGE .GT.

0.025 )

I Only if

THEN
XT,YT,ZT,

CALL SMOKELOS ( XO,YO,ZO,
ISNSRCLAS,

FORD done for SMOKELOS

ISEE )

ISEE .EQ. 0 ) THEN
IF( IPRINT.NE.0 ) THEN
TYPE *
CLOUDS BLOCK LOS!!!!!!!!I'
TYPE ,
CALL PRESSRET
ENDIF
GOTO 400
ENDIF

IF(
D
D
D
D
D

ENDIF
1
3

KDETECTD(NN,IUNIT,ISIDE)
IF( MIVERS(JTYPE,JSIDE) .EQ.

KDETECTD (NN, IUNIT, ISIDE)

D
D

IF( IPRINT.NE.0 )
TYPE 767, JUNIT

D 767
*
D
D
D
D

FORMAT

D
D
D

*

-

2

THEN

TARGET',
l!l!Illl!l
IlIllll',I)
IS DETECTED l
---- BY UNIT,SIDE a', IUNIT,ISIDE
*
CLOCK a', CLOCK 60.
i"',
FIRNXT
--- IAMFIRNG,

( //,'

14,'

TYPE
TYPE
TYPE

,

IANFIRNG(IUNITISIDE),
CALL PRESSRET
ENDIF
CALL WTDETEC ( IUNIT,ISIDE,

FIRNXT(IUNIT,ISIDE)*60.

JUNIT,JSIDE,
KUSESENS (IUNIT, ISIDE)
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C---------- If it is not currently firing,
C---------- schedule a potential direct fire event for this unit...
IF(

IANFIRNG(IUNITISIDE)

.GT.

0 )

GOTO 300

C---------- Fetch weapon to use
CALL WTCHWPN ( IUNIT, ITYPE, ISIDE,
D
D

IF( IPRINT.NE.0 )
TYPE *

D

TYPE

D
D

TYPE*
ENDIF
IF(

IWPN .LE.

0 )

IWPN a',

IWPN

based on Aim and Lay Times for the weapon

TLAY
TAIM

=
-

TIMELAY(IWPNISIDE)
TIMEFIR(IWPN,ISIDE)

TAIM

=

TAIM * CONVRT2MIN

TLAY .GT. 0.0 ) THEN
FIRNXT(IUNITISIDE)
-

! LAY TIME
! AIM TIME

CLOCK

ELSE
TLAY

IF(

(-TLAY)

=

* CONVRT2MIN

NOPP(IUNIT,ISIDE)
TLAY

.EQ.

TLAY

FIRNXT(IUNITISIDE)
ENDIF

*

1

EFFICMOPP(IWPN,ISIDE)

CLOCK + TLAY

a

C---------- Add aim time
FIRNXT(IUNITISIDE)

-

C---------- Re-schedule RELOAD,

if

FIRNXT(IUNIT,ISIDE)

FIRNXT(IUNIT,ISIDE) .LT. TNEXT(4)
IXTUNIT a IUNIT
INXTSIDE a ISIDE
TKEXT(4)
FIRINXT(IUNIT,ISIDE)
ENDIF
IF( IPRINT.NE.0 )
TYPE *

D
D
D
D
D

TYPE
TYPE
TYPE
TYPE
TYPE

D
D
D

TYPE *
CALL PRESSRET
ENDIF

,,*,'--,.--*,'--*,.---

)

THEN

THEN
Set next firing

-----------------------

TAIM
TLAY
CLOCK
FIRNXT

+ TAIN

necessary

IF(

D
D

IWPN

GOTO 300

C---------- Schedule fire event,

IF(

RANGE,
IWSLOT,

THEN

Weapon to use:

---

JTYPE,

(Sec)
(Sec)
(Sec)
(Sec)

.
u',

-',
a',

time!'

TIKEFIR(IWPN,ISIDE)
TIMELAY(IWPN,ISIDE)
CLOCK*60.
FIRNXT(IUNIT,ISIDE)*60.

C---------- Target is detected (either just now, or previously).
C---------- See if we can increase its Detection Level.
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300

CONTINUE
IF(

KDZETECTD(NN,UIUNIT,ISIDB)
.LT. 3 )
THEN
IVAL u
ACQPERV (JUNZT,IUNIT, ISIDE)

IF(

KDETECTD(NN,I=N!T,ISIDE) .EQ. 1 ) THEN
! For Recognition
DRAW - PAIRSVAL(IVAL) * 3.5
IF( BARS .GO. DRAW ) THEN
KDETECTD (NN, IUNIT, ISIDE)
*
2
1 For Identification
DRAW m PAXRSVAL(IVAL) * 6.4
IF( BARS .OR. DRAW ) THEN
3
KDETECTD(NN,rUNIT,ISIDE)
ENDIF
ENDIF

ELSE
DRAW , PAIRSVAL(IVAL) * 6.4
IF( BARS .GE. DRAW ) THEN
KDETECTD(NNIUNIT,ISIDE)
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDIF
D
D
D
D

IF( IPRINT.NE.0 ) THEN
IVAL - KACQPERF (JUNIT, IUNIT, ISIDE)
DRAW a PAIRSVAL (IVAL)
TYPE *

D

TYPE

D

TYPE

D
D
D
D
D
D
D

TYPE
,--.TYPE *,'--TYPE a,'--TYPE s,'--TYPE*
TYPE*
ENDIF

400

-

3

-------------------------Final:'

,'--

--- Acq Perf (draw):'
Recognition
Identification
BARS
KDETECTD

=,
-'

=',
i',

DRAW*3.5
DRAW*6.4
BARS
KDETECTD(NNIUNIT,ISIDE)

CONTINUE

D
D

IF( IPRINT.NE.0 )
TYPE *

D

TYPE

D
D

TYPE
END IF
999

1 For Identification

THEN

,'-.--------- END LOOP OVER

UNITS IN "YNYUNIT" LIST ..........

CONTINUE

D
D

IF( IPRINT.NE.0 )
TYPE *

D

TYPE

D
D

TYPE*
END IF

THEN

,---------------------------------

RETURN
END
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End of DETECT.'

APPMNIX I
C

HANDOFF ----------------------------- A. D. KELLNER, TRAC - WSMR

------SUBROUTINE --

SUBRIXTLINE
INCLUDE

HANDOFF ( ZUNIT, ISIDM,
IDIDIT
'%JGLOBE :GLOBAL. FOR'

INCLUDE
INCLUDE

'JGLOBE:GLOBUNITS.FOR'
'JGLOBE :GLBSENSR. FOR'

! KSYSTYP, RADARS, FLYERS
I KSZNSCLAS

INCLUDE
INCLUDE
INCLUDE

'JGLOBI:GLOSACQ.FOR'
'JGLOBE GLBFLYER. FOR'
'JGLOBE :GIA)BAMVE. FOR'

I Target List
I FLYALTUD
I IFLYMODE

DIMENSION
DATA

OLENNAX (4)
OLENMAX

IFIRST.NE.99 )

/

3.0, 3.0,

/

7.0, 7.0

CD

IF(

CD

TYPE *

THEN

CD

TYPE *, 'Enter HANDOFF observer unit number for debug print:'

CD

ACCEPT *,

CD

TYPE *,'Enter HANDOFF observer SIDE for debug print:'

CD
CD
CD

ACCEPT *, NSIDE
TYPE *
IFIRST , 99

CD

END IF

CD

IPRINT - 0

CD
CD

IF(
IF(

D

IPRINT

D
D
D
D

IF( IPRINT.NE.0 ) THEN
TYPE *
TYPE *
-----------------------------------------------------TY PE

D

TYPE *,'

D

TYPE*

D

TYPE

D
D

TYPE
END IF

NUNIT

(IUNIT.EQ.NUNIT) .AND. (ISIDE.EQ.NSIDE) ) IPRINT
(NUNIT.EQ.0) .AND. (ISIDE.EQ.NSIDE) ) IPRINT - 99
a

99

99

************

IUNIT,

*,'---

-

0

ITYPE

=
-

KSYSTYP (IUNIT, ISIDE)
3

-

HANDOFF ************'

ISIDE -'1, IUNIT,ISIDE

IDIDIT
JSIDE

-

ISIDE

C ------ Get sensor type & class for LOS calculations
ISENS
ISENS
ISNSRCLAS

-

KUSESENS(IUNIT,ISIDE)
KSENSTYP(ISENS,ITYPE,ISIDE)
KSENSCLAS (ISENS)

CD

IF(

CD
CD
CD

TYPE *
TYPE a,'....ITYPE,
ISENS, ISNSRCLAS -',
ITYPE,ISENS,ISNSRCLAS
TYPE
,
RADARS(ITYPE,ISIDE) a', RADARS(ITYPE,ISIDE)

IPRINT.NE.0 )

CD

END IF

C ---------------

THEN

Get position of observer ( XO, YO,
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ZO ) ---------------------

CALL UNLTXYZ ( IMUT,NTISIDEITYP,
CD
CD

CD

XOYO,ZO

IF( IPRXNT.NB.O ) THEN
TYPE *...
XOYOZO
n',XO,YO,ZO
E RIF

C --.------------.-------....------------------------------------------------------

C

LOOP OVER LOGM

TARGET LIST

C ---.---.--------.-------....------------------------------------------------------

CD

IF( IPRXNT.NE.O )

CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD

TYPE
TYPE
TYPE
TYPE
TYPE
TYPE

CD

EN1D IF

THIN

*
-----------LOOP

OVER UNITS IN "KLOY NUW" LIST -------

ITARLIST

*,
*

' -'-

='., IYTARLIST(IMNIT,ISIDE)
8',
aPURUG
PRINRNG(ITYPE, ISIDE)

*

WPNRPG

a

PRIMPRG (ITYPI o ISIDE)

WPNRNGSQR

a

WPNRNG * WPNRNG

ITARLIST

=

MYTARLIST (IUNIT, ISIDE)

DO 400

NN a 1,

NMWIVSBL

C---------- Is enemy detected and ready for track (KLONGTLS
IF(
C ----------

Is
IF(

C----------

'

*

Is

KLONGTLS(NN,ITARLIST)

.LT.

2 )

GOTO 400

.IQ.

0 )

GOTO 400

.EQ.

2)

slot empty?
KLONGTI(NN,MITARLIST)
the enemy unit still

alive?

JUNIT a KLONGTW (NN, ITARLIST)
IF( NSCORE(JUNIT,JSIDE) .LT. 1 )
KLONGTLU (UN, ITARLIST)
a 0
KLONGTLS (UN, ITARLIST)
a 0

("JUNIT" is

unit number of enemy)

THEN

GOTO 400
ENDIF
C----------

Get target unit location

JTYPE
a KSYSTYP (JUNIT, JSIDE)
CALL UNITXYZ ( JUNIT,JSIDE,JTYPE,
C -----------

INIT is

XT,YT,ZT )

a radar, determine altitude for target only

MODE a IFLYMIDE(JUNIT,JSIDE)
IF( NMID
.GT. 0 ) THEN
JFTYP - FLYERS (JTYPE, JSIDE)
DZ
- FLYALTUD (3ODE, JFTYP, JSIDE)
ELSE
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I Moving/Hover
I Popped Up or On Ground

DZ

- MODE

VNDIF

C---------- Convert altitude from meters to kilometers
DZ
DX

a

DZ * 0.001
XO
XT

DY

-

YO"

C---------- Is

this target within max weapon range?

RANGESQR
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD

CD
CD
CD
CD
CD

=

DX*DX + DY*DY + DZ*DZ

IF( IPRINT.NE.0 ) THEN
TYPE *
-------------------------------------------------TYPE *
TYPE *,'------------FOR ENEMY TARGET UNIT a', JUNIT
,'------------------------------------------------------TYPE
TYPE *
TYPE *
TYPE *, ' --- KLONGTLS w', KLONGTLS(NN, ITARLIST)
TYPE *
TYPE *,'-....
XO, YO, ZO -',XOYO,ZO
TYPE a,'---XT, YT, ZT =',XT,YT,ZT
TYPE *,....
RANGE a', SQRT( RANGESQR
END IF
IF(

RANGESQR .GE.

C---------- Do we still
CD
CD
CD
CD

TT

WPNRNGSQR )

GOTO 400

have LOS to the enemy unit?

IF( IPRINT.NE.0 ) THEN
TYPE *
TYPE *,' ---CHECK FOR LINE-OF-SIGHT "'
END IF
CALL DOLOS ( XO,YO,ZO,

XT,YT,ZT,

PLOS

C---------C-----------

PLOS IS THE PROBABILITY THAT LINE-OF-SIGHT EXISTS
( PLOS < 0.0 MEANS SMOKE BLOCKS LINE OF SIGHT

CD
CD
CD

IF( IPRINT.NE.0 ) THEN
TYPE *1 ------------ PLOS FROM wDOLOS" =',PLOS
END IF
IF(

PLOS .LE.

0.0 )

GOTO 400

C-------------------------------------------------------------------------------C-------------We still
have LOS, is the target detectable --------------C----------

Compute target's effective size
SIZE

D
D
D
D
D

-

SIZT(JTYPE,JSIDE)

IF( IPRINT.NE.0 ) THEN
TYPE*
TYPE
---- Actual SIZE
TYPE *,-'-....
PLOS
TYPE
-,'---.
Eff SIZE

* PLOS * 1.75

SIZT(JTYPE,JSIDE)

a',

,
a,,
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PLOS

SIZE

! 3.5 / 2.0

D
C

END IF
----------Fetch target's
JCONT

thermal contrast

KONCLAS (1,JTYPE, JSIDE)

u

CALL DOLASLOS
IF(

( XOYOZO,

XTYT,ZT, ISNSRCLAS,

OLEN .GT. OLEMX(ISNSRCLAS)
KLONGTLU (NN, ITARLIST)
- 0
KLONGTLS (NN, ITARLIST)
0
GOTO 400

)

OLEN

THEN

ENDIF

RANGE
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD

OLEN
CD

IF(

-

SQRT( RANGESQR

IPRINT.NE.O )

TYPE
TYPE
TYPE
TYPE
TYPE
TYPE
TYPE
TYPE

THEN

*
*,------------------------------------------------*,---------------CALL PAIRS/PDETEC NEXT,

,

ISENS
-',
ISENS
JCONT
n',
JCONT
RANGE -',
SQRT( RANGESQR
SIZE
a', SIZE
EFFTIM i',
TEFFTIM*60.CD

*'-"

*
*,'---

,

INPUTS:'

TYPE *

END IF
CALL PAIRS

( ISENS,

JCONT,

CD

IF( IPRINT.NE.0 )

THEN

CD
CD

TYPE *
TYPE *,'....OUTPUT

BARS

CD

IVAL

CD

TYPE *,'---

CD

END IF

=

IVAL

RANGE,

w',

SIZE,

OLEN,

BARS

KACQPERF (JUNIT, IUNIT, ISIDE)
BARS NEEDED

=',

PAIRSVAL(IVAL)*2.0

KACQPERF(JUNIT,IUNIT,ISIDE)

=

AIMPOINT

a

2.0 * PAIRSVAL(IVAL)

IF(

BARS .LT.

IF(

RANGE .GT. 0.025 ) THEN
CALL SMOKELOS ( XOYO,ZOXTYT,ZT,ISNSRCLAS,
IF( ISEE .EQ. 0 ) THEN

CD
CD
CD
CD
CD

BARS

AIMPOINT )

GOTO 400

IF( IPRINT.NE.0 ) THEN
TYPE *
TYPE *,'--CLOUDS BLOCK LOS!!U!!!!!'
CALL PRESSRET
END IF
KLONGTLU (NN, ITARLIST)
KLONGTLS (NN, ITARLIST)
GOTO 400
EINDIF

ENDIF
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.

0
0

ISE)

OLEN

-',

1IPNRNGSQR
IDIDIT =
D

IF(

D

TYPE *

D
D

TYPE
TYPE

D

END IF

NN

IPRINT.NE.0

)

THEN

,'------------------

SET IDIDIT ='.

IDIDIT

tgt which meets all requirements

! Handoff first

GOTO 500
400

RANGESQR

-

CONTINUE
THEN

IPRINT.NE.0 )

CD

IF(

CD
CD
CD

TYPE *
TYPE *,'--------TYPE *

CD

END IF

END LOOP OVER UNITS IN "KLONGTLU"

LIST

---

C------ Do we have a target to handoff to the (Normal) Target List?
500

CONTINUE
IF(

IDIDIT .GT.

0 )

THEN

D
D
D

IF( IPRINT.NE.0 )
TYPE *
TYPE *

D

TYPE *,

D
D
D 977
D
D

DO 977 I a l,NMVISB
TYPE *,
1, NMYUNIT(IIUNIT,ISIDE) ,KDETECTD(I,IUNIT,ISIDE)
CONTINUE
TYPE*
ENDIF
JUNIT

THEN

---------------------

=

Old Short Tgt List:'

KLONGTLU(IDIDITITARLIST)

C ---------- Clear Target List, but keep old detected status if
IA4SEEN = 0
NN - 1,NMVISB
DO 600

NMYUNIT(NNIUNIT,ISIDE) .EQ. JUNIT )
IAMSEEN
KDETECTD (NN, IUNIT, ISIDE)
ENDIF
a 0
NMYUNIT(NN,IUNIT,ISIDE)
a 0
KDETECTD(NN,IUNIT,ISIDE)
CONTINUE
IF(

600

C ---------- Put target in

first

slot

1
NMYUNIT(IDIDIT,IUNIT,ISIDE)
KDETECTD(IDIDIT,IUNIT,ISIDE)

IDIDIT

D
D
D

IF( IPRINT.NE.0 )
TYPE *
TYPE *

D

TYPE *,-

.

-

=

JUNIT
IAMSEEN

THEN

..---------------------------------------------------
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THEN

present

D
D
D
D
D
D
D

TYPE
'-TYPE
--TYPE s,'--TYPE *,'--TYPE *,g
TYPE*
END IF

----------------------

SLOT

UMYUNIT

.',
.',

HANDOFF to short target list:'
IDIDIT

UNIT(IDIDIT,IUNITISIDE)'G^G[22H

KDETZCTD
.',
DIDETECTD(IDIDIT,IUNIT,ISIDE)
-------------------------------------------------

ENDIF
999
D
D
D

D
D

CONTINUE
TYPE *
TYPE *
TYPE *,-'........-------------------

EXIT HANDOFF.'

TYPE*
TYPE*
RETURN
END
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APPENDIX
TA•GET

1.0

ACQUISITION

J
IN

JANUS

ARXY

INTRODUCTZON

1.1 Purpose.
This paper describes the target acquisition
function in Janus Army.
Particular attention is paid to stating
the pertinent a:sumpt ions and identifying the rationale for the
algorithms and methods.
1.2

Scope.

The basic detection process of visual and thermal

sensors versus ground targets is emphasized at the expense of the
special code required for radars, special purpose sensors. and
flying targets.
These special cases will be described in later

work.
1.3

Background.

a. Tar;e: acquisition i..-. janus Army is based on heuristics and
theor whic-h have been ioosely collec:ed and are knocn. as the
search model of the Arny's Center for Night Vision and ElectroO.otic (CrCENO) devices. 1 . 2 The mode: computes the single-glimpse
probability by considering the number of resolvable cycles across
the target (the Johnson criteria) 3 ; the number of resolvable cycles
needed for detection, aim-point, recognition, and identification
is empirically
is a function of the4 clutzer level andbeen
use in
adapted for determined
The model has
input to the model.
combat simuiations including Ja.-'s Army, and 4he
several
assum~c-icrs and limitations of the basic C.V-O searc" model must
be considered in. addition to those of each specifi: adaptive
A summary of the basic model as used in Janus
impiemenzazion.
Ar.-my is also
.orovided
at enclosure I as a comple.entary
description.
b. Janus Ar.my is interactive,' and the requirement for rapid
response to the gamers' commands strongly influences the
implementation of the CNVEO search model.
Pre-processing is
designed to reduce the computation required for search processing.
and the search is partitioned so that not all units are processed

for detection every cycle.

Filters are included to avoid

unnecessary trips through computationally expensive algorithms.
These trade-offs in design may have obscured some of the
mathematics and rationale of the algorithms from a reader of the
janus Army code. it is one goal of this paper to provide a more
accessible explanation.
c. The search function in Janus Army is implemented in three
parts. in the first, initialization, the parameters are see up to
partition the search process as a function of the numbers of units
on each side and two time constraints input by zhe gamer. AlSO,
the sensor performance level for the population of obser-vers is
initialized for every observer-target ,a:r in :-he ;a=e. and -he
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sensor performance characteristics by sensor type are initialized.
In the sezond part, units which meet the appropriate criteria
described :r. section 3 below are placed on a list as potential
targets. :n the third part, the probability of detection by
specific observers of targets from the potential target list is
calculated and random draws are made to determine which targets
are actually detected.
2.0

INTTIALIZATION

2.1

Search

Process

Control

a. The search and line-of-sight (LOS) processes are relatively
Trade-offs must be made
heavy users of computational resources.
between the frequency of search updates and the responsiveness of
gamer interactions. The process is designed to allow, the gamer to
specify a target list upda:e cycle that is longer than the
detection cycle so that units may be considered less often for the
filterinc zrocess and computation may be saved at the expense of a
somewhat -ess accurate list of po:entially detectable targets.
The user is allowed to specify the cycle times for the two
Processes durin; the run inizialization, and the process then
construc:s the search loop par-ameers from the nu,-Lbers of blue and
red units and the two input time constrain:s.

b. Janus screen i allows the specifica t ion of the target list
These values
cycle time and the detection cycle time in seconds.
are stored by su.broutine GETSCPJ into the variables DTDSTLOS and
respectively. The subroutine IN'TSENS calculates the
.
search i.:; paraneters KSRCH:NC and KSRCH*LOOP.
the de:ecticn cycle are relatively straightcalls for S-AC
c. TheSubrou:ne
for-Ward.
calls subroutine DO ETEST which calls
for every unit on one s:de having potential
subroutine -CT
targets. Bach side is considered on alternating calls to
DODETEZT, so that every unit on the potential target list is
considered for de:eccion on every two calls to subroutine SLERCH.
Subroutine iNITSZ:S takes the initial value of DTSBARCH in
seconds, converts to minutes, and divides by 2 to allow two calls
to SEAkRCH by subroutine RUJjAN so that the detection cycle occurs
in the time specified by the user.
is also
d. The construction of the potential target list
driven from the calls to SEARCm through calls to subroutine
DODSTLOS calls subroutine DSTLOS for particular units
DODSTLOS.
of length KSRCHINC, which is set by subroutine
sequences
in
INITSENS to be 3 S KSRCH:NC : 10. The units are filtered for
inclusion as potential targets in batches of KSRCHINC until one
side is completed, then the other side is processed in batches of
Subroutine INITSENS calculates the number of batches
KSRCHZNC.
required for all units to be processed in this fashion within the
This
time interval DTSTLOS consistent with the calls to SEARCH.
is
DODSTLOS
number is KSRC1lOOP and is used in SEARCH so that
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called KSRCHLOOP times for each call to SEARCH.

This integral

partitioning means that the period of the target list cycle, for a
given unit, expressed in the game time interval between calls to
such subroutines as DSTLOS or NRANGE, is only. approximately equal
to the input value specified by the user.

e. Examples of the process for determining the search control
parameters are given in this section. Assume the user has
specified a detection cycle of 9 seconds and a target list cycle
of 20 seconds. Thus, RUNJAN calls SEARCH every 4.5 seconds and a
given unit on the potential target list is considered for
detec:ion every 9 seconds.
If there are 100 blue units and 200
red units in the game. the subroutine IN7TSZNS will initialize
KSRCHLOOP to be 12 and KSRCHINC to be 5. These parameters will
produce the following pattern in potential target processing.
TABLE
CALL
_

FIRST

1.

EXAMPLE

PARTITIONZING

OF

TO SEARCH POT3NTIAL TARGET
"__'0 _
3LUE UN:TS
40 3BUE UNITS A•-D

_.2

P.ROCESSING
20 .=.ED

This means :ha: a givenu.it will be considered
-.r e';eery 22.5* se::nds. a bi: longer :han
szec fAe
0..
The .ar:izion- is no: always sc even,
examp2he shows.
Assue :he target lis: cyc:e :o
ins:ead of 20.
The a!orithm gives KSRC*3?OC =

6, producing the following processing par-i:ion.

CALL

SECOND

TO

LN:?TS

SLARC

EXA.MPLE

OF

POTENTIAL

eve=-_
.
5 calls to
t.-he 20 seconds
as the nex:

*e 40 seconds
6 and K
'RJ-NC
=

PARTIT:ONING

TARGET

FOR

PROCESSTIMG

1.

36 BLUE UNITS

2
3

36 BLUE UNITS
28
KLUE
UNITS AuND 6 RED UtN:TS

4

FOR

450
RED U.N'TSi
UN'TS
60 RED

3

2.

SEARCX

RED UN-TS

_Z60

TA3LE

FOR

SEARCH
FO

36 RED UNITS

5
6

36 RED UNITS
136 BLUE UNITS

7

36 BLUE UNITS

8
.9

36 RED UNITS
14 RED UN:TS AND 18 BLUE .- N:TS

Note thac no: eve.,'i searzh cycle necessarii'v =:nsiders the same
Of .n.:s. Nc mcr- calls :a
..- mSaLCSW he a a
a:
r "he ias: ,,--,..: :n c e side is .r ecessed. :he .r- c _ass--ng : r
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the nex: side does not start until the next call to DODSLOS

starts a new batch.

The above example shows that all units are

processed wi:hin 9 calls to SEARCF. or within 40.5 seconds.
although some have a shorter interval of 36 seconds because the
partition does not come out perfectly even.
cycles can
f. The choice of the detection and target list
given Janus
a
within
performance
sensor
the
influence
certainly

game.

Shorter cycles will generally provide a better

represen:ation of the search process at the price of increased run

time and slower interactive response for a given scenario.
2.2

Sensor

Performance

Capability

For a par:icular ensemble of observers with unlimited time
a.
to search for a target. there wil: -enerally be a subSet of
observers who will never find a target wit1h a given size, range,
and contrast. 1 The fraction of cbservers who can find the target
The distribution of the number of
is called p-infinity (PMI).
resolvable cycles each member of a normal observer ensemble needs

for target detection is charac:er±-ed by the cumula:ive
Probabi.i:y .:NF which is assumed :o be
•'FN

=; -F(!-•-E

1

where R z NNSC is the ratio of the number N cf resolvable cycles

across the target- to the number N50 of cy.c'es req-ired for P
and
=
- 0.7
. (N/N50).

to

be 0.5,

the detectic.- ca.abili:y cf the set of
b.
n-. Jaus-Ar-..
observers is ass-.,ed: to be cha.-a::.r_.&-ed. by the capab•-lity of each
This
observer to detect each target gi-.-en un.limi:ed te.
capab-.ility is initialized in s-brou:ine -NmTACQ for each cbser-vertarget -air and remains constant throughou: a ga-.e. The criterion
N50 for detection has been given " • . 30 to be 0.5 to 1.C, and
1.0 is the value currently used. The current.. mplem.en"ation of
the cumulative distribution uses solutions to equation (1) with
N50 a 1.0 to precompute values of PINF- corresponding to 100
intervals of width 0.01. The initialization process stores a
randomly generated pointer to the PAIRSVAL table which contains
the value of the resolvable cycles required for the appropriate
PINT reflecting the detection capability for the given sensortarget pair. This provides a threshold determining whether a
given sensor will eventually detect a given target providing a
given number of cycles (or greater) are resolvable.

The probability of detection as a
2.3 Detection Process.
1
function of time is given by the standard equation
P(t) = 1 - exp (t/TA, .

(2)

where TAU is the mean time to detect. Two expressions have been
givenI as approximations for the time factor -/ITAU.
For .;N/N50 1 2,
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I/TAU a P!NF/3.4.

(3)

This approximation gives probabilities which are too small for the

most obvious targets, those with N/NS0 greater than 2.
values.

For these

1/TAU = N/(6.8 - N50).

(4)

The empirical justification for the estimates in equations (3) and
(4) is discussed in deta-l by Lawson, et. al. 1
:n summary, the
approximation of !/TAU by PINF/3.4 or N/(6.8 NS0) was based on
field test resulcs.
For speed of computation, the time factor 1/TAU is represented
as a func:-on of the resol.able cycles N bIy constructing a set of
straight !ines from point to point as N varies from 0 to 4.5 in
steps of 0.1125.
Equations (3) and (4) are used to calculate the
poinzs for N50 a.
2.h
The results are used to generate slope and
intercept data for th., st:raight lines be:'.'een each neighboring
pair of points, and the data are set in variables SLOPE and CE"'
cycles
.h
-"

hsroutinee
•
i ... uT.bC
scaes the resolvable
routine scalesThis
into produce results equivalent to equations (31 and (4) for N50 = 1

(detection).
2.4
Optical Extinction.
Subroutine !N'ET'X-- initializes the
maximum ranges of optical sensors in -wo f!reency bands and
i:..ial:es
the linear in:erpola:ion app-oxima:icn =o the
ex:inc:ion curve. The qzan..iv called "ex:inc:ion" in the
c:-e,•s in the :anus code is called corntras: transmi:tance" in
sc.-e ocher references.
a. Th-e szandard equa:ion for contras: is used to fi.nd the
range a: which the optical contrast is reduced to the minimum
de:ec-able contrast (CO?'.TN a 0.02) for :he eye. The contrast
available at a range R from a target is
C(R)

=

[Lt(R) - Lb (R)]/Lb (R),

(5)

where Lt(R) is the luminance of the :arget and Lb (R) is the
lunminance of the background. 6 The target and background
lu.ninances at range R can be written
Lt(R) = Lt(O) Ta(R)

- Lp(R)

(6)

= Lb(O) Ta(R) + Lp(R)

(7)

and

Lb(R)

where

Ta'R) = exp (-

IR) is

the transmittance at range R

0hrough the atmcs.here wi-h extinction ccefficient a according -o
Beer's law, and :.(R, is :he extraneous ener-Ty scat-ered or
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e,.
-:
e.a .... s

-.
5.,

sensor .ie

o0

view Over the dis:ance R.7

From

C(). and (7),

(&M(R)/Lb(O))/T(0R1

C(P) - C(O)/[!

.

(()

For optical paths from sensor to target near the horizon,
Lsky (R)

LSy(C)Ta(R) + L (R)

(9)

but if it is assumed that the atmosphere is a homogeneous natural
atmosphere, the sky is just as bright at R as it is at the target.
so that
LpaR) a Lsky[!

6
'-a(R)].

(10)

Let Lsk-y/LbO) be S9, the sky-to-ground ratio. then equation (E,
becomes
CR) = C(0)/[I

- Sg (l/Ta(P.) - 1)).

(1)

.epresen:a:ive es:i.t:es of S; are p.o-.dc. by MoockO and Muschke 8
relai-ng soar ele;a:i.on iw~t.- clear skies) to visibility for two
"surface re-lec:an:es !0.15and
.30).
-ea C(R)/C(O) be t.-"
then from
contrast transmi-tance (or extinction.
S[

1c--iog :-

(9)
(12)

Sg/

Th~e maximum ran;e R- !fr- t'.he 9iven .
.,
ban4 is taken from
eq.a:i.. " ; r CF.j • C':N a 0.02 as -.mpemented in
subroutine N::,.e
.- X. No optical contrast is available beyond R.for each cf twD optical frequency bands.
b. F:'-.o

eq•-a'ion (12). the contrast transmittance is
F = 1 /[I

+ Sg(ex-p(MR)

-

I)].

(13)

A curve of log F versus R is constructed in slope-intercept form
in subroutine INITEXT.

The slopes are stored in OEXTCURVE(1,

I.

IBAND) and the intercepts in OEXTCURVE (2. I. IEAND) with IBAND
equal to . or 2, and I ranging from 1 to NR + 1 where NR is the
number of range points. The log of equation (13) is used to make
the linear interpolation a better approximation.
c. It is the contrast transmittance, or extinction, that is
implemented in Janus Army, not the contrast itself, but users
should be aware of the implications of definitions of contrast.
Note that the contrast as defined by equation (5) assumes that the
target is brighter than the background or else contrast could be
negative. All optical contrasts input to Zanus Army are positive.
This is not a necessary restriction, and contrast is frequently
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defined as the absolute value of the difference in target and
background luminance divided by the background luminance.

C(R)

L. (R)

L1,R)

-

/L(R)
L'

.(14)

This is considered a more usual definition for our purposes, and
the equations (12) and (13) of extinction are still valid.
d.

Both equations (5) and (14) are still

open to the

objections of contrast being undef!ined for Le(R) a 0. such as would
be the case for a target against an overcast night sky.
Another
definition which is more general and would handle such cases has
been stateds as

C R

I LT (R)

I /Max ILT (R). L,9(R) 1(is)

L3 ')

-

This defini:-icn has no

-z..a
wi-h a non-luminous backgrcund
(s
0) bu: requires s:*.e modifications :o -he e
eq'ua:ions.
-Or LT (. 2 L-R), equations 12) and (13) are still
valid, bu: for L3 (R) > L-'.R., eq.ua.ions (12) and (13) need to be
rep.aced by

R
and

=

7

(1/a)

log

11(1i

{"/-

(C1

-

(-

-1

CC(o))

sg] / [i-c(o,]sg} (16)

C 0)] Sg (ex; (a?.)

-

13'1

(17)

..
:n
:e--"
:he s'y-:o-grond ra:ic Sq must be
mc.ifi.
-hef
!a'-..
W".n tne background is brighter :chan
the tar;e: :n order for :ha exzi.czion
to be c.nsiscent with the
de'inition of contras: in equation (15).
So far, there has not been
a need to use contrast as defined in equ-ation (115 in Janus Army.

e.
Recent work considers variations in the background.
some definition such as
COs%'.R:-ST

IT

LUW_:NAN*CE

-

For

LOCAL RAC!MCOUNID LUTNh4!tNMC'W1

AVG BACKGROUND LUKINANCE

the equations (12) and (13) involving extinction would still
apply
as implemented in Janus Ar.my.
The implemention of contrast in
Janus Army is a good approximation for current applications, but
users wishing to extend Janus Army into new target environments
need to determine the definition of contrast underlying the input
data.
2.5 Thermal Contrast.
"n Janus Army targets are placed into
twelve contrast classes according to the temperatu_,re difference
(degrees Cesius) between the tar;et and the background. The
1cgarith:ms of the appropriate -- m~erature d- ferences are s:ored
as 4daza in subroutine ?M,:RS, and the in-u: :-_t=s :lass ls used
as an index.
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TABLZ

CONTRAST

3.

CONTRAST

TEMPERATURE

DIFFZRENCE,

f 2Deapeas

_AT

CLASSES

CI

2S

AT

1

0.5

0.693147

2
3
4
5
6

1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5
3.0

0.0
0.405465
0.693147
0. 16291
1.098612

7

3.5
r8 4.0

1.252763

j1.609438
1.386294
1.504077

__4.5
_

_"

__

_5.0

1.791755

_E.C

l.945.='0

"__7.0

:a.-.:s Ar.- expe.-s sensor da:a in
terms of cy..'cles resolved a:ross the targe: ;r
.mil-1radian. cf
".ar;e: area sub-.-ended, fcr a given leve.- of :on.:as:.
The
contras: is :.s: :he opzica: c*ontras: for sensors using the
visible fre•-en:y bands and
the absoiute -'alue of te•Pera: ure
t.
d'ffere..:e for ther-,al sensors.
Subrou:ine M.A'C'R is ca!ied. Iron
":.:TSLqNs to ;e.-erate an .-:erpclation cur". for c.' :ies per
vaue for each
mil"ir-a-'.an versus :ne :.ocari:-.. of the :ras:
t,.pe of sensor.
2.6

3.0

Se-sor Perfor.•ance.

POENT:AL

TARGET

L:ST

The :anus Army de:ection process has a f;.rs: stage of fii:erin;
units to avoid the search and l i:ne-of-s-gh.• LCS) calc-,at-ons f or
as many units as pcssi le.
-. a--Z
i:s are pr::essed in ba--!c-,&.es as
described in section 2.1.
3.1 Unit Characteristics.
Subroutine DS.-,OS contains mcst of
the logic and bookkeeping for filtering units before they can be
added to the potential target list.
The unit is skipped whenever
it is destroyed, inoperable due to chemical. or is a passenger and
cannot detect targets.
3.2 Unit Data. Subroutine SETOBSRV is called by DSTLOS to set
up the unit d3:a needed for the search and detection routines.
The location of the observer and the view-fan parameters are
found.
(The view-fan is constructed by the gamer and is symumetric
about the direction of view.)
The input view-fan is used unless
the unit is a ground vehicle which is moving or has been
stationary less than two minutes, in which case the unit is
assumed to search 360*. This assun.p:ion is designed to reduce the
burden of setting and adjusting view-fans for coordinated
surveillance by groups of vehicles while moving, and it provides
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approximately the same effect for a group of vehicles as would
individually set and coordinated view-fans. The type sensor to
use for the next search interval is determined.
For each
observer. the maximum visibility is used to construct a square
centered at the observer's location to serve as a filter for
possible targecs.
Each unit's target list is checked for previous
detections. and subroutine KEETAR is called to check if a
previously detected target can still be seen. KEEPTAR checks for
destroyed targets, targets mounted inside vehicles, visibility
limits, presence in the view-fan, LOS, and whether large area
smoke clouds block LOS.
Previously detected targets which can
still be seen are flagged, and the observer's target list is
cleared.
3.3

Visibility,

LOS,

and

Detectability

Filters

a. Subrou:ine NA.A.NGS is called by subroutine DSTLCS to
cons:ruc: the potential target list. For a particular observer
unit, enemy units which pass the fil:ers in this subrou:ine are
placed on the poten:ial targe: !is:. Noce that friendly units are
not considered as carge:s.
The filters in NDJGE are verj similar
to those in KEEP•x.: the main difference is chat the sensor
performance is tested in M4GE for the capability tc eventually
recognize this target.
"b. The enemy unit is ignored for de:ection if it is dead or is
mcun:ed nsi"de another uni: (a vehicle).
The location of the
enemy uni: is compared :a -Wevisibility limits and to the viewfAn i:alled area of interest). The targets are examined for how

well :hey can te seen as p-e •-sen.ed by :he num:er of resolvable
cycles the target presents to the sensor.
The target size is
adjus:ed" to account for :he effects oA

various si,,atures.•...
A
discussion a! threshold scaling can be found near the end of the
enclosed memorandum. Multiplying a carge: size by a factor is
equivalent to dividing the acquisition threshold N50 by the same
factor.

(1) Targets that are in defilade pzesent a smaller target size

to the observer.
For partial, or hull defilade, the exposed part
of the target is assumed to be one third (0.3333333) of the full
size. For full defilade. the exposed part of the target is
assumed to be one fortieth (0.025) of full size. These factors
are based on the relative sizes of turrets and sights that might
typically be exposed on common vehicles.
(2) The effect of movement on the process of target
acquisition has been long debated. :n the past. the cycle
criterion for a moving vehicle target was assumed to be half of
that re.uired for a stationary target. 9 Recent versions of Janus
did not have any signature change due to target motion. The
latest release of janus Army, Version 3.0, con3ains an inference
from recen: work with moving human tar;ets. 9 :hat detec:ion of
moving vehicles shculd also he sc.ewha: easier :ham of 3z:"-:..
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ones.
.
s-e cf moving -ar;e:s i- :a..s Ar..
;a::or zf :.9W as an estimate o. :his ef.ect.

(3)

3.0 is

scaled by a

For d:e::ion o0 walking or standing human targets, an

a-propria:e cycle
cri.ion from recent field tests would be
Sbetween C.3C and C.50.9 Such !efe.csare approximated in Janus
-Ar,- by doubling tihe size of human targets.
c. For sensors with a zoom capability, version 3.0 of Janus
con:ains a more ex`plici: representation of sensor field-ofview
(FOV) than did previous versions.
A conversion factor
WPR?-Py. (for each sensor :vpe) has been added to the data base to
allow the apprcxima:ion o! wide FOV perfo.r-ance.
The sensor
perfor-ance data in the 3anus(A) da:a base are appropriate for
narrow Fy. TIe sensor per.for--ance !or wide ?OV is.obtained by
mu:i:pIying the cycles resolved a: the sensor by the factor
CNIJv..TC.?v which, !or most sensors. tur.ns ou:c
be the ratio o! the
narrow r0% :c the wide .70.
Zf the value for C.V-RCP. is not
specif e
'".-he model uses :he vau:e 1.0 so that the wide and
narrow -"Z" are e•-ivab-.
A.-r.

d.
":. a given sens:.--ar;e: pair. :he cri.erion ACQPEF• for
even'.'ua: ce:ec:-on:,as
been stored as descr.b..•o in section 2.2.b.
's assu..: :na: obs--rvers starc•- usin; w-de FOV and switch to
":
narrow TC: to ob:aln h'-;her let.'e:s c!• i.nfor=.-a:.on about the
-arge:.
A c--g-e
-" !^r sf-ieorma-=ion
to possibly enga;e

Ia tar;e: {aimpcin:) is c-.rr-en::.y- se: to be :-wi:e the val ue o!
.A•.-•:.
c--,eri-.

.4.es.
.hos cs-ecles res',ved 4n wi.de FOV meet the
f-r even:,-al de:ecio-- and whose*cy..es resolved in
nirr
.. ow T V -ee-. the. :----on
!-r e:-e.-'a" a:-pci-.- are p-a-,, on
ar-': *ýIi- with an associated valu-e which
:h.pcen~a
es:i:a:zs -'elr
ease cf de.ect:ion.
.: fthe lis: is fuli (curren:.y
ten :ar;eos can be on a given obser-Wver's lis:). the least
de:ec:ab'e :ar;e: is renocved tc make room for one :ha: is more
de:ec:able.
Previously-de-ec:ed targets are assumed to have
priority over these not ye: de-ec:ed, and are a:'4ays placed on the
:ar;e: "is:. The reso-'vab'e cycles presen.ed by the tar;e: are
modified by the probabiliy of LOS. and the presence of large area
smoke clouds is checked to decermine their interference with
detection. The attenuation along the LOS through large area smoke
clouds is calculated in subroutines DOLASLOS and LASLOS.
If the
optical path length is above the threshold, LOS is assumed to be

totally blocked. For lower values of the optical path length, the
resolvable cycles presented to the target are calculated
cons.idering the degradations due to the smoke.

e.
The computation of LOS (in subroutine DOLOS) is based on
data stored in a g-.:d of square cells. commonly 100 meters on a

side. The elevation. the height of trees or urban tbjildings, and
the code of :he densi:y of :tees or buil.dings are stored. The
height and :he proba..i :4y of LCS th:rough the
o*on
obst:-Jc:4ons are provided
by table lock-up using the density code
and the ty.pe of obsz :Ucions (:rees or !:uiLdin;sI.
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The Iccations

of the sensor and target are obtained as X. Y map coordinates and
height above the ground. If the target location contains
obstructions higher than the target, the probability of LOS (PLOS)
is initialized to PL2 , where PL is the probability of LOS through
the grid containing the target. Otherwise. PLOS is initialized to
10. (I: is assumed that a target will use natural cover as much
as possible, and the opportunity to use cover is assumed to be
proportional to the same features affecting LOS.
This is
approximated by applying the factor PL twice to get the initial
value.) The map coordinates are transformed to grid coordinates,
and the difference in X, Y grid coordinates between the sensor and
target locations is found. Each cell along the line from the
sensor to the target is checked to see if the elevation blocks
LOS.
_f not. the cell is checked for obstructions.
If the
obs:ruc-ions in the sub~ect cell are high enough to interfere with
LOS. then the ;robaiu
of LOS through those obs:ruccions (ZL)
is mu.b:io.
y the
tie old cumulative probability of LOS (PLOS).
If
t.he cu-,ulaa.ive ;robabili:y o! LOS (?LOS) falls be'mw 0.01. i: is
assumed tha: no LOS exists.
:.
The calcula:ion of :he cycles reso.ved on a target is
.erfor.i.enisubrou-ine ?AIzS. Minimum and maxi.-, range che:ks
are done firs:
A ;arameter, currently se- to'10 .eters, defines
the radius c: certain detection.
tf
he range is below this
threshcod, the number of resolvable cycles (BARS) is set to an
arbitrarily la.rge vaiue. For ranges beyond deceo-:abilicy, BAP.S is
se: t:e).
The contrast signature, whe-her ther-:a or cp-i:_.-,
is at:enua:ed as the energy is transm.t:ed
:
he
and any. obscuran:s w.ich mih.-,r be in -he LOS.
"Ahe eff-ct f "..
at:enua:Ion :an be expressed as

Ca = C0 I Ta'7..

- Ta
.

(18)

where Co is t--he con.rast ac range R. Co is the con:ras: at the
target.. Ta(R) is the transmi:tance through the a=::sphere, and Ts
is the transmittance through smoke clouds. The ca.-:lat-ion in
subroutine PAIRS is implemented in term.s of the natural
logarithms. For optical sensors, log CO is assumeod to be the same
for all targets, the extinction due to the atmosphere. log Ta(-).
is obtained from the optical extinction curve inicialized as in
section 2.4, and the extinction due to large area smoke is
provided by the subroutine DOLASLOS.
The contrast provides the
index to the sensor performance interpola'tion cur-%e which was
initialized as described in section 2.6. and the cycles per
milliradian (CM) are obtained from the linear in::erpolation as
CM = SLOPE - log CR

For thermal sensors, lcg Co is
the target as in zable- 3, log
coefficient for the freT4enc.atmenuation due to .arge area

*

INRCET.

obtained from the
TaR) is jus: r.he
band :imes range,
smoke is .rovi.eC
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(19)

contrast class of
e:-nc- in
ant.-.`e
".'7.
asS--

are C•:a-re- fro.. e;zja:ion.-

9).

or both op:ical and thermal

sensors.
S-

..

SZ-RANE.
a

(20)

where SIZE is the minimum dimension in meters presented by the
target, and range is in kilometers.
3.4

Construction of Potential Target List.

If

any targets

pass the various filters, they are placed on the
potential target list. If any of these targets has been detected

in previous derection cycles, subroutine DOWASLOS is called to
determine whether LOS has been broken by large area smoke clouds.
1f the previously detected target is still in LOS. the flag
indicating de:ection is reset. otherwise the target is removed
from the list of potential targets.
4.0

DETECTION

Subro-:irne SA'-CHE is called twice every detection cycle, and
SE.-.RCNu calls DOD7T7." :to drive t:he detecticn process. DOCETECOT
then calls subrou::ne DE.EZT for each side (fcr units. which have
possible targets ) e:'ery c----..er time called. Subroutine DETECT
ccn:rols the de:ecti:n process for each given.,nit
and de:ermines
if a poten:iai target should be detected now.
4.1

observer

Unit

Characteristics

a. Tests very si..milar to those described in section 3.1 and
.. determine whet.e- or not
the calc•a•_-ons for detection need
be az-emp:ed.
Des:rc-ed "i:s
and those m,,ade inoperable by
che.wmical weapons effe.:s are skipped.

Units wh-ich are mounted but

can detect targets are ;i--e. the appropriate characteris-.ics of

the host pl'a:orm.'The
o*bserver s location and sensor
cha.racteristics are dete.-.9..ined.
It is assumed that one-man units
cannot search while f:irin or reloading.
b. The search pa:tern is assumed to be uniformly distributed
throughout a gamer specified search area. The view-fan is
specified by the gamer to have a direction with symmetric
azimuthal limits. The sensor wide and narrow fields of view are
input in radians by sensor type. If the wide FOV is very narrow
(less than six degrees) the sensor FOV is reduced still further to
partially account for the elevation part of the search.
Currently, the basic search is implemented as almost totally
azimuthal, so an elevation factor (sensor FOV/six degrees) is
applied for very narrow FO-'s to require longer times to search.
The search by sensor FOV is implemented by assuming that the time
available for search is uniformly distributed to the fraction of
the total view-fan occupied by the sensor FOV.
in other words,
the probability the target is in the FOV is the sensor FOV divided
by the search sector. The sensor FOV is also degraded by an input
parameter if the chemical situation warrants.
A moving unit,
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except for flyers, searches for 180 degrees

This is different

from the 360 degrees used in building the target list (section
3.2) and is merely a heuristic approach to reduce the time spent
searching when the most threatening area is probably known. This
search sector applies until the unit has been stopped for at least
two minutes.

For each observer that
Target Unit Characteristics.
4.2
passes the filters, all the tare.-s from the observer's potential
target list are considered for detection. If any potential
targets are destroyed or have mounted a vehicle. they are removed
from the potential target list. Units which are already detected
are not processed again. Line-of-sight is checked for the
positions in the same way as described in section 5.3..c. The
probability of LCS is used as a size factor in the calculation of
reduced to 1/3
the target's e!fective size. The target is
turre:
in
i:s size i! in hull defilade or 1/40 its size i:
defilade. Moving targe:; are assumed to be easier to detect
because o0 their increased signature, and tiheir sizes are
ulziplied by..

as discussed -in section 3.3.b.(2).

A targe:

that has fired in the last twenty seconds is ass-..ed tc have cued
ne observer to search in its area. and the probabii"t of being
in the FOV of the sensor is set to 1.0. The at:enua:i.n due to
large area smoke clouds is calculated for the existing LOS.
Subroutine PAI?.S calcula-.es
probability of Detection.
4.3
across the tar;et
(BARS)
the number of resolvable cyy. cles
""otransmitted to :he sensors as described -n seccicn 3.3.d.
subroutine ?DETEZ is called to determine :he .robaoili:y of
:c"e. 7 he robab'h
de:ec:ion in -ce durazion of this search
of. detec-ion given ,he target is in "he FV is g-'en un e- a:io
(2) in section 2.3,
1

-

(2)

exp (t/TAU).

The initialization of the time factor liTAU as a -unC:ion of BARS
is described in section 2.3. and the value is determined in
subroutine PDET EC for the given SARS. The probability of equation
is then multiplied by the probability the target is in the
(2)
FOV, to give the final probability of detection. A random draw is
made to determine if the target may be detected by the sensor. If
so, then smoke clouds are checked to see if LOS is blocked, and if
it is, the target is removed from the potential target list.
Other4ise the target is considered to be detected. Human targets
are designated "recognized" when detected to represent the effect
tha- fooc soldiers can be distinguished from vehicles at this
level of detection. 9
4.4

zmpact

of Detection

on Other

.unctions

ec t
The de-ected unit wi;l be engaged wi-h dir~c
a.
firer--_rgethe
for
zOssible. The weapon selection is made
a wea.•crn :C..::e
env4rrment by subroutine W.C-,N.
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(out of ammunition, for example), no 'iring event is scheduled.
!f firinq is in progress, the firing event is not scheduled for
:h.s detection. The time for the next direct-fire event is set in
"the queue, and modified for a chemical environment. if necessary.
b. After a unit has been detected, other criteria are checked
tc see if the resolution allows higher levels of inference to be
made about the target. The number of cycles resolvable across the
target by the sensor in narrow FOV are compared to the thresholds
for this weapon target pair scaled first for recognition (3.5) and
next for identification (6.4). This allows the graphical
interface to present different icons to the gamers for the
difcferen: levels of information per-eived about the targets.
Fur•.her..cre, the firing criterion can be changed by the gamer on
Screen ::I.
St7MARY

5.0

OF ASSUMPTIONS

a. The body of heuristic methods and theo:y commonly known as
search
the Cen:-r for Nigh: Visio.n and Eiec:ro-Op:iCs (C.NVA'
on the
targets
versus
sensors
of
ance
.re:esen:.s the per-crm,
1.1a tt I e fie I d
of observers who "il eventually find a given
o. The -'aczion
tar:-e is given by
, =
?. N-. = RR

4"". • '

-

•"---e z = :.:`50 is the ra:io of the nuher N of resOlvable cycles

ac,,ss -..
be 0.5.•1c5,
c.

:arce: to theAnumber N5O of cyc'es re;_,ired for .2-.:0
(N50N501)
M
CZ = .

.he reciD.ocal of the mean ti e to d e:e= ("t"T)

is

I/TU = ?NF/2.4 for N/-d50 S_2.

and

l/TU - N/(6.8 - N50) fcr N/N50 a 2.

d. The optical paths from target to sensor are near the
horizon.
e. The detections occur in a homogeneous, natural atmosphere.
(The sky is just as bright at range R from the target as at the
target.)
f. The sky-to-ground ratio of luminances is the same for all
sensor-target pairs.
g. The minimum contrast which can be detected by the eye is
0.02.
h. Targets within !C meters are certain to be detected.
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i.

No LOS exists if the probability of LOS is less than 0.01.

The opcical contrast at the target is *the same for all
j.
targets.
k. The search pattern is uniformly distributed throughout the
search area (view-fan).
1. A target that has fired in the last twenty seconds is
assumed to have cued the observer to search in its area, and the
probability of being in the FOV of the sensor is set to 1.0.
m. Moving observers are assumed to search 360 degrees while
targets are being considered for the potential target list. This
saves the gamers :he effort of setting and adjusting view-fans
while providin. :-he approximate effec: of having individual.
coordinated search sectors for all vehicles in a moving
organiza:ional element.
n. Moving ozservers are ass'_ned to search i•O decrees while
s lessens -he
targets are being considered for de: ec:4on. .-.
search time penalty assuming mos: units know the a-prcxrina:e
direction of the threat.
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APPENDIX

K

APPENDIX B - SELECTED JANUS ALGORITHMS
Extracts from Janus (T) Documentation and Users Manuel.
Department of the Army, US Army TRADOC Analysis Command,
White Sands Missile Range, NM; 1988.
B-1

LINE OF SIGHT

B-1.1 GENERAL

Line of sight occupies a central role in combat simulations that work at item level.
The line of sight algorithm is critical to both the processes being simulated, and to
the overall ratio of real time to simulation time characteristics of the model. The
overall purpose and use of the model, in turn, drive the selection of algorithms
from the viewpoint of speed and accuracy. "Janus/T" leans more toward speed than
very detailed calculations in most of the algorithms used. This section will discuss
three aspects of LOS processing in "Janus/T". Those aspects are:
LOS in support of detections
LOS through smoke and dust clouds
LOS support the force deployment
B-1.2 LOS -OR DE-ECrIONS
The principal problem to be solved is to determine if a line from an observer to a
target intersects intervening terrain or terrain features. The process works as
follows:
In general, the line between the observer and target will be divided into
equidistant points, Each point will be tested to determine the degree to which it
influences LOS.
The number and location of points tested along the observer target line (LOS
Line) is determined as follows:
Compute observer to target (delta-xl and (delta-y]
Compute Nx and Ny by dividing (delta-xI and (delta-y] by the terrain grid size
The largest Nx and Ny is called Np. Np is the number of points to be tested
along the observer target line.
Compute dx and dy to be delta x and delta y

NO

Np

The points to be tested along the observer target line are generated by successive
additions of dy and dx to the observer's position.
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Each point is tested in the following way: The height of the terrain at any point
along the LOS line is the height of the terrain in the terrain grid cell containdng
the point. If the terrain is higher than the point on the observer target line,
then the process is terminated and LOS is said not.to exist between the observer
and target.
Note that the observer target line is adjusted to account for the height of the
observer and the height of the target.
If the observer target line does not intersect terrain, then it will be tested for
being below any terrain features such as buildings or vegetation.
If the point on the observer target line is below terrain features, then the
density of the terrain feature is added to a sum kept for the observer target line.
If this sum exceeds a threshold, then line of sight is said not to exist. Terrain
feature density of the terrain grid cell containing the observer is not added to
this sum. If the terrain feature densities do not exceed a threshold, they will
affect the observer's ability to detect the target in the following way.
Let C be the grid size in Km and let D be the sum of the density codes of the
cells for which LOS Line is below the dty or tree height.
The F = (G" D)- and degradation = EXP(-F). The table below contains examples
of degradation computations for a grid size of fifty meters.
The degradation is applied to the target detection dimension during the
acquisition process.
Density Code
Path Length in Grids
LOS Degradation
1
1
0.997503
12
0.990050
1

3
4

0.9=7775I1
0.960789

4

1

0.960789

4
4

2
3

0.852144
0.697676

4

4

0-5272.92

7
7
7

1
4
3

0.884706
0.612626
0.332040

7

4

0.140858

1
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B-1.3 LOS THROUGH SMOKE AND DUST

If LOS exists between an observer and target, the model also checks to see if smoke
or dust block the LOS line. Assuming that there are currently some active clouds,
the following process is used to determine if any could blocks line of sight.

*

*

Each cloud is defined by the three dimensional location of its center, the
orientation/direction of the length dimension and two sets of length, width,
and thickness dimensions. One set of length, width, and thickness is for optical
sensor, the other for thermal sensors. The set of dimensions used is
determined by the sensor the observer is currently using. any intersection of
the LOS line and the cloud blocks LOS.
A gross filter is first applied to the cloud to see if it could block LOS. This is
done by constructing square around the cloud. The dimension of the square is
the largest of the length of width dimension of the could. Next, a rectangle is
placed of over the observer and target so that the observer and target lie on
opposite ends of the rectangle's diagonal. If the cloud square does not intersect
the observer target rectangle, then the cloud is no longer considered.
Next, a finer filter is applied. The distance from the cloud center to the line
connecting the observer and target is compared tot he clouds maximum
dimension. If the distance is larger than the dimension, then the could is no
longer considered.
If the testing gets this far, a third test is made. This test uses the cloud's
orientation, and length and width dimension to form a diamond. The four
lines making up the diamond are tested for intersection with the LOS line. If
no intersections occur, then the could is no longer considered.
If the test above resulted in an intersection, then the altitude of the intersection
is compared to the altitude of the top and bottom of the cloud. If it is between
those two altitudes, then the coll is declared to block LOS.

B-14 LOS FOR DE'LOymwhr
IThe "LOS" routines can be used during the play of J7anus/T" to indicate the general
*line of sight characteristics for a unit located at a particular terrain location.
To do this, the player picks "LOS" from menu section two. Next, the player
picks a unit. Picking a unit establishes the view to be considered by the LOS
routines. View is defined by view fan size, view fan direction, visibility limit
and unit height. The view fan size, direction, and limit are drawn in white on
the map display.
View fan size is the angle between the pie shaped wedge representing the view.
View direction is designated by the dashed line down the center of the view.
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Visibility lirnit is represented by the circular arc at the far end of the view.
Unit height is not explicitly represented by the graphics.
Height and visibility limits are set by the system type of the unit.
View fan size and view fan direction can be set by the player.
When the unit is picked (after picking LOS), the unit's view will be graphically
displayed and the general LOS capability of the terain location and unit picked
will be indicated within the view by orange lines. The orange lines are
generated using the following procedure. Starting from one side of the view,
LOS as described above is tested every five degrees for points along a line from
the view point to the view visibility limit. Whenever two consecutive points
have line of sight, an orange line is drawn between the two points. Points
between the five degree angle increments are not considered. The LOS
degradation factor must be above 0.58 in order for the point to qualify as a point
to which LOS exists.
Once the unit has been picked and tht. LOS routines know the view definition,
it is possible to test what this unit could see from other location. To do this,
move the cursor to another location and press the yellow button. the line of
sight capability of the unit from that point will then be displayed. In this
fashion, the player can decide where to deploy each unit.
B-2

ACQUISITION

The target acquisition algorithms used in "Janus/T" are based on the mathematical
detection model developed by the Night Vision and Electro-Optics Laboratory,
hereafter referred to as the NVEOL detection model. Actually, the NVEOL detection
model is not a well-defined model, in that it is rather more like an approach, or
concept, for modeling the detection/acquisition process. Documentation of the
NVEOL detection model is scattered throughout various published reports,
unpublished papers, letters, briefing slides, etc. This leaves the Force-on-Force
Combat Simulation designer with considerable latitude in selecting and/or
designing a specific implementation of the NVEOL detection model.
In the remainder of this section we attempt to describe, in sufficient detail, the
implementation of the NVEOL detection model in "Janus/T". Modeling
detection/acquisition inTanus/T" is divided into two basic parts: modeling the
physical stimulus that a target presents to an observer, and modeling the observers
response to that stimulus.
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1-2.1 STmULUS PRESENTEiD sy TARcET
5-2.1.1

Definition of Cycles

The physical effects that make a target visible are condensed into a single
measurement. This measure ent is the number of "cycles" resolved by the
observer upon the target. Imag a pattern of stripes or bars which are equal in width
and alternating in color. Let the contrast between the two colors be the same as the
contrast between the image of a target and its background. Make the overall size of
the pattern the same as the target's minimum presented dimension. Let the spacing
of the bars become finer and finer until we reach the finest spacing that the observer
can distinguish. Count the number of bars in the pattern. This gives the number of
cycles that the observer can resolve on the target.
B-2-1.2

General method for Computing Cycles

The general method for computing cycles in "Janus/T" involves these steps:
"0
0

"Findthe contrast of the target as Ii appears to the observer's sensor.
Find the number of cycles per milliradian that the sensor can resolve as a
function of that contrast.
Use the targets presented dimension and range to find the number of
milliradians subtended by the target.

Multiply cycles per milliradian times milliradians subtended by the target,
to obtain cycles.
The next sections describe the mathematical model for computing cycles.
*

B-2.13

Computing Contrast for Direct Vision Optical Sensor (DVOs)

The unaided eye and binoculars are examples of DVO sensors. We shall refer to
such sensors as "optical sensors", and we will refer to targets under observation by
these sensors as "optical targets". The procedure for determining the contrast of an
optical target is as follows.
Let:
CS = contrast of target at sensor
CT = conuast of target measured at target
SG -sky to pound brightnss ratio in Km
ILY = atmospherc extnction for visible spectrum
RA = sensor to targe!
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in Km

cS=CTI(I+SG*(EXP(EX.AtA)-l)) (Eq.11
The sources of the inputs to this calculation are:
CT: This value is input as part of the weather data. (See table 28, the entry
"OPTICAL CONTRAST") All optical targets are assumed to have the
same value of CT.
SG: This value is input as part of weather data. (See table 28) Although
provision has been made to portray SG as a function of the observerto-target direction, this has not yet been implemented in the
"Janus/T" code. The value of SKY TO GROUND BRIGHTNESS for
90 degrees determines the value of SC used in "Janus/T'.
EX This value is input as part of the weather data. (See Table 28, under
the heading "EXTINCTION BAND 1")
RA: This value is computed by the model from the current observer and
target locations
B-2.1.4

Computing Contrast for other Sensors

Sensors such as the M-1 Tank thermal sight will be referred to as thermal sensors.
These sensors operate on wavelengths roughly between 7 and 12 microns. Instead
-.
the "contrast" of a target observed by a thermal sensor, we will speak of the
solute value of the average target to background temperature difference" or
,.elta-r of the target.
Let:
ST = absolute av2

i rget to back ground temp difference measured at sensor, deg C
7T = absolute a • .-get to background temp difference measured at target, deg C
EX = atmosphenc extinction for 7-12 micronband, in units of inverse Km
R4 = sensor to target range, Km
Then:
ST=TT*EXP(-EX*RA)

(E421

The sources of the inputs to this calculation are:
TT a This depends on the "contrast class" which has been assigned to the
target system. (See Table 13, the entries "EXPOSED THERMAL
CONTRAST CLASS" and "DEFILADE THERMAL CONTRAST
CLASS")
The translation between contrast class and deg C is:

Class

DegC
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1

03

2

1.0

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

1.5
2.0
2.5
3.0
3.5
4.0
4.5
5.0
6.0
7.0

EX: This input is from the weather data. (See Table 28, the entry
"EXTTNCTION BAND 2") Although the 7 to 12 micron band is called
"BAND 2" in "Janus/Tr, this band is usually called band 5 in other
programs, such as Atmospheric Science Lab's EOSAEL model.
RA: This is computed by the model from the sensor and target locations.
B-2.1.5

Computing Cycles Per Milliradian

The performance of a sensor is specified by a curve of cycles per milliradian as a
function of target contrast measured at the sensor (in the case of DVOs), or as a
function of the absolute average target to background temperature difference in
'degrees C (in the case of thermal sensors). This data is entered in Table 31. The
columns marked "CYCLES" refer to cycles per milliradian data. Those marked
MRTMRC refer to contrast or delta-T data. (MRT abbreviates "mean resolvable
temperature"; MRC abbreviates "mean resolvable contrast". Sensor performance is
therefore specified by an MRT or an MRC curve.
Before entering these curves, the user should determine whether the magnification
of the sensor is represented by the data he intends to use. A Janus sensor is not
simply a type of sensor such as a dragon thermal sight, but it is a particular type of
sensor operating in a particular field of view. Magnification depends on which field
of view is assumed. Because of the way acquisition is modeled (see "CHOICE OF
SENSOR FIELD OF VIEW" below) it is best to assume sensors operate in their
narrowest field of view. In past studies at TRASANA, the MRT curves for thermal
sensors have included this magnification. Some of the DVO curves have included
it, while others required that the user adjust a curve for the eye by multiplying cycles
per milliradian data by sensor magnification. The "Janus/T" code does not perform
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user before the sensor performance
.ch adjustments; these must be done by the
data is entered.

contrast for a DVO is 0.02. NO sensor
"oTanus/" assumes the minimum usable
0.02.
be used with MRC values less than
performance curves for OV0s should
initialization.
during
Janus/T" to bomb
Failure to observe this may cause
Dimension of Target
Computing Minimum Presented
(6)
function of the
of a target is computed as a
dimension
presented
sensor-to-target
The minimum
terrain which lies along the
the
target,
the
of
detection dimension
the target is in defilade or not.
line of sight (LOS), and whether
Let:

dimension of target, meters
presented
mirnimum
actual
AD
be the
target, meters. This should
of
dimension
DO - detection
of the target when it is completeLy
minimum presented dimension

exposed.

target is in defilade or not.
Fi a factor depending on whether
along LOS.
F12 = factor depending on terrain
"-hen:
DA,=DD'F1'F

2

I£q. 31

The sources of these inputs are:
the entry
system. (See Table 13,
each
for
entered
data
DD. This is
confuse this data item with
9MINIMvUM DUM2ENSION". Do not
"-IEIGHT".)

Y

to 1.0 otherwise
if targset is in defilade, set
to
set
is
Fl
FI:
F: This factor is computed by the LOS algorithm. (See the precedin$
section "PROBABILI
5-.1.6

OF LOS')

by Target
Compuftin Milhixdian Subtended

Let:

Then.:
Then:

MR = miliradian subwmnded by target
AD = 2cmal carget dimension in maw=T
RA = sensor to target range in kilometers
.MR = A0 ,' A
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rEc, -41

'he input AD is described above, RA is computed from the sensor and target
-xations. (AD/ RA is an approximation for MR.)
As stated earlier, no adjustment is made to AD or MR to account for sensor
magnification. "Janus/IT"' assumes such an adjustment is part of the MRT or MRC
data for the sensor.
B-2.1.7

Algorithms Used by "JanusnT"

It is more convenient to work in terms of the logarithms of many of the quantities
mentioned above than in terms of the quantities themselves. During "Janus/T"
initialization, much of the above data is converted by taking logarithms. For
example, the sensor performance curves are used to generate curves which
represent cycles per milliradian as a function of the natural logarithm of contrast or
temperature.
The curve corresponding to Eq. I is generated as a set of slope-intercept interpolation
data during initialization.
B-2.2 OBSERVERS RESPONSE TO TARGET SMTMfULUS

Each 20 seconds of Game Time, a list of at most 5 potential target units is formed for
each observer unit. We will now describe the requirements which must be satisfied
n order for an enemy unit to be included in this list. the observer must have LOS
to the target, and must resolve a suffident "cycle ratio" on the target unit. The target
unit must be in the observer's sector of search. If there are more than 5 targets
meeting these conditions, only the 5 with the most cycles are put in the list. Cycle
ratios and search sectors are described in more detail in later sections.
A unit in "Janus/T" may have two sensors. An observer unit uses only one of these
sensors at a time. If no targets are currently acquired by an observer, "Janus/T" will
cause the unit to switch to its other sensor before its potential target list is updated.
Each 2 seconds of Game Time, an observer unit attempts to acquire those units in its
list of potential targets. An independent U(0,1) random draw is made for each
potential target, and compared to a caJculated probability of detection for that target.
(Details of computing the probability of detection are given in a later section.) If the
random draw is less than or equal to the computed probability of detection, the
target unit is acquired, otherwise it is not. Once acquired, the target unit will remain
acquired until either LOS is lost, or the target is no longer within the observer unit's
search sector.
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5-2.1

Threshold Cycle Ratio

During "Tanus/T' initialization, each possible combination of observer unit with
enemy target unit is assigned a "threshold cycle ratio" by a random drawing. The
distribution of threshold cycle ratios is given as follows:
Let:
PR = probability tha tassigned threshold cycle ratio is less than or equal to R
TR = value of threshold cycle ratio
A= 2.7
B =0.7
W = A + B*TR
TERM = (TR) 2W

Then:
PR = TERM / (I + TERM)

(Eq. 51

This distribution of threshold cycle ratios corresponds to the "P=INFINITY"
probability distribution in the VNEOL detection model.
As was stated above, one of the requirements for an enemy unit to be included in an
observer unit's potential target list, is that the observer must resolve a sufficient
"cycle ratio" on the target unit. This requirement is evaluated in the following
manner. Suppose the observer resolves C cycles upon the target. The value of the
:cycle ration" is then CR = C/ M, where M = 3.5 if the target is stationary, or M = 2.0
if the target is moving or has fired in the previous 15 seconds. In the NVEOL
Model, M is called the "cycle criterion". It is the median number of cycles required
for eventual acquisition. Using M = 3.5 corresponds to acquisition at the level of
"recognition", which means the observer acquires the target and knows whether it
is tracked or wheeled or personnel. Using M = .0 corresponds to acquisition at the
level of "aimpoint", which means the target is acquired and can be aimed at.
The computed "cycle ration" (CR) is then compared to the threshold cycle ratio
which was assigned to the observer/target combination during "Janus/T"
initialization. The computed "cycle ratio" must be greater than or equal to the
threshold cycle ratio, before the target is eligible to be put in the observer's potential
target list.
(The above mathematical model is actually implemented in "Janus/T" by assigning
threshold values of TR * 3.5 to TR. Then if a target has moved or fired, C is
multiplied by 1.75 and compared to the threshold. This is equivalent to comparing
C/2.0 to TR.)
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emphasize that a threshold cycle ratio is assigned to each observer-unit/target.
unit combination during initialization. Once set, these thresholds are not changed
during a particular "Janus/T" run.

'We

8-2.2.1

Search Sector

If an observer unit is not in defilade, its search sector is a circle centered at the unit,
with a radius of "VISIBILITY". The data item 'VISIBILITY" is described in Table 13.
U an observer unit is in defilade, its search sector is a pie shaped wedge, with the
point of the wedge located at the unit's position. The wedge is called the unit's
"View Fan"/ The angular extent and direction of the unit's view fan is set by the
player, and the radial extent of the fan is determined by the "VISIBILITY" of the
observer unit.
A moving unit will not restrict its search to the View Fan set by the player, since
such a unit is not in defilade. Also, when a unit stops moving, there may be a time
delay before it goes into defilade and its View Fan becomes effective.
B-2.-.3

Probability of Acquiring a Potential Target

Let:
PD = probability target is acquired
T =2.Osec
M = 0.5 cycles if target is moving or has recently fired, M
C f cycles present on target
CR=CIM
PF = a function of TR given below
SS = angular extent of sector of search
FV = field of view of observers sensor

2.0 cycles otherwise

Then:
P=LO-EXP(-(FVISS)*(PF/3.4)*T) [Eq.61
The value of 55 is the angular extent of the observer unit's View Fan if in defilade,
and 180.0 degrees is not in defilade. Note that "Janus/T" does not explicitly model
the direction of the observer's sensor as a function of time. The factor FV/SS is the
fractional amount of time that a particular target is in the observer unit's sensor
field of view. (The value of FV is entered in Table 30.)
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"he values used for M correspond to the cycle criterion for acquiring a target at the
level of "detection", which means that target is known to be a point of military
interest. These values are appropriate for medium clutter conditions.
Now we describe the function PF.
Let:
C = cycles resolved on target
M=2.0
CR=CIM
A =2.7
B =0.7
W=A+B*CR
TERM = (CR) 2 W
Then if CR is less than or equal to 2:
PR = TERM /(1.0 + TERM) [Eq. 7]

Else:
PF=CRI2 [Eq. 8]
B-2.3 ACQUISITION BY FLYERS

When a flyer unit is not currently "popped up", its acquisition of enemy units is
modeled in the same fashion as non-flyer units with the exception that the search
sector of a moving flyer is set to 180 degrees instead of 360 degrees.
When a flyer unit is popped up, its acquisition process is modified, as follows.
B-2.3.1

Non-Scanning Flyers When Popped-Up

When a flyer that does not have an automatic target scanner is popped up, its list of
potential targets is updated immediately, instead of waiting for the next normal 20second update. Acquisition of enemy target units then proceeds in the same
manner as for non-flyers.
B-2.3.2

Scanning Flyers When Popped-Up

When a flyer with an automatic target scanner is popped up by the player, it remains
up for a certain time which simulates using an automatic scanner to capture a
picture of the scene. The observer unit's list of potential targets is immediately
updated, based on the performance of the narrow field of view of a special sensor
which simulates the automatic scanner capabilities.
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The flyer then pops-down (remasks) automatically. "Janus/T" simulates the pilot's
search of the stored picture. The pilot considered to be using the wide field of view
of the special scanning sensor used to build the potential target list, and is
considered to be searching for a time period which is proportional to the angular
extent of the View Fan of the flyer (which has been set by the player). An
independent random draw is made to determine whether the pilot detects each
target. The probability of detection is given by Eq. 6, with the following
modifications made to the inputs of Eq. 6. The value of M used is 3.5 unless the
target has fired. This accounts for the fact that movement is not evident on the
stored picture. The value of T is one-half the actual time spent searching. This
accounts for the fact that the pilot's search process is believed to be slower than a
search of an actual scene.
The flyer will remain popped down for a time equal to the pilot's actual search
time, plus 2 seconds for each target acquired. The additional time accounts for
spending two seconds per acquired target to switch to narrow field of view and
recognize the target.
If the pilot acquired no targets during the remask time period, the scanning
procedure is started over; that is, the flyer pops up again and captures another
picture of the scene, then remasks and the pilot again searches the stored picture for
targets, etc.
If the pilot acquired targets during the remask time period, then the flyer will pop
up and attempt to re-acquire all targets previously acquired form the scanner
picture. The sensor the pilot uses will (be) the first sensor assigned to the system.
(See Table 22, the entry 'FIRST SENSOR TYPE".) Each 2 seconds, an independent
random draw is made for each potential target. The probability of detection is given
by Eq. 6. However, the ratio (FV/SS) in equation 6 is set equal to 1.0, since the pilot
knows the location of the potential targets and can immediately place them within
his sensor's FOV.
B-2.4 EFFECT OF AGGREGATION UPON ACQUISITION

A unit which is an aggregate of several systems acquires targets as if it were a single
system. Such a unit is also acquired as if it were a single system. That is, when it is
viewed as a target, it appears to be a single system with the dimensions and contract
of a single system.
B-2.5 CHOICE OF SENSOR FIELD OF VIEW

The assumed FOV for a sensor is determined by what data the user decides to enter
in Table 31. Since the level of acquisition required for putting a target in the
observer's potential target list is sometimes as high as "recognition", sensors should
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operate in their narrowest field of view in order to produce as many cycles as
possible on the target. Once a target is in the list, the time needed to detect it
depends on Eq. 6. Although using a narrow FOV decreases the term (FV/SS) in Eq.
6, it also increase the value of CR and PF, which somewhat compensates. By using
Eq. 6 we are assuming that the elevation angle of the sensors field of view is always
great enough to cover the elevation of the observer's search sector. If this were not
the case, then the term (FV/SS) would have been replaced by the ratio of the area (in
deg2 2) of the sensors FOV to the area of the search sector.
B-3

DIRECT FIRE

B-3.1 GENERAL
The Direct Fire Module (DFM) of "Janus/T' is invoked to process a singe potential
direct fire event, up to and including the outcome of the firing event itself. The
DFM is initially scheduled (for a particular firing unit) by the Detection Module
whenever a direct fire unit detects an enemy unit, but may subsequently re-schedule
itself (for the same firing unit) if required.
In general terms, the DFM performs the following tasks each time it is invoked for a
specified firing unit:
Determine if the firing unit can fire at this time.
*
Perform target and weapons selection, if possible.
*
Fire one round (burst) and record the firing event.
"*
Decrement the appropriate ammo count for the firing event.
*
Calculate the round (or burst) impact time.
*
Make a preliminary determination of the number of kills. At impact time,
determine if the kills are still valid. Record the kills, if any.
*
Calculate the ear-test next possible firing time for this firing unit.
*
Re-schedule the DFM to run again for this same firing unit, if appropriate.
A detailed functional description of each of the above DFM tasks is presented in the
following paragraphs.
*

B-3.2 INMrIAL FuRING REQU1REENTS
Before being processed through the remainder of the DFM, a unit must satisfy all of
the following requirements:
*

The unit must be alive and operable
The unit must be Direct Fire capabie
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APPEDIX L
This Appendix provides a brief description of the content and
usefulness of the publications listed
in the bibliography.
Baer, W.,
and Akin, J.R.,
"An approach for real-time database
creation from aerial imagery," Nascent Systems Development Inc.,
Carmel Valley, California.
This article
discusses the real time generation of a of a
perspective view database. The method of visually obtaining

the terrain data is looked at as well as the construction of
the Pegasus database. The article is geared primarily towards
describing how a perspective view system could be generated.

Celski, R.J., "A Study of the Line of Sight Calculations and Data
Base for the Janus(A) Model," paper for TRAC Monterey, Monterey,
CA, 16 September 1992.
A report conducted to analyze problems in the representation
of vegetation as well as its density and height values. The
report looks at the HITREE and DOLOS subroutines and examines
their flaws.
Digital Equipment Corporation,
Order Number:AA-D034E-TE,
FORTRAN: Language Reference Manual, Maynard, Massachusetts,
1988
Technical
language.

manual

for

understanding

the

VMS

VAX

VAX
June

FORTRAN

Kellner, A.D., "NVEOD Detection in Janus(A)," memorandum for the
record for U.S. Army TRADOC Analysis Command, White Sands Missile
Range, New Mexico, 14 July 1992.
Provides a summary of how detection and acquisition are
calculated in Janus. Study of this memorandum will provide the
reader with the necessary background knowledge required to
understand the logic behind detection and acquisition in
Janus. This memorandum is clearly written to educate the
layman. It provides the basis of the background information on
Janus in Chapter I of this thesis.
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Macchiaroli, C.R., A Review of Literature on the Theory of Visual
Target Detection Probabilities,Master's Thesis, Naval Postgraduate
School, Monterey, California, September 1973.
As the title
states, this thesis conducts a review of the
literature available on target detection. This may provide a
starting point for further understanding of the various ideas
and approaches on target detection. However, this thesis was
written over 20 years ago, and does not cover recent
literature.

Parish, R.M.,
and Kellner, A.D.,
"Target Acquisition in Janus
Army," paper for the U.S. Army TRADOC Analysis Command, White Sands
Missile Range, New Mexico, October 1992.
This article covers the same topics as does Kellner's
memorandum of 14 July mentioned above. It also describes some
of the mechanics in Janus such as search initialization and
generation of potential target lists.
It is not an exact
duplicate of Kellner's memorandum,
and thus may offer
additional insight into detection and acquisition.

TITAN Tactical Applications, Software Design Manual Janus(A) 2.1
Model, Contract No. DABFT 60-90-D-0002, Delivery Order #37.
Provides a description of the overall Janus system. Some of
the more useful items included:
- description of data files and what they contain
- description of the Global files contained in Janus
description of Janus algorithms.
This includes
discussions of radars, barriers, chemical warfare, smoke
clouds, mine fields, movement, and line of sight.
Also included is a section based on the paper done by Kellner
and Randall mentioned above.

TITAN Tactical Applications, User Manual Janus 3.0 Model, Contract
No. DABFT 60-90-D-0002, Delivery Order #37.
Describes how to plan, execute. verify, and post process Janus
scenarios. A useful manual if you want to create your own
scenario.
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TITAN Tactical Applications, Software Programmers Manual Janus(A)
2.1 Model, Contract No. DABFT 60-90-D-0002, Delivery Order #37.
Provides detailed descriptions of all subroutines used in the
Janus
model.
Also
provides
block
diagrams
showing
interrelationships between subroutines. In each subroutine
description is included a list
of all subroutines and function
that it calls and a list
of any subroutines it is called by.
An excellent tool for determining relationships within Janus.
Janus (T) Documentation and Users Manual, Department of the Army,
US Army TRADOC Analysis Command, White Sands, New Mexico, 1988.
Describes another method of determining the line of sight and
detection. The Janus (T) algorithm is designed more for speed
than detail. Useful to read to get another perspective on how
attenuation is calculated. The manner in which Janus (T)
calculates attenuation seems more correct than that used in
Janus (A).
Janus Programs
The programs themselves are full of comments and descriptions
which are very useful in understanding what he particular
routine is trying to do. This is a very useful tool when
combined with the Software Programmers manual
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